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AbstractThis thesis presents the coherent analysis of several redshift surveys andthe results of a series of numerical simulation of galaxy formation. In the�rst part, the new AUTOFIB galaxy redshift is combined with several extantsurveys (DARS, BES, LDSS-1, LDSS-2) to coherently and directly deter-mine the evolution of the galaxy luminosity function. The constructionof the luminosity function even at moderate redshift crucially depends onan understanding of the k-corrections of the galaxies within the survey. Iintroduce and implement a new method for determining (without humanintervention) both an approximate spectroscopic classi�cation and the k-correction. To measure the actual evolution of the luminosity functionas a function of redshift and spectral type, I propose two new maximum-likelihood techniques. The resulting luminosity functions evolve stronglywith redshift. Both the faint-end slope and normalisaton of the luminosityfunction increase with redshift while the cuto� luminosity remains nearlyconstant. This result appears to be independent of the method of deriva-tion.When the sample is divided by spectral type, the evolution both in termsof the spectra and the luminosity function is found to be strongest amongstlate-type galaxies. The number of late-type galaxies increases mark�edlywith redshift, especially at the faint end. On the other hand, the numberof faint elliptical galaxies appears to decrease with redshift. That is, thevast majority of these starforming galaxies have faded below the limits oftoday's surveys since z � 0:2.The second part of this thesis discusses the e�ect of cosmology on theobserved properties of galaxies and their evolution. The \block" model ofgalaxy formation is used to explore galaxy formation in several cosmolo-gies with structure forming in a framework either CDM or C+HDM. Thesimulated galaxy populations are compared with the observed luminos-ity functions in the B and K-bands, Tully-Fisher relation, B � K-colourdistribution, number-magnitude relation (again in the B and K-bands),magnitude-limited redshift distributions, and evolution of the B-band lu-minosity function. I introduce a new method for deriving the propertiesof galaxies observed in magnitude-limited samples and use this method tocalculate the redshift distributions and number counts directly from thesimulations. i



ii Each of the models has its own advantages. Low-density universes �tthe observed Tully-Fisher relation best, and a universe with a low Hubbleconstant predicts colour distributions closest to those observed. A critical-density �ducial model with H0 = 60 km sec�1Mpc�1 and cold dark matterprovides the best all around �t to the observed properties of galaxies, es-pecially the bright-end cuto� of the luminosity function and its rapid evo-lution in the B-band. However, all the models overproduce faint galaxiesrelative to the local luminosity function. Several possible re�nements tothe \block" model are discussed: the inclusion of metallicity e�ects, non-local feedback, inhibited star formation in cooling ows, and initial massfunction that varies in space and time.



PrefaceThis dissertation is the result of my own work and includes nothing whichis the outcome of work done in collaboration, with the exception of workscited in the text and the following.The construction of the AUTOFIB survey has been a collaborative e�ortover many years of my supervisor, Professor Richard Ellis, Matthew Colless,Thomas Broadhurst and myself. My contribution to the survey itself, ofcourse, came only during the latter stages of the observational campaign.The results of this survey (Chapters 2 and 5) will be submitted as Ellis, R.S., Colless, M. M., Broadhurst, T. J., Heyl, J. S. & Glazebrook, K., \TheEvolution of the Galaxy Luminosity Function" to the Monthly Notices ofthe Royal Astronomical Society.The simulations of galaxy formation (Chapters 7 and 9) were basedon the \block" model developed by Shaun Cole and described in Coleet al. 1994a and papers referenced therein. This project was completedin collaboration with Shaun Cole, Carlos Frenk and Julio Navarro. Theresults of this investigation have been submitted to the Monthly Noticesof the Royal Astronomical Society as Heyl, J. S., Cole, S., Frenk, C. S. &Navarro, J. F., \Galaxy Formation in a Variety of Hierarchical Models."However, the major part of the research presented is my own work.This dissertation has not been submitted for any degree, diploma, or otherquali�cation at any other University.
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Chapter 1Introduction`It is a capital mistake to theorise before one has data.'| Sir Arthur Conan-Doyle, Scandal in BohemiaO, sovsem bessmylenno, i vs���e = �e nesprosta.| Georgi IvanovThe study of the distribution of �eld galaxies with luminosity (thegalaxy luminosity function) is a fundamental endeavour of extra-galacticastronomy. In the past decade, both observers and theorists have workedtoward characterising the local luminosity function and its evolution withredshift. Although many redshift surveys have been completed in recentyears (e.g. Peterson et al. 1986, Loveday et al. 1992), both the normal-isation (Maddox et al. 1990b) and the faint-end slope (Davis, Summers& Schlegel 1992, McGaugh 1994) of the local luminosity function remainuncertain. The theoretical e�orts have intensi�ed the question. Althoughsimulations of galaxy formation have enjoyed several successes (predictingthe Tully-Fisher relation, the number counts etc. ), they predict a faint-end slope markedly steeper than observed in these surveys (Kau�mann &White 1993, Cole et al. 1994a and Part II of this thesis). Is there an over-abundance of faint galaxies locally that the bright surveys miss? Or doesour understanding of galaxy formation need revision?These panoramic surveys have veri�ed that the Schechter (1976) formis appropriate to describe the luminosity function and determine the cut-o� luminosity (L�) to high accuracy. However, extrapolating these re-sults for the various morphological types to higher redshift fails to ex-plain the observed steep slope of the number-magnitude relation N(m)(Heydon-Dumbleton, Collins & MacGillivray 1989, Jones et al. 1991, Met-calfe et al. 1991) in the blue fainter than B � 21. On the other hand,Mobasher, Sharples & Ellis (1993) have measured the luminosity function inthe K-band. This luminosity function predicts faint-number counts in thenear-IR that agree with observations (Gardner, Cowie & Wainscoat 1993,Glazebrook, Peacock & Collins 1994). These observations indicate two3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONprincipal conclusions. Firstly, the local panoramic surveys do not probethe density of faint galaxies accurately. A galaxy with MB = �14 + 5 loghcould be detected to a distance of only 15 Mpc at a faint limiting magni-tude of B = 17. A local population of faint blue galaxies would contributeto the B-band number counts with a nearly Euclidean slope (Driver 1994){ they su�er neither redshift dimming nor k-correction e�ects. However,in the IR, these galaxies would be too faint to a�ect the observed K-bandnumber counts. Secondly, galaxies in the past may have been bluer andbrighter than today, which again would not a�ect the K-band counts, butwould explain the steep slope in the B-band. Even in the intermediate mag-nitude range of 17 < B < 21, the number counts exceed the no-evolutionpredictions by a factor of two (Maddox et al. 1990b). This corresponds toa redshift � 0.1 for an L� galaxy. It is di�cult to accept that the galaxypopulation has evolved by such a large factor over the past 0.9 h�1 Gyr. Ifthe observations are correct, the remaining conclusion is that we live in a150 h�1 Mpc hole and the normalisation of the local luminosity function isnot well determined.Deep spectroscopic surveys directly explore the factors leading to theexcess in the number counts and assess the various predictions of galaxy evo-lution. Spectroscopic surveys consisting of 100-300 galaxies in strict mag-nitude limited samples fainter than B=21 have been completed by Broad-hurst, Ellis & Shanks (1988), Colless et al. (1990), Glazebrook et al. (1993),Lilly, Cowie & Gardner (1991) and Lilly (1993). These surveys have builtup the picture that the density of galaxies is a function of apparent magni-tude. The distribution of redshifts in these magnitude-limited slices exhibitsneither a low nor a high redshift tail, indicative of the two possible expla-nation of the number counts excess mentioned in a preceding paragraph.Broadhurst, Ellis & Shanks (1988) noted that a luminosity function with anevolving faint-end slope could explain both the observed N(z) and N(m)distributions, but a non- evolving model with an increasing normalisationis also consistent with the data. Furthermore, they found that the me-dian equivalent width of [OII] (an indicator of ongoing star formation) washigher in their fainter sample than in the DARS redshift survey (Petersonet al. 1986). However, Koo & Kron (1992) argue that the fainter surveysare biased toward bluer galaxies due to the k-correction, and therefore theunderlying distributions of equivalent widths may be similar.The deep spectral surveys, for reasons of observing e�ciency, consist ofsamples restricted to lie within narrow apparent magnitude ranges, whichmake it impossible to strongly constrain the luminosity function, as foundby Broadhurst, Ellis & Shanks (1988). Eales (1993) attempted to combinethe various surveys to estimate directly the luminosity function as a functionof redshift, however the inhomogeneity and limited size of the datasetsthen available precluded very reliable conclusions. A large homogeneoussurvey spanning a wide range of apparent magnitude is necessary to reliablyestimate the evolution of the luminosity function.The �rst part of this thesis describes the combination of the panoramic



5DARS survey (Peterson et al. 1986), the multi-�bre Durham/Anglo-AustralianTelescope faint galaxy redshift survey (Broadhurst, Ellis & Shanks 1988,BES), the multi-slit LDSS and LDSS-2 surveys (Colless et al. 1990, Glaze-brook et al. 1993) with the recently completed AUTOFIB redshift survey.These surveys together probe a range of over 12 magnitudes, a factor ofnearly 100,000 in ux. The same faint galaxy with MB = �14 + 5 loghmay be detected out to a redshift of 0.1 in the faintest LDSS-2 �elds. Also,the photometry of these fainter surveys has been established using fainterisophotal limits; the surveys are more sensitive to low-surface brightnessgalaxies and could constrain their contribution to the galaxy population(McGaugh 1994). Moreover, galaxies near M� may be observed to red-shifts in excess of 0.5. The coherent combination of these surveys canconstrain the number of faint galaxies over a large local volume as well asthe evolution of the luminosity function to redshifts beyond 0.5.The AUTOFIB survey contributes more than half of the galaxies in thecombined survey and �lls the undersampled region 17 < bJ < 21. TheAUTOFIB �bre aperture samples a comparable area to FOCAP (used byBroadhurst, Ellis & Shanks 1988), and the slits of LDSS and LDSS-2. Allthe faint spectra have been observed and analysed in a similar fashion,resulting in a catalogue of redshifts, magnitudes, equivalent widths andspectral types, a variety of tools to measure the evolution of the galaxypopulation. Chapter 2 describes some of the initial steps of this reductionand refers to more extensive explanations of the reduction. It also exploressome of the major features of the combined survey. Chapter 3 explains the�nal stage of the reduction procedure, the spectral classi�cation. Chapter 4describes some estimators for the luminosity function, derives two new esti-mators and explores some of the statistical interrelationships amongst theestimators. The �nal chapters in this part (Chapters 5 and 6) describethe local luminosity function and the evolution observed in the combinedsurvey.



6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION



Chapter 2The AUTOFIB RedshiftSurveySUMMARYThe new AUTOFIB redshift survey �lls in the range in apparent magnitudefrom bJ = 17 to 21, between the brighter long-slit surveys and the faintermulti-slit surveys. By combining these new data with data from the brighterand fainter surveys, the luminosity function and its dependency upon red-shift may be determined directly (as outlined in Chapters 4 and 5).2.1 NamesakeThe principle goal of the new AUTOFIB survey, which forms the basis ofthe combined survey, is to extend the range of galaxy luminosities sampledat moderate z by completing the redshift { apparent magnitude plane inbetween the early B <17 surveys and the more recent 20< B <24 surveys.In this way it is hoped to provide a direct estimate of the shape of theluminosity function (LF) at various redshifts. The AUTOFIB �bre coupler atthe AAT is particularly well suited to this task (Parry & Sharples 1988, Ellis& Parry 1988). AUTOFIB places 64 optical �bres with 2 arcsec cores acrossa 40 arc minute circular �eld at the f/8 Ritchey-Chretien focal plane of theAAT. During a typical observation, about ten �bres measure the sky. Theremaining �fty �bres sample galaxy spectra. The number is well matchedto the density of faint galaxies in the range of 17 < B < 21:5. At thebright limit, a wide magnitude slice may be observed at a high samplingrate. While at the faint end, narrower magnitude slices provide bettercompleteness, and the galaxies are sampled more sparsely. Nowhere in thisrange is one lacking galaxies. Furthermore, a 2-arcsec aperture correspondsto a physical distance of 2-3 h�1 kpc for redshifts between 0.1 and 1.1, wellmatched to the scale of galaxies. 7



8 CHAPTER 2. THE AUTOFIB REDSHIFT SURVEYAn observing campaign begins with target selection from COSMOSscans of sky-limited UK-Schmidt plates or prime focus AAT plates. Themagnitudes are converted to the colour-corrected photographic bj systemde�ned by Jones et al. (1991). bJ � Kodak IIIa-J plus GG395 where thelimiting surface brightness of �J=26.5 arcsec�2 has been adopted (see Joneset al. 1991 for details and transformations). This places the survey on thesame system as the Palomar Sky Survey. The magnitude zero-points andscale are set by comparing the measuring machine scans with referenceto the Edinburgh-Durham Southern Galaxy Survey (Heydon-Dumbleton,Collins & MacGillivray 1989) using galaxies in the range 19 < bJ < 21 andthe CCD zero points used by Jones et al. (1991). These magnitudes werealso correlated against those in the APM survey (Maddox et al. 1990a).Star/galaxy separation of the tentative list of sources was performedusing the COSMOS algorithm (MacGillivray, Beard & Dodd 1988). TheCOSMOS algorithm correctly identi�es the classi�cations for 85 % of thefaint sources, and undercounts the galaxies by no more than 5 %. Further-more, the compact images which happen to be galaxies are neither bluernor fainter than their extended counterparts. Therefore, the automatedclassi�cation does not bias the target selection, unless there is a compactpopulation at bright apparent magnitudes but not at faint ones. From theresulting list of galaxies, several target lists are generated, and each targetis checked by eye, to verify astrometry and that the image of the plate isindeed a galaxy, not a plate defect.The list of targets is passed along to an automated target selectionprogram CONFIGURE (Sharples 1989). In addition to the target list, severalastrometric �ducial stars and blank-sky positions must be provided. Thesky-positions are veri�ed as blank on either UK-Schmidt or AAT-Prime-Focus plates; the �ducial stars should be brighter than 15 magnitude toensure that the �eld is easily acquired. CONFIGURE selects the optimumcombination of targets to maximise the number of objects observed, withoutneglecting any of the mechanical constraints of the �bre positioner. Theprimary constraint is that a �bre head may not be placed within 33 arcsecof another �bre. Therefore, it is impossible to observe two objects closerthat 33 arcsec at the same time. Cole et al. (1994b) found that the two-point correlation function of the AUTOFIB galaxies drops at scales less than 2arcmin, pointing to an additional bias. Figure 2.1 schematically illustratesthe AUTOFIB �eld. The galaxies in the centres of the various circles areselected for observation, while all other galaxies within the circles maynot be observed or are less likely to be observed due to this mechanicalconstraint. Additionally, no object may be observed further than 19.15arcmin from the centre of the �eld, nor within an annulus between 13.81and 14.36 arcmin from the �eld centre. In Section 2.3 I discuss whetherthis may introduce a bias into the luminosity function determination.During the observations, the exposures of the targets are alternatedwith sky observations (during which the telescope is moved 10 arcsec o�-target) and arc wavelength calibrations. Bias and at-�eld twilight sky
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Figure 2.1: Schematic AUTOFIB Field. The large circle represents the ex-tent of the AUTOFIB �eld, 38.30 arcmin. The smaller circles are centredupon a galaxy observed in the survey, and they circumscribe the exclusionregion about each �bre. The construction of the positioner prevents any�bre button from being placed within 33 arcsec of another. Consequently,the two-point correlation function of galaxies within the survey becomesde�cient at approximately 2 arcmin (Cole et al. 1994b). Additionally, the�bre plate has a step of 2 mm, 129 mm (14.4 arcmin) from the centre ofthe �eld to follow the curved focal plane. Fibres may not be placed within5 mm (33 arcsec) inside of this step. This excluded region is representedby the narrow annulus.



10 CHAPTER 2. THE AUTOFIB REDSHIFT SURVEYTable 2.1: Characteristics of the combined surveySurvey bJ Area (2�) Fields Galaxies CompleteDARS 11.5{17.0 70.84 5 326 96%Auto�b bright 17.0{20.0 5.52 16 480 70%Auto�b faint 19.5{22.0 4.67 16 546 81%BES 20.0{21.5 0.50 5 188 83%LDSS-1 21.0{22.5 0.12 6 100 82%LDSS-2 22.5{24.0 0.07 5 60 71%frames are measured at the beginning and end of the night. Once thenight's observations of the �eld are complete, the spectra are reduced inthe standard fashion (described in Appendix B).2.2 Survey strategy and coverageThe survey samples several independent pencil beams with a di�erent sam-pling rates and magnitude limits in the range 17 < B < 21, rather than acontiguous volume in a �xed apparent magnitude range. By sampling vari-ous areas of sky to various depths, the confusing e�ects of galaxy clusteringmay be reduced substantially. By selecting various magnitude limits withinthe larger range of 17 < B < 21, all objects in a given �eld are measuredto a uniform signal-to-noise level { optimising the exposure time for each�eld. Meanwhile, a larger range of magnitude is sampled when the varioussubsurveys are added coherently (Chapter 4), and the absolute magnitudeversus redshift plane is �lled in controlled manner as shown in Figure 2.2.Table 2.1 summarises the salient characteristics of the combined survey.As well as the new data, we have included the brighter DARS survey (Pe-terson et al. 1986) and the fainter BES (Broadhurst, Ellis & Shanks 1988),LDSS-1 (Colless et al. 1990) and LDSS-2 surveys (Glazebrook et al. 1993).In total, the survey consists of 1733 redshifts in 53 �elds. Within this survey,the new data reported here comprises 1026 redshifts in 32 �elds taken pri-marily in 2 apparent magnitude ranges: 17< bJ <20.0, and 19.5< bJ <22.Although there are a total of 53 �elds, they fall into only ten independentregions. Most of the observations beyond B ' 20 were restricted to a fewwell-separated areas of sky with astrometric and photometric data from 4-mplates and CCD images. This information, as mentioned earlier, is neededfor target selection and �bre placement. At the intermediate magnitudes,many of the �elds are concentrated near the South-Galactic pole. Thisreects the intensive study of the large-scale structure in this region byBroadhurst et al. (1990) and Szalay et al. (1991).The LDSS-1 and LDSS-2 surveys (Colless et al. 1990, Glazebrook et al. 1993)
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Figure 2.2: Apparent and Absolute Magnitudes versus Redshift. The upperpane shows the new AUTOFIB survey in relation to the bright DARS andfaint LDSS surveys. The lower pane depicts the homogeneous sampling ofthe absolute magnitude versus redshift plane, helpful for the direct deter-mination of the evolution of the luminosity function. The upper cloud isDARS. The large lower cloud is the new AUTOFIB survey combined with theBES survey. The LDSS surveys contribute a scattering of points at highredshift and faint absolute magnitude.



12 CHAPTER 2. THE AUTOFIB REDSHIFT SURVEYwere selected from deep CCD data calibrated directly with reference toJones et al and are automatically on this system. For the DARS data(Peterson et al. 1986), which was originally selected at a bright �J=24.0arcsec�2 isophote, all of the apparent magnitudes and limits were shifted0.28 magnitudes brighter. The spectra for a few of the subcatalogues werenot available for the spectral classi�cation described in Chapter 3. TheDARS galaxies have morphological classi�cations which guided the assign-ment of k-corrections. The spectra for the entire bes mt �eld could notbe recovered and some spectra in the other catalogues were zeroed (appar-ently randomly) during reduction. These galaxies were given by default thek-corrections of Sbc galaxies. As it will be shown in Chapter 6, these un-certain galaxies make a minor contribution to the total luminosity functionand therefore introduce little uncertainty in the results.2.3 Selection biasesAs mentioned earlier, the AUTOFIB instrument has a number of restrictionswhich could a�ect some of the survey characteristics. Figure 2.3 (or Figure 5of Cole et al. (1994b)) shows the distribution of separations for pairs. Thedistribution drops dramatically at separations less than 2 arcmin (the �bre-�bre restriction). Also, it drops to a short dip between 30 and 34 arcmindue to the step in the �bre plate. Finally, there are no pairs separated bymore than 38 arcmin as the edge of the �eld is reached.The main e�ect of such selection constraints in our survey is likely to bein studies of the galaxy correlations rather than in estimating luminosityfunctions, unless there are luminosity-dependent correlations. Similar re-strictions are also present in the LDSS-1 and LDSS-2 samples where multi-slit masks are optimally designed when sources are uniformly spaced. Thisrestriction could bias the derived luminosity functions, if low luminositysatellite galaxies preferentially lie within 2 arcmin of brighter host galaxies.To check this, the relative magnitude distribution of pairs of which one wasa galaxy selected for spectroscopic measurement and the other a sourcewithin a given separation was compared with the same distribution for allobserved objects against all objects that could have been observed withinthe same �eld. No statistically signi�cant di�erence was seen.2.4 IncompletenessTable 2.2 gives a more detailed summary of the survey including the statis-tics and incompleteness on a �eld by �eld basis. In general terms, incom-pleteness can arise in several ways and might, of course, seriously a�ectluminosity function estimation depending on whether it is systematic withe.g. redshift or spectral type. The most benign e�ect, which can be cor-rected, is incompleteness that arises purely from the increased di�culty ofmaking redshift identi�cations because the spectra of the fainter galaxies
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Figure 2.3: Normalised Ratio of Pair Counts. For each �eld, the distributionof separations for the observed galaxies is divided by the distribution of allgalaxies in the sampling region. The mean of these ratios over all the �eldsis plotted. There is a de�cit both at small and large separations.

Figure 2.4: Distribution of Apparent Magnitude Di�erences for Pairs. Thehistogram in each pane shows the distributions of magnitude di�erencesbetween objects included in the survey and nearby objects that were missed.The curves in each plot show the distribution for all pairs in a given �eldover the entire survey. Both the distribution of magnitudes di�erences forseparations of 3300 and 12000 are equivalent to the total distribution withprobabilities of 61 and 45 per cent respectively (using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic).



14 CHAPTER 2. THE AUTOFIB REDSHIFT SURVEYTable 2.2: Field-by-�eld summary of the combined surveyTitle # Bmin Bmax Ntarget N�bre Nz Nstar Ndud Area (20)10b 1 17.0 19.7 99 53 33 11 3 126010b2 2 17.0 20.0 83 53 34 8 0 122010f 3 20.3 20.8 144 54 36 10 1 118010m 4 19.7 20.3 99 54 42 8 1 126013b 5 17.0 19.7 77 50 39 3 3 116013b2 6 17.0 19.8 95 54 26 9 1 126013f 7 20.3 20.8 100 51 31 7 3 121013m 8 19.7 20.3 67 47 39 3 0 1220197 b2 9 17.0 19.7 135 55 29 4 0 1260197 b3 10 17.0 19.7 139 54 21 4 0 117022 b0 11 17.0 20.3 132 48 28 15 1 126022 f0 12 20.3 21.3 212 51 41 8 0 182022 f1 13 20.3 21.3 212 48 36 6 1 182022 f2 14 20.3 21.3 212 32 16 3 5 182003 f0 15 20.3 21.3 174 51 39 6 1 134003 f1 16 20.3 21.3 174 55 40 4 6 1340411 b1 17 17.0 20.0 113 41 27 1 1 1200411 f1 18 19.7 20.5 114 55 42 7 0 1260412 b1 19 17.0 19.7 105 55 37 1 2 1260412 b2 20 17.0 20.0 107 53 39 2 2 1260412 f1 21 19.7 20.5 100 55 28 3 0 1260474 b1 22 17.0 20.0 72 52 33 2 0 1260474 b2 23 17.0 20.0 78 53 31 6 1 1260475 f1 24 19.7 20.5 89 54 47 1 1 1260475 f2 25 19.7 20.5 59 44 23 3 6 1260529 b1 26 17.0 19.7 106 49 33 8 0 1260529 b2 27 17.0 19.7 158 50 24 10 1 1260529 b3 28 17.0 19.7 80 35 18 4 0 1260bes 197 29 20.5 21.5 39 39 31 1 0 400bes 419 30 20.0 21.0 114 38 32 2 0 502bes 529 31 20.0 21.0 132 44 35 4 0 276bes mt 32 20.5 21.5 88 44 31 1 1 400bes sgp 33 20.5 21.5 71 71 59 1 0 217ldss 002 34 20.9 22.7 150 49 21 7 14 120ldss 102 35 21.0 22.5 89 26 17 4 2 65ldss 104 36 21.0 22.5 91 36 20 10 5 65ldss 132 37 21.0 22.4 84 29 18 7 1 65ldss 134 38 21.0 22.4 84 23 14 5 1 65ldss 135 39 21.0 22.4 79 21 10 6 0 6513 b3 40 17.0 19.7 71 48 27 12 2 126013 f1 41 20.8 21.5 270 52 38 4 0 123513 xf 42 21.5 22.0 433 51 18 2 18 1235mt xf 43 21.5 22.0 329 50 32 4 3 1260



2.4. INCOMPLETENESS 15Table 2.3: Field-by-�eld summary of the combined survey, continuedTitle # Bmin Bmax Ntarget N�bre Nz Nstar Ndud Area (20)l2 0331 44 22.5 24.0 504 30 19 2 0 67l2 1021 45 22.5 24.0 110 20 14 1 0 45l2 1022 46 22.5 24.0 110 19 14 1 0 45l2 1321 47 22.5 23.3 77 13 9 0 0 51l2 2231 48 22.5 23.0 49 6 4 0 0 46dars gsa 49 11.6 16.8 83 83 72 8 0 50904dars gsd 50 11.6 16.8 69 69 61 5 0 50220dars gsf 51 11.6 16.9 57 57 57 0 0 55188dars gna 52 11.6 17.1 78 78 69 2 0 50220dars gnb 53 11.6 16.9 70 76 69 7 0 48492Totals 6666 2478 1703 253 87 299168in each of the various magnitude ranges have inadequate signal relative tonoise. Provided this magnitude-dependent incompleteness is independent ofredshift or type, then it can be corrected by weighting each galaxy inverselywith the survey success rate at that apparent magnitude. The completenessas a function of apparent magnitude for the categories de�ned in Table 2.1is shown in Figure 2.5. All the surveys show some drop in completenessat the faint end of their magnitude range. The worst a�ected surveys areAUTOFIB bright and LDSS-2, while DARS is virtually complete. The rela-tively low completeness of the AUTOFIB bright survey arises from the agreedstrategy of undertaking this portion of the survey whenever the observingconditions were too poor for fainter work. As a consequence, these spectraare often of poorer quality than those of fainter galaxies. We can estimatethe e�ect of the observed incompleteness on our analyses by comparing thedistributions of the V=Vmax statistic for the various data subsets with andwithout the above correction for magnitude-dependent incompleteness. Ifthe observed distribution of galaxies is unclustered and does not evolve thenV=Vmax should be uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Actual cluster-ing and evolution will cause departures from this expectation, but so willmagnitude-dependent incompleteness even in their absence.Fortunately the form of departure from uniformity of the V=Vmax dis-tribution is di�erent for each of these cases: magnitude-dependent incom-pleteness will cause the sample to be de�cient in the higher redshift galaxiesof any given luminosity, and will therefore bias the V=Vmax distribution tosmaller values; clustering will cause peaks and troughs in the distributionat the values of V=Vmax corresponding roughly to an L� galaxy at the red-shift of the relevant structure; evolution (at least if it takes the form of anincrease in the number of galaxies of any given luminosity at higher red-
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Figure 2.5: Completeness rate for the various subsurveys. The histogramin each pane follows the completeness as a function of apparent magnitude.To illustrate the completeness correction technique, the completeness isparameterised by f(m�m0) = 1�a [(m�m0)=(m1 �m0)]3 where m0 andm1 are the bright and faint limits of the survey. The best-�tting functionfor each survey is superposed.



2.4. INCOMPLETENESS 17shifts) will bias the distribution to larger values. Note that an importantfeature of our strategy of breaking our samples into several narrow appar-ent magnitude slices, is that we expect little relative evolution over anyone subsample. Only by combining all the surveys and spanning a largerange in apparent magnitude and redshift can we expect to see evidencefor evolution. Thus the absence of any upward trend should not be takenas evidence against evolution.To correct for magnitude-dependent completeness, the galaxies at thefaint end of the survey receive higher weights than the brighter galaxiesin inverse proportional to the completeness rate at the particular appar-ent magnitude within the �eld. For each �eld, the incompleteness rate isassumed to increase cubically from 0 at the bright limit of the �eld. It isassumed that no galaxies with W�[OII] greater than 20 �A are missed; wewill see later that galaxies with high W�[OII] are a special subsample withthe catalogue. In practice, the weighting function w also depends on themean completeness rate C for the �eld:w(m) = C �B� m�m0m1 �m0�3 (2.1)where m0 and m1 are the bright and faint limits of the �eld, and B isselected such that the sum of the weights over a �eld is equal to the numberof redshifts measured for that �eld. Thus, the sampling area for each �eldremains constant.Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the V=Vmax distributions (with and withoutcorrection for incompleteness) for each of the surveys presented in Fig-ure 2.2. In all cases the distribution is either at or tends downward atlarge values, as expected for magnitude-dependent incompleteness. Thecompleteness correction makes the distributions closer to uniform for all ofthe surveys, but overcorrects in the case of the LDSS-2 survey, which has amean V=Vmax of 0.49 before correction. Although dramatic on the V=Vmaxdistributions, this completeness correction has little e�ect on the calculatedluminosity functions as discussed in Section 5.2.2.Unlike magnitude-dependent e�ects, incompleteness that is a functionof galaxy redshift or spectral type can neither be directly quanti�ed norcorrected. Furthermore, both sorts of incompleteness may be confusedwith the signal/noise-dependent losses, since both type and redshift areexpected to correlate with apparent magnitude. However we can maketests to establish whether either of these problems is signi�cant.For type-dependent incompleteness we can again use the V=Vmax statis-tic. In Chapter 3 I de�ne a procedure to allocate a spectral type to eachgalaxy by correlating its spectrum with local templates. Anticipating thisclassi�cation scheme, Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show V=Vmax distributions foreach spectral type, again with and without the correction for magnitude-dependent incompleteness. The greatest departures from uniformity arefor galaxies of intermediate type, and their V=Vmax distributions are onlymarginally improved by the correction for magnitude-dependent incom-
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Figure 2.6: V=Vmax distribution for the various surveys (without complete-ness correction). The histogram shows the distribution of V=Vmax valuesover each subsample. The stepped curve traces the cumulative distributionof V=Vmax and the diagonal is the cumulative distribution for a uniformsample. The legend gives the mean value of V=Vmax over the subsample,the number of galaxies in the subsample, the excepted standard deviationfor the mean value of V=Vmax for a subsample of the given size. The �nalvalue is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov probability that the distribution of theV=Vmax values could be drawn from a uniform disitrubtion.
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Figure 2.7: V=Vmax distributions for the various surveys (with completenesscorrection). The curves are that same as in the preceding �gure, and thelegend shows the same information with the exception of the K-S probabil-ity.



20 CHAPTER 2. THE AUTOFIB REDSHIFT SURVEYpleteness. This is not unexpected, since early-type galaxies have strong ab-sorption features and late types generally have strong emission lines, bothof which render redshift determination more straightforward. In contrast,intermediate types have weaker absorption features and often no emissionlines and so are generally harder to identify.For redshift-dependent incompleteness the V=Vmax statistic is worthlessbecause V is a function of z. However we can check for redshift- dependentincompleteness by making use of the important fact that our combined sam-ple is made up of sub-surveys with overlapping apparent magnitude ranges.By comparing the redshift distribution of the bright (high-completeness)end of a fainter survey with the faint (low-completeness) end of a brightersurvey, within the limitations of clustering, we can check whether incom-pleteness distorts the redshift distributions.Figure 2.10 shows the results of such comparisons|these can be sum-marised as follows:1. DARS bJ=16.5{17 and Auto�b bright bJ=17{17.5 agree well;2. Auto�b bright and Auto�b faint disagree badly for bJ=19.5- -20, withAuto�b faint having generally higher redshifts;3. Auto�b faint and BES, for bJ=21{21.5, agree well but LDSS-1 hasgenerally higher redshifts;4. LDSS-1 bJ=22{22.5 agrees well with LDSS-2 bJ=22.5{23.Of course we cannot check in this way for redshift-dependent incompletenessin the LDSS-2 survey since we have no fainter survey with which to compareit. Glazebrook, Peacock & Collins (1994) describe the statistics of thisdeepest data set in some detail.To summarise, there is signi�cant incompleteness in all the surveys in-cluded in this work. However this incompleteness would appear to be dom-inated by the di�culty of identifying the fainter galaxies in each sampledue to poorer S/N in their spectra. We can largely remove this e�ect byan appropriate magnitude-dependent completeness correction. Althoughresidual systematic e�ects are doubtless present, particularly for interme-diate spectral classes, even the dominant magnitude- dependent correctionhardly changes the derived luminosity function results in Section 5.2.2.
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Figure 2.8: V=Vmax distributions for the early spectral types
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Figure 2.9: V=Vmax distributions for the late spectral types
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Figure 2.10: Redshift distributions in the overlap ranges. The panes depict(starting from top- left and proceeding clockwise) the overlaps of DARSwith AUTOFIB bright, AUTOFIB bright with AUTOFIB faint, LDSS-1 withLDSS-2 and AUTOFIB faint and BES with LDSS-1.
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Chapter 3K-correctionsSUMMARYA prerequiste in the determination of the luminosity function from a red-shift survey is calculating the rest-frame magnitudes of the galaxies and thevolume within which they could have been observed. This chapter discussesthe obstacles to this process and introduces a cross-correlation techniqueto classify galaxy spectra, determining the k-corrections and accessible vol-umes. Finally, we present some tests of the algorithm and some samplespectra from the survey.3.1 IntroductionAn accurate estimate of the luminosity of the galaxies in a survey is the �rstand probably the most important step in determining the galaxy luminosityfunction. Once we have chosen a cosmological framework (e.g. q0 = 0:5and H0 = 100 km/s/Mpc), the distance modulus for each galaxy is deter-mined. However, in samples at moderate redshift, the k-correction is just assigni�cant to the determination of the rest-frame luminosity of the object.Previous researchers have used a variety of approaches to this problem.The most common method is to assume that the galaxies have k-correctionsthat increase linearly with redshift and each morphological type is as-signed a di�erent slope (e.g. Efstathiou, Ellis & Peterson 1988, Love-day et al. 1992). A next popular method is to assume some form forthe galaxy spectral energy distributions (SED), and then use colour todetermine the k-correction (e.g. Saunders et al. (1990) assume that thegalaxies in their sample follow a single-temperature Planck function in theinfrared). Eales (1993) takes a unique method which is to calculate theluminosities in a passband corresponding to the bJ band shifted bluewardby the mean redshift of the sample. In this way, errors in the k-correctionmay be minimised, as the k-correction at the mean redshift of the sampleis by de�nition zero. He then uses the morphological classi�cations (if they25



26 CHAPTER 3. K-CORRECTIONSexist) or assumes a classi�cation for unclassi�ed galaxies, and calculatesthe k-corrections from canonical SEDs.In the survey, none of the above-mentioned methods can be directly ap-plied with much success. Firstly, only a subset of the catalogue (the DARSgalaxies) has been classi�ed morphologically, and only a second subset hascolours in bj � rf (the LDSS and LDSS-2 galaxies). Applying a mean k-correction or de�ning a new passband probably would not be fruitful eitheras the galaxies range from z � 0 to nearly 1.0, so an extremely blue orred galaxy at high redshift would have a luminosity incorrect by over amagnitude and using a mean-redshift could lead to nearly as large errors.Furthermore, the volume weighting would be even more uncertain. Also,we would hope to derive luminosity functions as a function of class.3.2 Testing for Spectral EvolutionIn principle, a k-corrections could be \read" directly from each spectrum.In practice, the uxings are uncertain if they exist at all, so this strat-egy would also fail. However, it points in the right direction. In absenceof good uxing, the spectra lack reliable information on large wavelengthscales (i.e. colours), however on smaller scales (i.e. lines) the spectra aremore reliable. After all, the redshifts may be reliably determined fromthe spectra. In this vein we developed two complementary techniques forclassifying each spectra in the survey.The �rst method follows in the spirit of Figure 6 in Broadhurst, Ellis &Shanks (1988, hereafter BES) which depicts the mean spectra over subsetsof the BES survey. It shows that the galaxies in the survey are \normal"in the sense that one can �nd local counterparts to the distant galaxiesin the survey. We took this technique further. First, we assume that thereddest galaxy observed within each subcatalogue is an elliptical. We alsopresume that the spectral response of the spectroscopic coupler does notchange (except in normalisation) from galaxy to galaxy. Thus the galaxiesin each subcatalogue may be crudely uxed, using the supposed ellipticalas a standard star.After uxing, each galaxy is classi�ed according to the equivalent widthof its [OII] line (if it exists) and the strength of the 4,000 �A break,B4;000�A = Z 4250�A4050�A f(�)�2d�,Z 3950�A3750�A f(�)�2d� (3.1)where the integrals are performed in the rest frame of the galaxy. Wesimply assign each galaxy one of four classes based on whether B4;000�A isgreater or less than 1.7 and whether the [OII] line was observed in thegalaxy's spectra. As in BES, we then coadd the spectra in the rest-frameby selecting normalisation that minimise the mean scatter in ux over thespectra. We derived the median spectrum for each type and derived k-
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Figure 3.1: Pence and coadded k-corrections. The k-corrections for thevarious Pence classes (and the star-bursting galaxy NGC 4450) are tracedwith dashed lines, and those of the coadded spectra as solid lines. Thek-corrections of the galaxies within the catalogue lie with the range ofthe Pence classes (with NGC 4449) included). Therefore, the Pence-and-starburst set is su�cient to calculate the k-corrections for the survey galax-ies.corrections from these coadded spectra as shown in Figure 3.1 along withthe k-correction for various galaxy types given by Pence (1976).Figure 3.1 shows that the coadded spectra have similar k-correctionsto those of local galaxies and that the range in local type spans that ofthe survey (at least in the crude sense of the k-correction). Unfortunately,not every spectrum in the catalogue has the dynamic range for both the[OII] line and the break to be measured. Therefore, we cannot measure thek-corrections from these coadded spectra, and we must develop a methodthat can be consistently applied over the entire survey.3.3 The Cross-Correlation MethodWe decide to classify each galaxy not by colour as previous analyses, but bythe spectral lines as in the four-class scheme described earlier. Each galaxyspectrum covers a di�erent range in wavelength in the galaxy's rest frame,and the overlap in rest-frame wavelength is actually only few hundred �Afrom approximately 3,600 �A to 3,900 �A. Therefore, the technique must not



28 CHAPTER 3. K-CORRECTIONSrely on speci�c spectral information rather it must base its classi�cationon varied, available data. We chose to cross-correlate the survey spectraagainst those of the Kennicutt (1992a, 1992b) spectral library. I thank theAstrophysics Data Center for providing the Kennicutt atlas. This libraryis highly appropriate for this task. It is important to use spectra integratedover a large portion of the galaxy rather than just spectra of the centralregion, as AUTOFIB and LDSS e�ectively admit light from the entire galaxy,and to match spectral resolution.Initially, both the Kennicutt template spectra and the survey spectraare processed similarly. First, they are smoothed on a scale of 100 �A inthe observer's frame and these smoothed versions are subtracted from theunsmoothed spectra, yielding continuum-subtracted spectra. Each of thesespectra is rebinned to 2 �A per bin. Finally, each survey spectrum is cross-correlated against each Kennicutt spectrum. The survey spectrum is as-signed the type of the template with which it most strongly cross-correlates.Thus, we have a two step mapping from survey spectrum to template andthen using the published types of the Kennicutt spectra to a morpholog-ical classi�cation. Using this classi�cation and the King & Ellis (1985)k-corrections, we derive a k-correction for each galaxy.3.4 Tests3.4.1 Self-TestingTo verify this algorithm, we performed two series of tests. The �rst was tosimulate the routine using uxed spectra. First we selected one of the Ken-nicutt spectra randomly, normalised it to have a particular mean numberof counts per bin and added a constant number of sky counts per bin. Nextusing the total number of counts in each bin, a random Gaussian deviatewas chosen, and the noise was added to the value already in the bin. Finallythe sky was subtracted again. Thus by repeating this process one hundredtimes, we created an ensemble of test spectra with a known signal-to-noiseratio. Each of these spectra was processed similarly to those in the survey,and the success rate for the \uxed" spectra is calculated. As Table 3.1shows, the routine's success rate is quite high, so we tested the algorithmagain. This time we tried to simulate the unuxed spectra in the catalogueand also the varying redshifts of the galaxies in the catalogue. The \test"spectra were generated in the same way as in the \uxed" case except thateach spectrum was multiplied by a response function. Our simulated spec-trograph has zero sensitivity outside the band 3,600 to 7,200 �A, and theresponse increases quadratically by a factor of two from the edge to the cen-tre of this range. Before calculating the \observed" spectrum, the responsefunction is blueshifted by a factor of 1 to 1.6; this is equivalent to redshift-ing the galaxy spectrum, multiplying it by the response function, and thenblueshifting the resulting spectrum back into the galaxy's restframe.Figure 3.2 depicts the results of the \unuxed" simulations in more
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Figure 3.3: Classi�cation error rate as a function of redshift. The errorincreases markedly with redshift, as the identifying features of the spectraare lost o� the red end of our simulated spectrograph. The horizontal lineis the mean error rate of the various tests: 29 %.detail. The most striking feature of the distribution is the diagonal ridgeline which traces the correct classi�cations. Classes #2 (red ellipticals)and #4 (early spirals) are sometimes confused with class #3 (blue ellipti-cals). Furthermore, class #5 (intermediate spirals) are sometimes classi�edas class #3 (blue ellipticals) and as class #7 (star-bursting spirals).Each k-correction class corresponds to several Kennicutt spectra, eachwith varying strengths of spectral features; consequently, with the additionof noise, the spectra can be confused across a k-correction class. In the caseof the intermediate spirals which have only weak features of both earlierand later classes, the classi�cation may be o� by more. Figure 3.5 shows anexample intermediate-type spectrum from the bright section of the AUTOFIBsurvey { the features of both early and late-type galaxies appear weakly inthis spectrum.Additionally, we performed this blueshifting to simulate how observinggalaxies at various redshifts through a �xed wavelength range would a�ectthe success rate of the algorithm. Table 3.1 shows the routine performedwell again. Furthermore, Figure 3.3 shows that the error rate increases withthe simulated redshift of the galaxy. We observe only a portion of a galaxy'sspectrum through the spectrograph, and this portion has a smaller rangein wavelength in common with the Kennicutt templates as the redshift ofthe galaxy increases. Figure 3.7 depicts two galaxies from the faint sec-
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Figure 3.4: Results for LDSS-1 Spectra. The left panel depicts the spread inobserved bJ � rF colour for the galaxies in the LDSS-1 (Colless et al. 1990)survey against the k-correction classi�cation. Each small square representsa single galaxy. The large circles show the trend in the median colour foreach class. The right panel shows colour predicted from the k-correctionclassi�cation at the redshift of each galaxy against the observed colour ofthe galaxy. Each square represents a galaxy in the survey.tion of the AUTOFIB survey, and their best- matching Kennicutt templates.The little overlap extends from just blueward of [OII] to slightly redwardof the G-Band; little spectral information remains upon which to base aclassi�cation.3.5 Results with observed spectra3.5.1 Testing against LDSSA subset of the catalogue have bJ � rF colours, which provide an in-dependent test of the classi�cation algorithm. The LDSS spectra (Col-less et al. 1990) range from B = 21 to B = 22:5 and are amongst thefaintest galaxies in the survey. They provide a stringent challenge for themethod. We use a two-stage test: the correlation of observed colour againstk-correction class and correlation of \predicted' colour against observedcolour. We calculate the bJ � rF in the observer's frame by using the clas-si�cation of each LDSS spectra from the algorithm and determining thecolour of the appropriate SED at the redshift of the galaxy. Figure 3.4shows the results of both these tests.The trend of colour versus class exhibits a large spread in observedcolour due to observing errors, colour corrections and partly misclassi�ca-tions. The second pane shows the predicted colour against the observedcolour, removing the e�ect of redshift upon colour. Although the trendis remarkably good; there is again a signi�cant spread in the colour pre-



32 CHAPTER 3. K-CORRECTIONSdictions. The mean-absolute error is approximately 0:4 mag. Budgetingthe errors for this multistage process is di�cult, as they arise from severalplaces. The bJ and rF magnitudes each have on average as uncertainty of0:1 mag leading to a total error in the colour of 0:15 mag. Furthermore, afew galaxies have colours bluer than any of the k-correction SED; this isworrisome, but the e�ect is small and limited to only a few galaxies. Fi-nally, the spread may be due to misclassi�cations. Although it depends onk-correction class, the error in the k-correction is approximately 1.5 timesgreater than the colour error, so if all the spread in this plot were due tomisclassi�cations, the k-corrections for these galaxies would have an RMSerror of 0:6 mag.3.5.2 Sample spectraThe cross-correlation method uses features noticeable to the trained ob-server where available. Figures 3.5 through 3.7 illustrate the method inaction. The lower curve is the observed spectrum in the composite sur-vey, the middle curve is the Kennicutt spectrum selected by the algorithmas the best match for the lower observed spectrum. The continuum hasbeen subtracted from both spectra as described earlier, and the observedspectrum has been smoothed further to accentuate the features. The up-per curve is the product of the two spectra smoothed over 20 bins to showwhich features contribute most strongly to the total cross- correlation. Asmentioned earlier, intermediate-type galaxies are the most challenging asseen in Figure 3.5; they have few strong features even these are ambiguous.Looking at the bright end of the survey in Figure 3.6, one sees strongcorrespondence between the observed spectra and the best-match Kennicuttspectra. Again at the faint end (Figure 3.7, the algorithm performs well,however there is little overlap between the observed and template spectrafor these moderate redshift galaxies. This is a stumbling block for the cross-correlation method. Presently there is no spectroscopic atlas like that ofKennicutt's to cover ultraviolet wavelengths; furthermore, there are fewstrong features blueward of the [OII] emission line that would enter thespectra range of the survey before a redshift of � 2. The simpler option isto give up spectral resolution in favour of wider spectral range, to �nd morefamiliar features in higher redshift galaxies. The only tradeo�s would beslightly less accurate redshifts and possibly a slightly higher incompletenessrate.3.5.3 Testing with HSTSeveral galaxies from the LDSS-2 catalogue and one from the LDSS-1 cat-alogue were observed with the Hubble Space Telescope. The images wereof su�cient quality to classify these galaxies morphologically, providinganother independent test of the cross-correlation method.Table 3.2 shows the results of the test. The cross- correlation methodagrees with the morphological classi�cation within one and a half classes
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Figure 3.5: Intermediate sample spectrum from the bright section of theAUTOFIB survey (B = 17:09; z = 0:047). The spectrum has weak featuresof both early and late spiral galaxies. The lower curve traces the best-�tting spectrum from the Kennicutt atlas. The middle curve is the observedspectrum and the upper is the cross-correlation between the two curves.
Table 3.2: HST Morphologies of LDSS-1+2 Spectra. A total of seven galax-ies were observed both by HST and the LDSS-1+2 spectrographs. Here is acomparison of the spectral and morphological classi�cation of these galax-ies. ID B z B-R Spect. Class Morph. Class10.02.11 21.0 0.277 1.24 Scd Sc?10.21.15 22.7 0.177 1.10 Sbc Sbc10.21.17 23.7 0.492 2.92 Sm/starburst Sdm10.22.13 23.1 0.384 2.22 Sab E10.22.15 22.8 0.476 2.34 Scd Sbc10.22.16 23.7 0.436 2.22 Sbc S0/a10.22.19 23.1 0.724 1.08 Sm/starburst Spec?
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Figure 3.6: Bright sample spectra. These are two spectra selected fromthe bright section of the AUTOFIB survey. The upper panel is an early-type galaxy (B = 19:67; z = 0:127). The lower panel is a late-type galaxy(B = 19:57; z = 0:049). The three curves trace the same quantities as inthe previous �gure.
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Figure 3.7: Faint sample spectra. These are two spectra selected fromthe faint section of the AUTOFIB survey. The upper panel is an early-typegalaxy (B = 21:87; z = 0:564). The lower panel is a late-type galaxy(B = 21:68; z = 0:453). The three curves trace the same quantities as inthe previous �gures.



36 CHAPTER 3. K-CORRECTIONSfor all seven galaxies, within one class for six of seven; and for four ofseven the two methods agree within the resolution of the cross-correlationmethod. This agreement is very encouraging and almost startling, as thesegalaxies are amongst the faintest to be observed spectroscopically and tobe imaged with su�cient resolution for a morphological classi�cation. Themost signi�cant discrepancy is 10.22.13, a galaxy with elliptical morphologyand H, K, H�, and the G-band detected in the spectrum. Its k-correctionat its redshift would be in error by about 0.5 magnitudes, and its value ofVmax would be overestimated.3.6 ConclusionFrom simulations and testing with observed spectra, we �nd that the cross-correlation method performs well, assigning the correct k- correction class80% of the time and to within one type more than 90% of the time. Fur-thermore, the types compare well with the observed colours of the LDSS-1galaxies at the faint end of the composite survey. A �nal strong test com-pares the HST morphologies of a sample of LDSS-1 and LDSS-2 galaxieswith the cross-correlation classi�cation. The two methods agree excellently.



Chapter 4Luminosity FunctionEstimatorsSUMMARYOver the years, the number of luminosity function estimators has multi-plied nearly as quickly as the number of redshifts surveyed. Here, I de-scribe several recent methods and introduce two more: modi�cations to theSTY (Sandage, Tammann & Yahil 1979) and to the step-wise-maximum-likelihood method (Efstathiou, Ellis & Peterson 1988). This new method iscompared with the most recent incantation of the traditional 1=Vmax method(e.g. Eales 1993).4.1 Direct estimatorsThe canonical direct estimator of the luminosity function is the 1=Vmaxmethod introduced for the study of quasar evolution (Schmidt 1968). The�rst step in this method is calculating the total volume within which theobject could have been observed. In a single magnitude-limited survey:Vmax = cH0A Z zmaxzmin D2Ldz(1 + z)3p1 + 
0z (4.1)where zmin and zmax are the minimum and maximum redshifts from whichthe object could have been observed in the survey considering the distancemodulus and k-correction. A is the area of sky surveyed in sterradians.In its simplest form, the luminosity function is obtained by collecting thesources in bins of constant magnitude and summing the (Vmax)�1 values ineach group.Avni & Bahcall (1980) describe how to combine more than one samplecoherently in a V=Vmax analysis. The new variable, denoted Va is sim-ply the sum of Vmax over all the surveys in which the object could have37



38 CHAPTER 4. LUMINOSITY FUNCTION ESTIMATORSbeen observed. Finally, Eales (1993) describes how to use this variable toconstruct the luminosity function as a function of redshift. The analysisproceeds according to Schmidt's method within the exception that one binsin redshift as well. Here zmin is the minimum redshift at which the objectcould have been observed in the magnitude-limited sample and be in theredshift range of interest. The result is similar for the maximum redshift.Unfortunately, all these direct methods are sensitive to the presence ofclusters in the �eld. Clustering tends to cause these direct estimators tooverestimate the faint-end slope of the luminosity function.4.2 Clustering-insensitive methodsSeveral authors have introduced estimators which although slightly biasedreduce the e�ects of clustering on the resulting luminosity functions. Allthese techniques attempt to maximum the likelihood of observing the par-ticular set of galaxies by varying parameters of the luminosity and complete-ness functions. How they di�er is in the assumed probability of observinga particular galaxy.Using Poisson statistics is one obvious choice. This was �rst applied tothe analysis of quasar samples (Marshall et al. 1983) and later recast toanalyse the CfA redshift survey (Cho loriewski 1986). The probability ofobserving k galaxies in the interval dMdz in an area of sky d
 isPk = e���kk! (4.2)where � = 1n�(M)�(z)dMdzd
 (4.3)and n is the average number density of the survey. By binning �(M) and�(z), these two functions may be estimated without assuming particularforms. The only task that remains is to maximise the total probability ofthe survey (the product of all the Pk in each of the bins while varying thevalues of �(M) and �(z).The C-method (Lynden-Bell 1971) takes a di�erent approach. Lookingat the plane of redshift versus absolute magnitude, this method uses thefact that the ratio of the number of galaxies observed between L and L+dLto the the number brighter than L is proportional to the ratio of the numberof galaxies actually in the �eld in this range to those brighter than L mul-tiplied by a weighting factor to account for the di�ering volumes sampled.The method generates a cumulative luminosity function without normali-sation. The di�erential luminosity function may be derived by �tting anappropriate model.The STY method (Sandage, Tammann & Yahil 1979) twists this planearound. It examines the probability that a galaxy observed at a redshift z0



4.2. CLUSTERING-INSENSITIVE METHODS 39is brighter than M :P (M; z0) = RM�1 �(M 0)D(z0)f(m0)dM 0R1�1 �(M 0)D(z0)f(m0)dM 0 (4.4)where f(m) is the completeness of the survey at apparent magnitude m andD(z) is the density of galaxies at redshift z divided by the mean densityof galaxies (��). Taking the derivative of this equation with respect to Myields the probability density for �nding a galaxy with absolute magnitudeM in a magnitude-limited survey. This probability is directly proportionalto the density of galaxies with that that apparent magnitude and inverselyproportional to that which could have been observed at that particularredshift, pk / �(Mk),Z Mbright(zk)Mfaint(zk) �(M 0)dM 0 (4.5)Here I have replaced the function f(m0) with a function that is zero out-side the magnitude limits of the survey and one within (i.e. assumingthat the survey is one-hundred percent complete). As the redshift of thegalaxy is �xed, the discontinuities is f(m0) correspond with range of ab-solute magnitudes beyond which no galaxies at this redshift could havebeen observed. From Equation 4.5, the SWML technique (Efstathiou, El-lis & Peterson 1988) originated. The modi�cation of the SWML method(SSWML) is a complement to Cho loniewski's method, but for a di�erentstatistical model.4.2.1 Deriving the SSWML MethodThe aforementioned clustering-insensitive methods by design probe the lu-minosity function as a function of luminosity only. To understand theevolution of the luminosity function with redshift, we must remove thisrestriction. We will derive two new methods without this restriction, gen-eralisations of the STY method and SWML. These generalisations will bedenoted with a pre�xed `S' for spatial. In the derivation, it becomes ap-parent that these generalisations reap additional rewards. They provide astraightforward prescription to combine various surveys coherently and todetermine the absolute normalisation of the luminosity function.The derivation of the SSWML method begins with Equation 4.4 of theSTY method, but I will make two generalisations:� �(z;M) 6= ��D(z)�(M) (i.e. Luminosity and density evolution), and� f(m) = 
(m), where 
(m) is the area of sky sampled at apparentmagnitude m, accounting for sampling rate and mean completeness.These two generalisations will allow the determination of the luminosityfunction as a function of redshift (as in Cho loriewski 1986) and the use ofmany surveys in a single coherent determination of the luminosity function.



40 CHAPTER 4. LUMINOSITY FUNCTION ESTIMATORSThe relevant probability is the probability that a galaxy in the surveyis brighter than M and closer than z:P (M; z) = R z0 RM�1 �(z0;m0)
(m0)dVdz dM 0dz0R10 R1�1 �(z0;M 0)
(m0)dVdz dM 0dz0 (4.6)Again, taking the derivative of this equation yields the probability density:pk = @2P (M;Z)@M@z / �(zk;Mk)�Z 10 Z 1�1 �(z0;M 0)
(m0)dVdz dM 0dz0(4.7)where 
(m) again is the solid angle sampled at the apparent magnitude m,and m is the apparent magnitude corresponding to M and z consideringthe distance modulus and the k-correction; consequently m may best bewritten m(z;M ; ck) where ck is the k-correction class of galaxy k. Thisequation forms the basis of the generalised STY method or SSTY whichwill be used in Chapter 6 to derive the evolution of galaxies by spectralclass.Figure 4.1 compares Equations 4.7 and 4.5 on the absolute magnitudeversus redshift plane. The lower double integral is simply the number ofgalaxies that one would expect to observe in a combined survey given aluminosity function. If the function 
(m) is simply a series of steps (asin Figure 4.1), there is only one k-correction class, and the trial luminos-ity function is integrable at a given redshift (like an evolving Schechterfunction), the integral may be most e�ciently calculated asNpredgal = Z 10 Xj 
j Z Bj;maxBj;min �(z0;m0�dmodulus(z)�k(z))dVdz dm0dz0 (4.8)where the sum is over the subsurveys and the jth survey samples 
j ster-radians in an apparent magnitude range from Bj;min to Bj;max. Althoughthe function �(z;M) may not be separable, if the evolution of the luminos-ity function is posed as an evolution of the Schechter parameters, �(z;M)takes the form of an integrable Schechter function at all redshifts.Things have become much more complicated; however, if we reinstatethe assumption that the density is separable and that we have a singlemagnitude-limited sample, this formula reduces to Equation 4.5:pk / n(zk)�(Mk)�Z 10 n(z)dVdz Z 10 �(M)
(m)dM 0dz0 (4.9)We can calculate 
(m) for zk
(m) = � 
 if Mfaint(zk) �M �Mbright(zk)0 otherwise : (4.10)Since we are looking for an estimator for �(M) which is assumed to beeverywhere constant, we can chose to perform the latter integral at the
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Figure 4.1: Geometric Comparison of the STY and SSTY Methods. Inthe STY method, the probability of observing a galaxy is the ratio of thenumber of galaxies at the galaxy's absolute magnitude (the dark-shadedregion) to the total number of galaxies that could have been observed withinthe magnitude limits at the same redshift as the observed galaxy (the light-shaded region). The extension to the SSTY technique is straightforward.The probability of observing a galaxy at a particular redshift is the ratioof the density of galaxies at the observed redshift and absolute magnitude(again the dark-shaded region) to the total number of galaxies that couldhave been observed at any redshift (the region enclosed by the magnitudelimits).



42 CHAPTER 4. LUMINOSITY FUNCTION ESTIMATORSredshift of the observed galaxy (zk), yieldingpk / n(zk)�(Mk), Z 10 n(z)
dVdz dz Z Mbright(zk)Mfaint(zk) �(M)dM! (4.11)which is equivalent to the STY result.Now, let's proceed in the spirit of the SWML (Efstathiou, Ellis & Peter-son 1988) method and assume that �(z;M) is de�ned for a two-dimensionalarray of steps in both redshift and luminosity,�(z;M) �Xij W (z � zi;M �Mj)�ij (4.12)whereW (z;M) = � 1 if ��z=2 � z � �z=2 and ��M=2 �M � �M=20 otherwise :(4.13)Substituting this relation back into the formula for pk givespk /Xij W (zk�zi;Mk�Mj)�ij,Xij �ij Z zi+�z=2zi��z=2 Z Mj+�M=2Mj��M=2 
(m)dVdz dMdz :(4.14)Next we calculate the logarithm of pkln pk = Xij W (zk � zi;Mk �Mj) ln �ij � ln Ik (4.15)where we have replaced the denominator with Ik . We have retained thesubscript k because the value of the integral depends on the k- correctionfor the particular galaxy observed through 
(m(z;M ; ck)).The likelihood of observing the entire survey is the product of the like-lihoods for each galaxy Psurvey =Yk pk; (4.16)and taking the logarithm, lnPsurvey =Xk ln pk: (4.17)Because we would like to maximise the likelihood of the entire survey wecan simply take the derivative with respect to �pq and look for stationarypoints: d lnPsurveyd�pq =Xk d ln pkd�pq = 0: (4.18)Now we di�erentiate Equation 4.15,d ln pkd�pq = W (zk � zp;Mk �Mq)�pq � 1Ik dIk�pq : (4.19)



4.2. CLUSTERING-INSENSITIVE METHODS 43Looking back to Equation 4.14, we see thatdIkd�pq = Z zp+�z=2zp��z=2 Z Mq+�M=2Mq��M=2 
(m)dVdz dMdz (4.20)and Ik = Xpq �pq dIkd�pq (4.21)Now we sum over the derivatives (Equation 4.19) which givesd lnPsurveyd�pq = 1�pq Xk W (zk � zp;Mk �Mq)�Xk 1Ik dIkd�pq : (4.22)if we set this equal to zero, we get�pq = PkW (zk � zp;Mk �Mq)Pk ndIk=d�pq.Pij �ijdIk=d�ij o (4.23)which is similar in structure to the SWML result,�q�M = PkW (Mk �Mq)Pk nH [Mq �Mfaint(zk)].Pj �j�MH [Mj �Mfaint(zk)]o(4.24)as we can identify Ik with the sum over j in the denominator and dI=d�pqwith H [Mq �Mfaint(zi)] also in the denominator.Calculating the values in the demonimator of Equation 4.23 is a bitless straightforward than in the SWML method, but looking at Equa-tions 4.20 and 4.21 shows that this denominator is a function of the �pq ,the k-correction class of galaxy k, the cosmology (through dV=dz and thedistance modulus) and the details of the survey (through 
(m)). There-fore we can calculate the values of the dIk=d�pq for each k-correction classbefore beginning the iterative solution to Equation 4.23.Furthermore, since the the integrals Ik are over volume, it is straightfor-ward to calculate the total number of galaxies that one expects to observedgiven the current values of �ij ,npredgal =Xijk fk�ij dIkd�ij (4.25)where fk is the fraction of the galaxies observed in each k-correction class.Then one can normalise all of the �pq so that Equation 4.25 predicts thenumber of galaxies observed in the catalogue. One can normalise eitherat each iteration by multiplying the right-hand side of Equation 4.23 bynobservedgal =npredgal , or multiplying by this ratio after the �nal iteration. Thealgorithm converges more quickly (two or three iterations) if the normali-sation is performed at each step.



44 CHAPTER 4. LUMINOSITY FUNCTION ESTIMATORSThe errors for this analysis may be estimated using the following formula(following from Saunders et al. 1990):�(log �pq) = (ln 10)�1�(ln �pq)= (ln 10)�1�@2 lnPsurvey(@ ln �pq)2 ��1=2 (4.26)= (ln 10)�1 �264Xk 8><>:W (zk � zp;Mk �Mq)�0@�pq dIkd�pq ,Xij �ij dIkd�ij 1A29>=>;375�1=2 :Additionally, we can easily estimate upper limits for bins in which we didnot observe any galaxies,�upperpq = 1=2Pk ndIk=d�pq.Pij �ijdIk=d�ij :o (4.27)In the derivation, the function 
(m) is a rug under which to sweepa variety of problems. The simplest way to de�ne 
(m) is to calculatethe area surveyed in each subcatalogue and then multiply this area by thesampling rate and completeness. In this way, we form a function 
(m)which appears as a series of steps with a jump at the bright and faint limitsof each subcatalogue. However, we may easily make this more general in twoways. Firstly, since we explicitly calculated dIk=d�ij for each galaxy type,we can introduce completeness as a function of k-correction type as wellby have various 
k(m). Secondly, we can calculate the completeness ratewithin a subcatalogue as a function of apparent magnitude and account forthis in obtaining 
(m) or 
k(m). These two simple generalisations makethis technique an extremely versatile tool in analysing galaxy catalogues.4.3 Tests and ComparisonsTo test the 1=Vmax and SSWML methods in a coherent sample like thecomposite DARS, AUTOFIB and LDSS-1+2 surveys, I generated a randomgalaxy catalogue from a Schechter function (Loveday et al. 1992). Three-hundred galaxies were selected in each of the following magnitude ranges:11:0�17:3, 17:0�19:7, 19:7�20:5, 20:3�20:8, 20:8�22:5, and 22:5�24:0.A Hubble constant of 100 km/s/Mpc and a deceleration parameter of 0.5were assumed, and all the galaxies were assigned zero k-correction. Finally,the density of galaxies was doubled beyond a redshift of 0.2 to crudelysimulate density evolution. A second catalogue with 3,000 galaxies in theabove ranges was also generated to understand how the two algorithmsconverge to the true luminosity functions.Figures 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate the results of these simulations. The twomethods generate nearly identical luminosity functions, although the max-imum likelihood method produces slightly smoother luminosity functions.
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Figure 4.2: Test Catalogue of 1,800 Galaxies. The left panel depicts theresults of the 1=Vmax analysis on the random galaxy catalogue and rightpanel shows the results of the SSWML method. In each pane, the lowercurve is the nearby (z < 0:2) luminosity function, and the upper is thedistant one. The errorbars for the 1=Vmax method are generated using abootstrap technique, while the errors and upperlimits for the SSWML aredetermined as described in the text.

Figure 4.3: Test Catalogue of 18,000 Galaxies. The curves and symbols areas in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.4: Clustered Test Catalogue of 1,800 Galaxies. The luminosityfunction of the test catalogue was determined using a variety of methods.The bootstrap errors of the 1=Vmax method agree remarkably well with er-rors derived for the maximum likelihood technique. The SSWML techniquehas the additional advantage of determining upper limits, which furtherconstrain the evolution of the faint-end slope.To test the sensitivity of the algorithms to clustering, a second galaxycatalogue was generated with a \cluster" in one of the �elds. The clusteris an overdensity of galaxies at a redshift of 0.05 in the �eld sampling from17:0 � 19:7. The luminosity function in the cluster is identical to thatin the �eld. Figure 4.4 shows the results of this simulation for a varietyof bin widths. The 1=Vmax and the narrowly binned SSWML methodsoverpredict the number of galaxies at the faint end. However, as the binwidth of the SSWML method is increased, the overprediction decreases.The smooth binning technique uses two SSWML calculations with bins oftwo magnitudes, shifted by one magnitude relative to each other. Thisachieves the closest results to the input luminosity function.4.3.1 Vmax as a maximum likelihood estimatorFigure 4.4 reveals a interesting correspondence between the 1=Vmax and themaximum-likelihood technique. It appears that the smaller the SSWMLbins are, the closer it approximates the 1=Vmax method. Looking back toEquation 4.23, the sum over the k objects in the survey in the numeratormay be replaced with npq the number of objects in the appropriate bin.



4.4. CONCLUSION 47Furthermore, we shall take the case where there is only one type of galaxy.This is not a restrictive assumption, as one could split the surveyed galaxiesby type, calculate each type's luminosity function, and sum them up. Thesetwo alterations result in�pq = npqnobservedgal Pij �ijdI=d�ijdI=d�pq (4.28)where the sum over k has been replaced by a multiplication. Looking backto Equation 4.25, the sum in the numerator may be replaced with npredictedgal ,yielding �pq = npqnobservedgal npredgaldI=d�pq : (4.29)It appears that the iterative process has entirely disappeared in this sim-pli�ed case. The normalisation of �pq must be determined by multiplyingby nobservedgal =npredgal , yielding �pq = npqdI=d�pq : (4.30)The �nal connection is Equation 4.20 in the limit that �M is small, suchthat 
(m) can be assumed to be constant across �M . A survey has mag-nitude limits, so this can only be an approximation. In this way, the innerintegral may be approximated by a product:dId�pq � Z zp+�z=2zp��z=2 
(m(z;Mq))�M dVdz dz � Vpq;max�M: (4.31)Substituting Equation 4.31 into Equation 4.30 yields the familiar 1=Vmaxequation, �(zp;Mq) = �pq � npqVpq;max�M (4.32)and we have come full circle.4.4 ConclusionThe 1=Vmax and a new maximum-likelihood technique (SSWML) are com-pared on random galaxy catalogues, and both give similar good results.The SSWML method has the additional advantage of being less sensitiveto clustering and estimating upperlimits to the luminosity function for binsin which no galaxies were observed. Furthermore, the SSWML and the1=Vmax are equivalent in the limit of small bins in absolute magnitude,showing that the 1=Vmax technique in a sense yields the survey that max-imises the likehood of observing a redshift survey.
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Chapter 5The Evolving GalaxyLuminosity FunctionSUMMARYThe luminosity function and its evolution are the fundamental features ofgalaxies as a population. Often these statistics are described by a simpleparameterisation: the Schechter function, with luminosity or density evo-lution. In this section, the luminosity function at a variety of redshifts isderived from the AUTOFIB, DARS, BES, LDSS-1 and LDSS-2 surveys, by meansof two non-parametric methods. The �rst is the usual 1=Vmax method whichis unbiased, and the second is a modi�cation of the step-wise maximum-likelihood method described in Section 4.2.1 which is insensitive to galaxyclustering. Both of these methods avoid giving the answer ahead of time inthe form of a speci�c parametrisation. The luminosity function is found tostrongly evolve with redshift.5.1 The Local Luminosity FunctionThe volume density of intrinsically faint galaxies is a point of contention.Most hierarchical models (c.f. Kau�mann, White & Guiderdoni 1993, Coleet al. 1994a and Chapter 9) predict a steep faint-end slope to the luminosityfunction with � ' �2:0. Looking to the Virgo cluster, Binggeli, Tammann& Sandage (1985) �nd a similar number of faint galaxies. Also the excessof blue galaxies at faint magnitudes is di�cult to reconcile with a atuniverse without a steep faint-end slope in the local luminosity function.However, observations of �eld-galaxy samples consistently �nd a at faint-end slope, � = �1:0 � 0:1 (Efstathiou, Ellis & Peterson 1988, Lovedayet al. 1992, and Marzke, Huchra & Geller 1994) down to luminosities of ofMB < �17 + 5 logh.In their analysis of the CfA redshift survey, Marzke, Huchra & Geller (1994)49



50 CHAPTER 5. THE EVOLVING LUMINOSITY FUNCTIONclaim the �rst evidence of a possible upturn fainter than MZwicky = �16 +5 logh. Speci�cally, they observe 3 times as many low-luminosity objects inthis category as would be expected from an extrapolation of the Schechterfunction �tted at brighter luminosities. Unfortunately, the uncertainties arestill too great for Marzke et al's result to be considered de�nitive. A scaleerror in the photometric scale of the Zwicky catalogue could signi�cantly re-duce the excess and the e�ect is greatest in the northern cap where Binggeliet al's Virgo galaxies inevitably produce some of the signal. On the otherhand, Bernstein (1994) has estimated the luminosity function of the Comacluster, and found that it remains at brighter than MR = �13 + 5 loghor MB � �11 + 5 logh. With these various conicting viewpoints, onemust ascertain the uncertainties in the local luminosity function. Withthe exception of the Bernstein (1994) result, the surveys cannot constrainthe luminosity function fainter than M > �16 + 5 logh, simply becauseof their bright magnitude limits. The faint work of Broadhurst, Ellis &Shanks (1988) to bJ = 21:5 showed that a signi�cant contribution of lowluminosity galaxies would shift the redshift distribution at these magni-tudes to lower redshifts than they observed. The yet fainter LDSS andLDSS-2 surveys (Colless et al. 1990, Glazebrook et al. 1993) found redshiftdistributions consistent with no-evolution in the luminosity function and aat faint-end slope. Additional surveys at faint magnitudes are necessaryto further constrain the faint-end of the luminosity function as well as itsevolution. Also, if these surveys are analysed coherently, the luminosityfunction as a function of redshift may be constructed directly.A more poorly understood uncertainty is the selection e�ect introducedby the varying mean surface brightness of galaxies. The conjecture is thatmany �eld surveys may miss an entire population of low surface brightness(LSB) galaxies by virtue of selection e�ects inherent in common imagedetection algorithms (Disney 1976, Davies 1990). In general, a galaxy isincluded in a survey if its image is su�ciently large down to a given isopho-tal magnitude (isophotal-diameter selection), and its image is su�cientlybright within this isophote (isophotal-magnitude selection). Davies (1990)notes that this type of selection yields a peak in the observed surface-brightness distribution independent of the underlying distribution. Fur-thermore, this type of selection is biased toward spirals which have lessconcentrated brightness pro�les than ellipticals. Disney (1976) proposedwith this surface-brightness bias \galaxies are like icebergs and what isseen above the sky background may be no reliable measure of what liesunderneath."The only way to determine the location of these galaxies in the lumi-nosity function is through observations. Impey, Bothun & Malin (1988)found that some LSBs are quite luminous, amongst the brightest galaxiesobserved. Like the largest living things, the most luminous galaxies mayreveal themselves as insigni�cant fungi peeking through the obscuring hu-mus of the night sky. However, Davies et al. (1994) have probed beneaththe humus by cross-correlating exponential disk pro�les against the noise of
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Figure 5.1: The Local Luminosity Function. The two panes depict thelocal luminosity function from the combined survey in the range 0:006 <z < 0:05. The resulting luminosity functions have been divided by theLoveday et al. (1992) Schechter �t (without correction for Malmquist bias)to expand the dynamic range of the ordinate. The left shows the result ofthe 1=Vmax method and the right shows the result of the SSWML method.The results with and without completeness correction are shown.\empty" sky. They found several extended sources but no hyperluminousobjects like Malin 1.They estimate that LSBs in the range �22 < M0 + 5 logh < �19 and�0 about 26Vmag arc sec�1 are less common than their normal-surface-brightness counterparts by an order of magnitude or more. With the fainterisophotal limits, the AUTOFIB combined survey should uncover at least aportion of these and fainter low-surface-brightness galaxies.Figure 5.1 compares the Loveday luminosity function with the luminos-ity function derived from the 205 galaxies in the combined survey with with0:006 < z < 0:05. The lower limit of cz = 1800km sec�1 avoids di�cultieswith peculiar motions and only excludes 12 galaxies. The upper redshiftlimit obviates the e�ect of the density enhancement at z � 0:1, shownin Figure 5.2. The luminosity functions are divided by the best �ttingSchechter function of Loveday et al. (1992) to expand the useful range of theordinate. The e�ects of including the correction for magnitude-dependentcompleteness and varying the algorithm are also shown.Even with the large errorbars, AUTOFIB constrains the luminosity func-tion more tightly than the brighter surveys. The survey measures the lu-minosity function fainter than -16, by sampling a larger volume to fainterlimits. Furthermore, the AUTOFIB data is sampled to a fainter limitingisophote, approximately �bJ =26.5 arcsec�2 (Jones et al. 1991). Therefore,the survey would detect low-surface-brightness galaxies such as those foundin Virgo. Although the luminosity function presented in Figure 5.1 di�ersfrom the Loveday et al. (1992) result, it is not consistent with the Marzke,



52 CHAPTER 5. THE EVOLVING LUMINOSITY FUNCTIONHuchra & Geller (1994) �nding that the number of galaxies in the range�16 �MZ � �13 exceeds the extrapolation of their best-�t Schechter func-tion at the bright-end by a factor of 3:1 � 0:54. The results here exhibitno such excess at the faint end. This result is independent of the luminos-ity function estimator and completeness correction. The excess observedin the Marzke, Huchra & Geller (1994) northern sample is consistent withBinggeli, Tammann & Sandage (1985) luminosity function for the Virgocluster which contributes about half of the galaxies in the northern sam-ple at faint absolute magnitudes. Furthermore, a scale error in the Zwickymagnitudes of 0.2 mag mag�1 would reduce the excess in the south to amore modest 1.8�0.3, marginally consistent with the results here. More-over, observations of the Coma cluster indicate a at faint-end slope toMR � �13 + 5 logh (Bernstein 1994, private communication), beyond theresults in Figure 5.1.Probing deeper into the local universe reveals more structures. To studythe local luminosity function, I used the SSWML method to measure thedensity of galaxies in two bins in absolute magnitude and twenty bins inredshift from 0 to 0.2. The luminosity is binned coarsely to reduce the er-rors in the luminosity function determined at a given redshift. The brightabsolute magnitude bin extends from -21.73 to -17.73, centred on the Love-day et al. (1992) determination of M� = �19:73 � 0:13. The value ofthe luminosity function in this bin will be denoted h�(M�)i. The faintbin (h�(M� + 4)i) probes the slope of the luminosity function, and extendsfrom -17.73 to -13.73 and is centred on M�+4. Table 5.1 shows how each ofthese values change with varying �. The bright bin is sensitive to changesin the normalisation, and the ratio of the values in the two bins is stronglysensitive to changes in the faint end slope. Figure 5.2 depicts the valuesof h�(M�)i and the ratio of h�(M� + 4)i to h�(M�)i as a function of red-shift. The density of galaxies in the bright bin varies by nearly a factorof three. The ratio between the two bins varies little, indicating that thefaint-end slope is almost constant. It is straightforward to verify that thetotal normalisation changes more drastically than parameters of the shape.Although an increase in bright-end cuto� luminosity also would result inan increase in h�(M�)i, it would also reduce the ratio of the two densities.Increasing the value of � to approximately -2 would also increase h�(M�)iby nearly a factor of three, but the ratio of the densities in the two binswould be more than 60. Therefore, the density of galaxies increases withoutgreat changes in the shape of the luminosity function.At a redshift of 0.075, an L� galaxy would have a apparent magnitude ofapproximately 17. At this apparent magnitude, the number counts begin todramatically exceed the no-evolution prediction (e.g. Maddox et al. 1990b).Postulating such rapid evolution over the last 0.6 h�1 Gyr is di�cult. How-ever, if some of the �elds in which the counts have been measured passthrough the density enhancement depicted in Figure 5.2, the counts excessat these bright magnitudes may be explained. To test this hypothesis, thedensity enhancement is �t with two exponentials which meet at z = 0:085
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Figure 5.2: Local Density Fluctuations. The lower panel shows the valuesof the luminosity function in a bin from -21.73 to -17.73 as determined bythe SSWML method. The horizontal lines show the value of this parameterfor a Schechter with the Loveday et al. (1992) parameters for various valuesof ��, the normalisation. The curve shows a constrained �t to the changingnormalisation. The upper pane depicts the measured values of the ratio ofthe two bins in the luminosity function. The value of this ratio for severaldi�erent faint-end slopes (�) are illustrated with horizontal lines.



54 CHAPTER 5. THE EVOLVING LUMINOSITY FUNCTIONTable 5.1: Properties of a Schechter Function. The second and fourthcolumns correspond to the values depicted in Figure 5.2. The mean valueof �(M) near M� changes little with � while the ratio changes quickly.Therefore, if M� is assumed to change little, these two quantities can con-strain both � and ��. For simplicity, the Schechter function has beennormalised so that h�(M�)i � 1 for � = �1:1.� h�(M�)i h�(M� + 4)i Ratio-1.0 0.92 2.30 2.50-1.1 1.00 3.35 3.35-1.2 1.09 4.94 4.52-1.3 1.20 7.37 6.15-1.4 1.32 11.1 8.40-1.5 1.46 16.9 11.5-1.6 1.63 26.0 15.9-1.7 1.82 40.2 22.1-1.8 2.03 62.8 30.9-1.9 2.29 98.9 43.3-2.0 2.58 157.0 60.8and decay at di�erent rates to higher and lower redshift reaching the localdensity as measured by Loveday et al. (1992) in the limit,�(z; L) = � (1 + 2:3e(z�0:085)=0:02)�(L); z < 0:085(1 + 2:3e(z�0:085)=0:04)�(L); z � 0:085 (5.1)where �(L) is the luminosity function measured by Loveday et al. I assumedthat all galaxies have a k-correction of 2z. The resulting number-magnituderelation is not very sensitive to the k-correction at these low redshifts. Fig-ure 5.3 illustrates the predicted number counts with and without this den-sity enhancement. The upper curve with the density enhancement exceedsthe observations, while the lower \no-evolution" curve falls short. The thirdmiddle curve is a linear combination of the two possibilities, assuming that40% of the observed �elds exhibit the density uctuation in Figure 5.2 whilethe other �elds follow the local Loveday luminosity function.Although the model indicated by Figure 5.2 exceeds the observed num-ber counts, the intermediate model �ts the data to nearly bJ = 20 orz � 0:2. This redshift corresponds to a lookback time of 1.6 h�1 Gyr, amore realistic timescale for the galaxy population to evolve dramatically.5.2 Evolution over Half a Hubble TimeThe combined survey by probing to the faintest magnitudes so far observedspectroscopically reveals the properties on the galaxy population nearly to
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Figure 5.3: Number Counts Predictions with Density Fluctuations. Theupper curve follows the model with density enhancement, and the lowercurve traces a simple \no-evolution" model without the enhancement. Themiddle curve is a weighted average of the two possibilities which �ts theobserved counts nearly to bJ = 20. The data are taken from Maddoxet al. (1990b), Jones et al. (1991), Metcalfe et al. (1991), Lilly, Cowie& Gardner (1991), Tyson (1988) and Heydon-Dumbleton et al. (1989;EDSGC). Where necessary Johnson B magnitudes have been convertedto bJ assuming bJ = B � 0:2.
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Figure 5.4: Coverage in Luminosity and Redshift. The left pane shows thenumber of galaxies in each of the redshift bins as a function of absolutemagnitude. the right pane shows the same thing but for only the galaxieswith W�[OII] greater than 20 �A. The dashed curve shows the number inthe bin 0 < z � 0:2, the dotted curve in the range 0:2 < z � 0:5, and thesolid curve for galaxies with z > 0:5.a redshift of one, over more than half the age of the universe. Figure 5.4shows the number of galaxies in the survey as a function of redshift andapparent magnitude. The right pane gives the number of galaxies withW�[OII] greater than 20�A which trace the star-forming population. Boththe low and intermediate redshift bins are well-�lled, and although thehigh redshift bin contains fewer galaxies, even here the survey constrainsthe luminosity function.Figures 5.5 and 5.5 depict the evolution of the luminosity functions de-termined by both the 1=Vmax and the SSWML methods. For both methods,the low-redshift bins di�ers from the Loveday et al. (1992) �t at the 99.99%level. The intermediate bin di�ers from the low-redshift bin at the 99.9%and 99% levels for the 1=Vmax and the SSWML methods, respectively. Fi-nally, the high-redshift bin di�ers from the intermediate bin at the 99% and85% for the two methods. The SSWML method estimates slightly largererrors than the bootstrapped errors of the 1=Vmax method. It also yieldsslightly smoother luminosity functions which are better �t by Schechterfunctions.Table 5.2 lists the parameters of the best-�tting Schechter functions withone-� errors. The luminosity functions were �t over the entire range of ab-solute magnitude covered in each redshift bin. The errors among the threeparameters are highly correlated; therefore, the simple one-parameter er-ror values overestimate the uncertainties in the Schechter �ts. The \Prob"column gives the �2 probability of realising a worse �t to the Schechterfunction than the data. A very low value indicates that a Schechter func-tion does not provide a good �t to the data or that the errors have been
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of the Luminosity Function - 1=Vmax. The luminos-ity function at several redshifts is depicted by the symbols in the legendwith one-sigma errorbars. The long-dashed curve is the best-�t Schetcherdetermined by Loveday et al. (1992) without correction for Malmquist bias.All the luminosity function �gures that follow will have a similar format.
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Figure 5.6: Evolution of the Luminosity Function - SSWMLunderestimated. A value very near to one may imply that the errors havebeen overestimated.The low-redshift bin has a steeper faint-end slope function than the localluminosity function described in the preceding section. The intermediatebin has a yet steeper faint-end slope, a slightly higher normalisation, and afainter cuto� luminosity. The highest redshift bin appears to be poorly con-strained by the data. However, more detail may be gleaned from the errorellipsoids shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. Only the ellipsoids for the SSWMLmethod are depicted for simplicity. The successively larger ellipsoids rep-resent higher redshift bins. The intermediate-redshift ellipsoid lies towardthe upper-left-back corner vis a vis the low-redshift ellipsoid, correspondingto a combination of a fainter M�, steeper faint-end slope and higher nor-malisation. The high-redshift ellipsoid intersects the intermediate-redshiftellipsoid only slightly and gives a still higher normalisation.It is convenient to describe the evolution of the luminosity function interms of the Schechter parameters; however, this evolution is also apparentin the binned luminosity functions themselves (Figures 5.5 and 5.6). Theseluminosity functions are not strongly dependent on the algorithm used toderive them, but the k-corrections and completeness corrections could havedramatic e�ects on the resulting luminosity functions.
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Table 5.2: Schechter Fits to the Evolving Luminosity Functions1=VmaxRedshift ��(10�2Mpc�3) � M� Prob0 < z � 0:2 1.08�0.41 -1.26�0.12 -19.77�0.29 0.110:2 < z � 0:5 1.82�1.30 -1.32�0.43 -19.46�0.49 0.46z > 0:5 3.32�1.67 1.09�3.51 -18.09�0.84 0.12SSWMLRedshift ��(10�2Mpc�3) � M� Prob0 < z � 0:2 1.05�0.51 -1.29�0.17 -19.74�0.37 0.720:2 < z � 0:5 1.25�1.00 -1.50�0.58 -19.59�0.67 0.89z > 0:5 5.03�5.00 -1.05�3.49 -18.7�1.57 0.92
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Figure 5.7: Error Ellipsoids for the Schechter Fits
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Figure 5.8: Error Ellipsoids for the Schechter Fits (Close-up)5.2.1 K-correctionsThe analysis in Chapter 3 shows that the cross-correlation technique maymisclassify approximately one-�fth of the spectra in the survey by one k-correction class, blueward or redward. To examine this e�ect, 20% of thegalaxies has been reclassi�ed by one class blueward or redward, the sam-pling volumes and absolute magnitudes recalculated and the luminosityfunctions redetermined. Figure 5.9 presents the results of this analysis.Within the errorbars, the luminosity functions agree with those presentedin Figures 5.5 and 5.6, showing that the luminosity functions derived arenot strongly dependent on possible misclassi�cations.As a second test, the luminosity functions in the observer's frame are cal-culated. Here, the k-corrections determined for the surveyed galaxies playno role in the derivation of the luminosity functions. However, a speci�cmix of galaxies with varying k-corrections has been assumed in construct-ing the \no-evolution" predictions (kindly provided by Tom Broadhurst).As expected as the galaxies su�er larger and larger k-corrections, the cuto�luminosity becomes mark�edly fainter with redshift in both the observationsand the model. However, the model predicts fewer faint galaxies than areobserved, even in the observer's frame luminosity functions. This e�ect isanalogous to the increase in the faint-end slope in the rest-frame luminosityfunctions. Independent of possible errors in the k-corrections, the numberof faint galaxies increases with look-back time.
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of the Luminosity Function with Random Classi�ca-tions.
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Figure 5.10: Observer's Frame Luminosity Functions



5.3. IMPLICATIONS 635.2.2 Completeness CorrectionSection 2.4 describes the incompleteness in the AUTOFIB combined survey,and presents an algorithm to correct for incompleteness, which results innearly uniform V=Vmax distributions both on a survey-by-survey and aclass-by-class basis. The AUTOFIB survey has signi�cant incompleteness;one would expect this completeness correction to have as dramatic an e�ecton the luminosity functions as it has on the V=Vmax distributions. Com-paring Figure 5.11 with Figures 5.5 and 5.6 shows that the completenesscorrection does not have a statistically signi�cant e�ect on the luminosityfunctions derived. The �elds of the AUTOFIB combined survey (with the ex-ception of the nearly complete DARS survey) are so narrow that both thecomplete bright-end and the incomplete faint-end probe similar luminos-ity functions, so reweighting the survey (i.e. the completeness correction)toward the faint-end of each survey has little e�ect on the derived lumi-nosity functions. Furthermore, as the comparison of redshift distributionsin Figure 2.5 implied, galaxies were probably missed simply because thesignal-to-noise ratio was too low which would not introduce a systematicbias.5.3 ImplicationsThe measurement of the luminosity function is complicated by selection ef-fects and intricate analysis. The results here are insensitive to errors in thek-corrections and incompleteness. The AUTOFIB combined survey probesfainter magnitudes and isophotal limits than previous surveys; therefore,it can uncover galaxies that may have been missed by the brighter sur-veys. Locally, the survey extends the at faint-end slope found at brighterabsolute magnitudes to MbJ � �15� 5 logh, in agreement with the Bern-stein (1994) results for the Coma cluster. The shape of the luminosityfunction remains constant to z � 0:15. The excess in the number counts atbright magnitudes (17 < bJ < 20) may be explained by an increase in thenormalisation of the luminosity function at z � 0:09; the density of galaxiesreturns to the local value by z � 0:12.The luminosity function begins to steepen at a redshift of approximately0.15. Past z � 0:3, it continues to steepen, and the normalisation increases.Letting the clock run forward, at about a redshift of 0.5, there was anexcess of galaxies at all luminosities relative to today. By a redshift of 0.3or so, the excess bright galaxies (� L�) had disappeared or faded. The faintgalaxies had also begun to vanish by this time and continued to vanish untila redshift of 0.15, yielding the at faint-end slope of the local luminosityfunction. This evolution is explained by an interplay between several galaxypopulations and Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.11: Completeness Corrected Luminosity Functions



Chapter 6Evolution by Galaxy TypeSUMMARYTo understand the evolution of the galaxy population further, one muststudy how individual subpopulations of galaxies evolve. Subdividing the sur-vey by spectral type is straightforward. Although it increases the noise inthe various determinations, this examination is illustrative. The luminos-ity function for \star-forming" galaxies evolves strongly with redshift and todepend on the equivalent width (EW) of the forbidden line of singly-ionisedoxygen (W�[OII] 3727). Furthermore, the evolution is strongly sensitiveon galaxy type. The late-type galaxies were more numerous in the pastespecially at the faint end, while the early-type galaxies exhibit negativeevolution.6.1 Star-forming GalaxiesIt is often found that as fainter samples are observed, stronger tracers ofstar formation are uncovered. Broadhurst, Ellis & Shanks (1988) foundthat distribution of W�[OII] 3727 was much wider for galaxies in the range20:5 < bJ21:5 than for the DARS sample with bJ < 17. Colless et al. (1990)found a larger excess at yet fainter magnitudes. The AUTOFIB survey andLDSS-2 data augments these data. All the measured equivalent widths inthe combined AUTOFIB survey are plotted against apparent magnitude inFigure 6.1. The median equivalent width for bins of one-half magnitudeare plotted as large squares. There are not large jumps in the medianequivalent width between the long-slit DARS data and �bre AUTOFIB dataat bJ � 17. And the median equivalent width increases steadily across the�bre-multislit threshold at bJ � 22. This indicates that aperture e�ects arenot very strong at these faint magnitudes.This evolution of the equivalent-width distribution should be reected inthe evolution of the luminosity function of high-EW galaxies. This �rst cutat evolution by galaxy type is to divide the sample according to W�[OII]65
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Figure 6.1: W�[OII] against apparent magnitude. The median EW is plot-ted as a larger square every 0.5 magnitudes in bJ . The boundary betweenDARS and AUTOFIB is bJ � 17. AUTOFIB and BES meet LDSS and LDSS-2at bJ � 22.
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Figure 6.2: V=Vmax Distribution for the High-equivalent-width Galaxies3727. Although previous studies have used a more involved prescription(Cole et al. 1994b), I decided to simply to identify galaxies with W�[OII]greater than 20�A as \star-forming". Although the strength of the [OII]line depends on both the excitation and the oxygen abundance (i.e. it isnot directly proportional to the star-formation rate), it provides a simpletracer of on-going star formation. Since the DARS survey is incompletein regards to W�[OII] measurements, it is excluded from the luminosity-function analysis.The galaxies with strong emission of [OII] 3727 are a nearly completesubsample of the AUTOFIB combined survey. Their mean V=Vmax is nearly0.5, the distribution is almost uniform (Figure 6.2). This isn't surprisingas a galaxy with strong [OII] emission is easy to identify. Therefore, con-clusions about this subset are not sensitive to systematic incompletenesswithin the survey.From Figure 6.3, it is apparent that star-forming galaxies have becomeboth fainter and less numerous from redshifts of z � 0:5 to the present. Theluminosity functions show no bright galaxies with high EWs in the localluminosity function. This is simply because the EWs of the bright DARScatalogue were excluded from the luminosity-function analysis.This luminosity-function analysis implies that the trend of median EWas a function of apparent magnitude may result from an underlying trendin the median EW as a function of redshift and absolute magnitude. Here,it is possible to include the DARS measurements in the calculation of themedian EW, if one assumes that whether or not an equivalent width was



68 CHAPTER 6. EVOLUTION BY GALAXY TYPEmeasured did not depend on the galaxy's EW, which appears to be thecase.The distribution of EWs changes mark�edly with redshift and absolutemagnitude. Although the DARS EW measurements are included in thisanalysis, there is some concern about aperture e�ects. Since the DARSgalaxies are much closer than the AUTOFIB BES, and LDSS data, the phys-ical aperture is much smaller, centred on the nucleus. In the fainter data,the �bre or slit e�ectively integrates over much of the galaxy. Therefore,the DARS equivalent widths may be systematically underestimated (Fig-ure 6.1 and a comparison with the Kennicutt (1992b) sample show thatthis is not a strong e�ect). Regardless, the DARS data contributes mainlyto the bright nearby galaxies { the extreme front-left corner of Figure 6.4.To analyse the EW distribution, the galaxies are binned by absolutemagnitude (in one-magnitude bins) and by redshift (in bins of one tenth).Within each bin the median EW is determined, reducing the inuence ofgalaxies with anomalously high EWs. Between the bin centres, the medianEW is interpolated bilinearly, resulting in Figure 6.4.The expected equivalent width of a galaxy depends strongly on its red-shift and absolute magnitude. At all redshifts, fainter galaxies tend to havehigher EWs. This e�ect mirrors the trend in W�[OIII] 5007 noted by Koo& Kron (1992). Furthermore, at a given luminosity, the median equivalentwidth increases with redshift (also noted by Koo & Kron (1992)). Thesetwo e�ects conspire to give a strong dependence of the median EW observedfor a sample on the magnitude limit. At a redshift of 0.5, even L� galaxieshave [OII] emission nearly as strong as found in today's dwarf galaxies.Does this increase in median EW occur because more late-type galaxies areincluded in the high-redshift samples or do the EWs within each class ofgalaxies evolve?6.2 Analysis by Spectral Classi�cationDividing the survey by spectral classi�cation can help us to understandthis e�ect further. Since the number of galaxies in each subsample is muchsmaller than in the composite survey, I reduce the amount of data requiredfrom each subsample. The sample will be divided into elliptical, early-spiraland late-spiral galaxies. For each subsample, the mean coadded spectra,median EW, and luminosity function as a function of redshift will be cal-culated. However, for these subsurveys, the sampling of the luminosityfunction will be much coarser. A parallel analysis of the luminosity func-tion will be to determine the evolution of the Schechter parameters withredshift using the generalised STY method derived in Equation 4.7. Tosummarise the evolution of the luminosity function, I found the evolvingmodel that maximised the likelihood of observing to each subsample:��(z) = ��0(1 + z)��zM�(z) = M�0 � 2:5L�z log10(1 + z) (6.1)
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Figure 6.3: Star-forming Luminosity Functions
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Figure 6.4: Evolution of the Median W�[OII].�(z) = �0 + �zz:Both the normalisation and cuto� luminosity evolve as a power of cosmictime: �� / t�1:5��z and L� / t�1:5L�z . Meanwhile, the faint-end slopeevolves linearly with redshift. As with a non-evolving Schechter function,the parameters are highly correlated. The density of galaxies is given by�(L; z) = ��0(1 + z)��z�L�z(�0+�zz)� LL�0��0+�zz exp� �LL�0(1 + z)L�z � : (6.2)For example, if the faint-end slope does not change with redshift (�z = 0),��0 and the product �0L�0 jointly determine the density of faint galaxies asa function of redshift. The six parameters are highly correlate making theerrors di�cult to interpret (imagine a six-dimensional error ellipsoid); there-fore, the evolving parameters derived will be taken a guideposts elucidatingthe evolution apparent in the SSWML and 1=Vmax luminosity functions, notas de�nitive models for galaxy evolution. Although the parameters �t max-imise the likihood of observing the survey, several sets of these parameterswill result in nearly identical evolution of the luminosity function withinthe absolute magnitude and redshift range probed.For this analysis, the survey is divided by k-correction class. Therefore,each of the subsamples described earlier will have two sets of these param-eters. The two luminosity functions may be added to �nd the evolutionof the entire subsample, which may be compared with the directly derivedluminosity functions. Within each subsample, the spectra were coadded inthe rest-frame (using the squish utility described in Section A.1.3) with
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Figure 6.5: Coadded Spectra for Elliptical Galaxies. All the galaxies withelliptical spectral classi�cations have been coadded in two groups. The boldcurve is the coaddition of all ellipticals with redshifts less than or equal to0.2. The light curve is of all ellipticals with 0:2 < z � 0:5. Both spectrahave been smoothed on a scale of 10�A.normalisations that were allowed to vary so as to minimise the mean dis-persion between the various spectra. Since each spectrum covers a slightlydi�erent wavelength, this is not exactly equivalent to normalising the totalux in each spectrum, but this di�erence only subtly a�ects the coaddedspectra in the range of interest.6.2.1 Elliptical GalaxiesThe elliptical galaxies are a small subset of the combined survey (312 of1585 classi�ed galaxies) and contribute approximately one-tenth of the vol-ume density of intrinsically faint galaxies and one-half of the galaxies withL � L�. Figure 6.5 compares the mean spectra of the elliptical galaxieswith 0 < z � 0:2 with those 0:2 < z � 0:5. The two spectra appear nearlyidentical, and compare well with their local exemplars in the Kennicutt at-las (Kennicutt 1992a), indicating that the spectral classi�cation algorithmperformed well.There are subtle di�erences between the two spectra, which probablyarise from instrumental e�ects. The equivalent widths of the absorption
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Figure 6.6: Evolution of the Median W�[OII] for Ellipticals.Table 6.1: The Evolution of the Schechter Function: Elliptical TypesType ��0(10�3Mpc�3) ��z M�0 L�z �0 �zRed Elliptical 3.38 -17.02 -20.0 5.41 -0.43 -4.82Blue Elliptical 2.17 0.19 -19.5 0.19 -0.95 0.94lines are consistent larger in the high-redshift coadded spectrum. This maybe explained if the sky in this wavelength range was consistently overes-timated when observing these faint galaxies. This reduces the strength ofthe continuum and increases the ratio between its and the absorption lines.Figure 6.6 examines the strength of the [OII] feature in the elliptical-class galaxies further. The median equivalent width does increase slightlywith redshift but not enough to explain the strong evolution show in Fig-ure 6.4. This increase probably results from a combination of the sky-subtraction errors and increased fraction of elliptical galaxies with emissionlines (E+A galaxies) at moderate redshift (i.e. evolution).The luminosity function of elliptical galaxies with the survey also changeslittle with redshift. The luminosity function for 0:2 < z � 0:5 is identicalwithin the errors to the low-redshift result. So few elliptical galaxies are in-cluded in the survey at z > 0:5 that it is impossible constrain the luminosityfunction at high redshift.The generalised STY (SSTY) method �nds that the red and blue el-lipticals evolve di�erently; however, few ellipticals constrain the luminosityfunction at high redshift. Although the two elliptical types at zero red-
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Figure 6.7: Luminosity Function of Elliptical Galaxies. The results of thegeneralised STY �tting for the elliptical types are superimposed for z = 0:1,0.3 and 0.5.



74 CHAPTER 6. EVOLUTION BY GALAXY TYPETable 6.2: The Evolution of the Schetcher Function: Early-Spiral TypesType ��0(10�3Mpc�3) ��z M�0 L�z �0 �zSab 1.71 0.70 -19.9 -1.07 -1.19 0.79Sbc 1.12 6.39 -20.0 -2.12 -1.42 -0.02shift both have luminosity functions shallower than the total luminosityfunction (in agreement with the Loveday et al. 1992 results), the LF forthe red ellipticals increases in magnitude and slope, becoming e�ectively apower-law by z � 0:4, while the slope of second elliptical type decreaseswith redshift with a nearly constant normalisation and cuto� luminosity.The red elliptical luminosity function performs contortions to �t the threeelliptical galaxies with z > 0:3 which are essentially outliers in the galaxydistribution. Therefore, the decreasing luminosity function exhibited bythe blue ellipticals probably provides the best estimate for the evolutionof the elliptical luminosity function. Although the number of L� ellipticalgalaxies has been constant over the past few billion years, there were farfewer faint ellipticals in the past { negative evolution.6.2.2 Early Spiral GalaxiesEarly spirals contribute nearly 40% of the classi�ed galaxies (616 of 1585).They contribute about one-half the local density of galaxies for luminositiesprobed by the combined survey. The analysis proceeds as for the ellipticalgalaxies. Figure 6.8 compares the coadded spectrum for the early spiralswith z � 0:2 and 0:2 < z � 0:5. A similar e�ect to that found in theellipticals is evident here. The absorption lines are weaker relative withrespect to the continuum in the high-redshift bin than locally. The strengthof [OII] 3727 changes little between the two spectra; the equivalent widthactually decreases slightly with redshift which is reected in Figure 6.9. Thedi�erence between the slopes of the two spectra at the blue end results fromthe response curve of the spectrograph which decreases quickly bluewardof 3600 �A{ a�ecting the low- redshift galaxies only.Like the coadded spectra, the median W�[OII] for the early spiral galax-ies evolves little with redshift. The median strength of [OII] decreasesslightly with redshift before increasing to a peak value of approximately30 �A, falling far short of the increase in the entire survey. The luminos-ity function for the early spiral galaxies appears nearly as constant as theluminosity function for elliptical galaxies.The evolving Schechter parameters for the early sprials tell two stories.The Sab galaxies evolve similarly to the elliptical galaxies. The faint-endslope slowly decreases, while the normalisation slowly increases with red-shift. As with the ellipticals, the number of L� Sab galaxies has remainedconstant over the past few billion years. The later Sbc spirals exhibit an
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Figure 6.8: Coadded Spectra for Early Spiral Galaxies
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Figure 6.9: Evolution of the Median W�[OII] for Early Spirals.
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SSWML

Figure 6.10: Luminosity Function of Early Spiral Galaxies. The resultsof the generalised STY �ttng for the elliptical types are superimposed forz = 0:1, 0.3 and 0.5.
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Figure 6.11: Coadded Spectra for Late Spiral Galaxiesopposing e�ect. Their density increases with redshift quickly without muchchange in the faint-end slope. The cuto� luminosity decreases quickly withredshift. As with the Sab galaxies, the number of galaxies with MbJ < �20remains more or less constant. The interplay between these two luminosityfunctions, yields a more constant (although increasing) combined luminos-ity for the early spirals. Perhaps as the Sbc galaxies age, they begin toappear more like the earlier Sab spirals, so the number of Sab galaxiesincreases at the expense of their later counterparts (or progenitors).6.2.3 Late Spiral GalaxiesThe evolution of the Sbc galaxies hints at the evolution of the late spiralgalaxies. The two late-spiral spectral classi�cations also contribute about40 % of the classi�ed galaxies in the survey (657 of 1685). By processof elimination and extrapolation from the Sbc galaxies, these late galax-ies must reect the evolution of the total luminosity function, discussed inthe previous chapter. The coadded spectra change mark�edly with redshift.W�[OII] increases whilst the absoption lines nearly disappear entirely, re-sulting in an emission-line galaxy by z � 0:3.Figure 6.12 shows that the median equivalent width of the blue, late-type galaxies increases with redshift. Analysing these blue galaxies on their
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Figure 6.12: Evolution of the Median W�[OII] for Late Spirals.Table 6.3: The Evolution of the Schechter Function: Late-Spiral TypesType ��0(10�3Mpc�3) ��z M�0 L�z �0 �zScd 2.82 2.45 -19.3 0.35 -1.33 -1.33Sm/Starburst 2.88 -2.00 -17.9 3.14 -0.93 -1.15own avoids the bias that fainter samples tends look at bluer populations be-cause of the k-correction (Koo & Kron 1992). The blue galaxies themselveswere forming stars more �ercely in the recent past than today.The evolution of the Scd galaxies swamps the changes in the other types(see Figure 6.14). Their density, cuto� luminosity and faint-end slope allincrease with redshift, so that they contribute a large fraction of the galaxiesat all luminosities at moderate redshifts, and dominate the abundance ofintrinsically faint galaxies. Although they were more common in the past(the increase in cuto� luminosity and faint-end slope overcomes the decreasein normalisation), the Sm/starburst-type galaxies appear always to havebeen fainter than normal galaxies and relatively rare. The prime actors inthe evolution of the galaxy luminosity function are the late-spiral galaxies.6.3 DiscussionTo summarise the results for the six spectral types, Figure 6.14 depicts theevolution in the luminosity functions for each spectral type, and as a �nal
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Figure 6.13: Luminosity Function of Late Spiral Galaxies. The results ofthe generalised STY �tting for the elliptical types are superimposed forz = 0:1, 0.3 and 0.5.



80 CHAPTER 6. EVOLUTION BY GALAXY TYPETable 6.4: The Evolution of the Schechter Function: Unclassi�ed Galaxies��0(10�3Mpc�3) ��z M�0 L�z �0 �z1.93 1.02 -18.4 3.49 -1.00 -1.11check, these results are added together with the evolution inferred for thefew unclassi�ed galaxies (whose spectra were not available) to yield thetotal luminosity function illustrated in Figure 6.15. The SSWML results,�rst presented in Figure 5.6, are shown here again.The properties of the unclassi�ed galaxies are summarised in Table 6.4.Their density is a small fraction of that of all galaxies. Furthermore, theirevolution is negligible, as would be expected if they were a random samplingof the classi�ed types, rather than biased toward a particular galaxy type.The presence of these unclassi�ed galaxies introduces little uncertainty inthe conclusions as shown by Figure 6.15.Many authors have postulated late-type galaxies as the prime movers inthe observed evolution of the luminosity function, manifest in the number-magnitude relation. Their blue colours mean that they are a�ected leastby k-corrections and can be observed to the largest distances for a givenabsolute magnitude. Broadhurst, Ellis & Shanks (1988) found that a lu-minosity function with a constant cuto� luminosity and a faint-end slopewhich increases with redshift is consistent with both the observed num-ber counts and redshift distribution. Lacey & Silk (1991) and Treyer &Silk (1993) both concur with this �nding, and add that this increase isdriven by blue, late-type galaxies which have simply disappeared since aredshift of about 0.2. Lacey & Silk (1991) proposes several avenues for theirdisappearance. These excess galaxies could have produced more high-massstars proportionally than modern galaxies. This bias toward high-massstars would make them brighter while stars were forming, but the galaxieswould quickly fade after the high-mass stars went supernova, leaving fewstars to be observed today. These star-forming galaxies could have sub-sequently destroyed themselves as violent supernovae blew out their gasreservoirs and unbound the stars. A �nal explanation is that these galaxieshave merged into the galaxies that we observe today. White (1990) andEfstathiou (1990) argue that such an evolutionary history is a natural con-sequence of the turnaround of larger and larger mass scale with time in ahierarchical universe. However, large amounts of merging would leave trac-ers on today's galaxies (e.g. Toth & Ostriker 1992). Furthermore, theseexcess galaxies are unlikely to be the progenitors of today's galaxies as theyare more weakly clustered and more dense than galaxies today (Babul &Rees 1991).From Figure 6.14 it is di�cult to decide how the late-type galaxies dis-appeared so quickly. As the number of late spirals decreases toward thepresent day, the number of elliptical galaxies have increased. But could so
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Figure 6.14: The Evolution of the Luminosity Function by Spectral Type.The curves trace the luminosity functions at z = 0:1, 0.3 and 0.5. Thearrow points toward increasing redshift.
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of the SSTY and SSWML Luminosity Functions.The sum of the luminosity functions for the six classi�cations and the un-classi�ed galaxies (the solid curves) is compared with the luminosity func-tion for all the galaxies in the survey as determined by the SSWML methodand the Loveday result (short-dashed curve). Just below the solid curvesare long-dashed curves, which show the evolution of the luminosity functionwith unclassi�ed galaxies excluded from the analysis. The SSTY results aregiven for z = 0:1, 0.3 and 0.5.



6.3. DISCUSSION 83many faint late-type galaxies hide in so few present-day ellipticals? Babul& Rees (1991) propose an alternative explanation (elucidated further inEfstathiou 1992). Although the small mass haloes (� 109 M�) collapse andvirialise before the nascent haloes of L� galaxies, the UV ux produced byquasars may keep the gas in small haloes ionised until z � 1. Only thencan these small galaxies begin to form stars. The stars would form quicklyas in a starburst galaxy. During the starburst these galaxies would appearirregular, and their spectra would be most similar to those of present-daylate-type spirals. Supernovae would blow out the gas slowing star forma-tion, and the galaxy would begin to fade (more quickly in the B-band thanin the K-band). Babul & Rees (1991) also proposed that in low-pressureenvironments the gas may escape the galaxy entirely, while in intermedi-ate and high-pressure regions, some of the gas would return to the galaxy,possibly fueling further starbursts. The few galaxies that could still beobserved today would be in the high-pressure regions clustered near moreluminous galaxies. Gigayears of phase mixing could transform these irreg-ular starburst galaxies into today's population of dwarf elliptical galaxies.However, the vast majority of these dwarf ellipticals would fade below de-tection limits. This explanation appear consistent both with the increasingabundance of early-type galaxies and the decreasing numbers of late-typegalaxies over the past few billion years.
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Chapter 7Introduction to the BlockModel `listen: there's a hellof a good universe next door; let's go'| e.e. cummings, pity this busy monster, manunkind`Had I been present at the Creation, I would have given some useful hintsfor the better ordering of the universe.'| Alfonso the Wise, King of CastileSUMMARYWe predict observable properties of the galaxy population in several hier-archical models, using the \block" model of structure formation. We con-trast the standard CDM cosmogony with CDM models with a low value ofH0, a low value of 
 and a low-density, at universe (
 + � = 1). Fur-thermore, we compare galaxy formation in these CDM universes with theCHDM \mixed dark matter" model. To determine the numerous cosmologi-cal parameters in these models, we look to recent observations of large-scalestructure, light-element abundances, and globular cluster ages, and to �xthe astrophysical arguments of the \block" model, we attempt to �nd thebest-�t to the present-day observed B-Band luminosity function. The resultis several independent diagnostics of these models: the K-band luminosityfunction, the infrared Tully-Fisher relation, B �K colours, number countsand redshift distributions.7.1 IntroductionStudies of galaxy formation have progressed steadily over the past few yearson three broad fronts: observations, numerical simulations and semiana-lytic treatments. Photometric and spectroscopic data on faint galaxies and87



88 CHAPTER 7. INTRODUCTION TO THE BLOCK MODELquasars suggest that the process of galaxy formation may be accessible toobservation with existing techniques. Intense protogalactic activity seemsto be occurring at redshifts z = 1�3. At this epoch, the amount of neutralhydrogen present in damped Lyman-� systems is comparable to the presentmass density in stars, suggesting that these clouds might contain the rawmaterial for most of the stars seen in galaxies today (Lanzetta, Wolfe &Turnshek 1994) The abundance of quasars peaks in this redshift interval,signalling strong evolutionary processes (Green 1989, Boyle et al. 1990, He-witt, Foltz & Charree 1993). The total ux from faint blue galaxies in deepCCD counts implies intense star formation activity which may account forthe production of a substantial fraction of the heavy element content ofgalaxies and perhaps also for a similar fraction of their stellar content. Al-though the redshift range at which this ux is emitted is still undetermined,it is quite possibly near z = 1. Even at redshifts less than 1, there appear tobe symptoms of ongoing galaxy formation, manifest in the seemingly rapidevolution in the luminosity function and the colours of galaxies, as well astheir mix of morphological types (this work, Cowie et al. 1988, Lilly 1993,Ellis et al. 1994; Butcher & Oemler 1978).Theoretical studies of galaxy formation have also progressed at a rapidrate, as semianalytic models and numerical simulations of the relevant grav-itational, gas dynamical and radiative processes in the universe become in-creasingly sophisticated. Although N-body/gas dynamical simulations oflarge cosmological volumes do not yet have su�cient resolution to followgalaxy formation in detail, simulations of small volumes and of individualobjects have shown that in hierarchical clustering theories, galaxies are as-sembled through mergers of dark matter halos within which gas rapidlycools and condenses, in the manner envisaged by White & Rees (White &Rees 1978, Katz, Hernquist & Weinberg 1992, Cen & Ostriker 1993, Katz,Hernquist & Weinberg 1992, Evrard, Summers & Davis 1994, Navarro &White 1993, Navarro, Frenk & White 1994). The detailed mode and epochof galaxy formation depends on the nature of the assumed primordial uctu-ations. For example, in the standard cold dark matter (CDM) cosmogony,the paradigm of hierarchical clustering, galaxy formation activity peaks atrelatively recent epochs, z �< 2 (Davis et al. 1985, Frenk et al. 1988).Semianalytic models provide a powerful tool to explore the validity ofvarious physical assumptions and simpli�cations, and have been consider-ably extended in several recent papers (Cole 1991, White & Frenk 1991,Lacey & Silk 1991, Kau�mann, Guiderdoni & White 1994, Cole et al. 1994a).The goal is to construct \ab initio" models in which the growth of structurearising from an assumed spectrum of primordial density perturbations isrepresented by a set of simple rules which encapsulate our current under-standing of gravitational clustering, radiative hydrodynamics, star forma-tion and feedback, and the ageing of stellar populations. The outcome isa set of predictions for the observable properties of the galaxy population{ abundances, luminosities, colours, circular velocities { as a function oftime. Although the detailed implementation of the rules di�ers somewhat



7.1. INTRODUCTION 89in di�erent studies, there seems to be general agreement regarding the dif-�culties that models such as standard CDM face in order to reproduce theobservations.The successes and failures of models based on the standard CDM cos-mogony are summarised in Cole et al. (1994a). They showed that in orderfor a CDM model to be successful, star formation must be strongly regu-lated by feedback from supernovae and evolving stars and galaxy mergersmust play a central role. With these ingredients, it is possible to constructa \�ducial model" that predicts B-band and K-band luminosity functionsin general agreement with observations (although the faint-end slopes areslightly steeper than observed in the �eld); acceptable mass-to-light ratios;a wide range of galaxy colours and a colour-luminosity relation with thecorrect sign; star formation rates similar to those observed; and faint num-ber counts and associated redshift distributions in excellent agreement withobservations. However, this model also su�ers from two major shortcom-ings:� it does not produce galaxies as red as many observed ellipticals (byabout 0.3 magnitudes in B �K) and� the zero-point of the I�band \Tully-Fisher" relation { the correlationbetween the I-magnitude and the circular velocity of disk galaxies ispredicted to be about 2 magnitudes too faint.The �rst problem can be traced to the fact that standard populations syn-thesis models require more time to generate su�ciently bright red stars thanis available in the �ducial CDM model. The second problem arises becausea CDM universe contains an excessive number of dark galactic halos of sizecomparable to that of the Milky Way.The inability to produce a fully successful model of galaxy formationmay be due to an incorrect choice of cosmological parameters or to inad-equacies in the modelling of the physics of galaxy formation. The aim ofthis exercise is to explore the �rst of these possibilities. Thus, we retain thebasic astrophysical framework of Cole et al. (1994a) (although we reservethe freedom to adjust parameters appropriately), and apply it to a varietyof alternative cosmological models. In an attempt to remedy the colourproblem, we consider models with a longer timespan than CDM (by lower-ing the values of H0 and 
0) and, in an attempt to remedy the Tully-Fisherdiscrepancy, we consider models that produce a lower abundance of darkgalactic halos (by lowering 
0 or by assuming a mixture of cold and hotdark matter). Our main result is that none of these alternatives providesa satisfactory resolution to the problems a�ecting the �ducial model and,in many cases, they do not even share some of its successes. We are there-fore led to the conclusion that some of the astrophysical processes includedin our model require revision. The remainder of this part is organised asfollows. The rest of this chapter describes the recipe for galaxy formationdeveloped in Cole et al. (1994a) and introduces the cosmological modelsstudied. Chapter 8 describes a new method for deriving number counts,



90 CHAPTER 7. INTRODUCTION TO THE BLOCK MODELredshift distributions and several other observational data from numericalsimulations, and the �nal chapter of this part describes the results of thecalculations and their implications.7.2 The MethodThe factors that a�ect the formation of galaxies and the appearance ofthe population of galaxies today split into two areas: cosmology and as-trophysics. The cosmology determines the sites in which galaxies can growand the duration of their growth until we observe them today. The astro-physics of star formation, stellar evolution, gas dynamics and galaxy merg-ers (amongst other processes) a�ects the evolution of the galaxies withintheir nascent dark-matter halos.7.2.1 Astrophysical Parameters: Mergers and Star For-mationThe method we use to model the formation and evolution of galaxies is laidout in detail in Section 2 of Cole et al. (1994a). Here we summarise themain features of this modelling procedure and de�ne the parameters thatspecify our model of star formation and the merging of galaxies within acommon dark matter halo.We follow the dynamical evolution of the population of dark matter ha-los using the block model of Cole & Kaiser (1988; see also Cole 1991). Thisis an approximate Monte Carlo implementation of the analytic descriptionof halo merging based on the extension of the Press-Schechter theory anddeveloped by Bond et al. (1991), Bower (1991) and Lacey & Cole (1993).The only input to the block model is the linear power spectrum normalisedto the present epoch and a density threshold, �c, calculated from the col-lapse of a uniform spherical overdense region (�c increases with redshift andis dependent on both 
 and �). This analytic description has recently beenshown to be in good agreement with the evolution found in large fully non-linear N-body simulations (Lacey & Cole 1994, Kau�mann & White 1993).The basic Press-Schechter formalism can be applied to models with 
 < 1as detailed in Lacey & Cole (1993) and to models with � 6= 0 in an entirelyanalogous manner. However, it is not directly applicable when a mixture ofhot and cold dark matter (CHDM) is present, for relativistic neutrinos donot cluster along with the CDM on scales less than their Jeans mass. There-fore, for this model we use a constant threshold of �c = 1:686 and adopt theevolving CHDM power spectrum as parameterised by Klypin et al. (1993).As shown by these authors, the Press-Schechter mass function determinedin this manner provides a reasonable approximation to the mass functionof dark halos found in N-body simulations.Individual halos are modelled as isothermal spheres in which any di�usegas present when the halo forms is shock heated to the virial temperatureof the halo and has initially the same � / r�2 density pro�le as the dark



7.2. THE METHOD 91matter. This allows us to compute the fraction of gas that can cool dur-ing the halo's lifetime by computing the radius at which the cooling time,calculated assuming primordial abundances, equals the halo lifetime. Thelifetime of a halo is de�ned as the time elapsed since the formation of ahalo until its merger with a larger structure. The gas that cools is assumedto settle on a galaxy at the centre of the halo where it can then beginforming stars. In our model, this galaxy can experience more than oneepisode of star formation, as further episodes may be triggered by galaxymergers. The transformation of the cooled gas into stars is, in our model, aself-regulating process. Star formation rates are moderated by supernovaeand evolving stars, which inject thermal and kinetic energy into the gas.This energy feedback may expel gas from the galaxy, and return it to thehot di�use phase. The e�ciency of this process is assumed to depend sensi-tively on the depth of the potential well in which the galaxy resides. Thus,the cool gas reservoir is continuously depleted by both the transformationof gas into stars and the reheating of gas by supernovae. We assume thatthe star formation rate, _m?(Vc; t), is proportional to the current mass ofcool gas, mc(t; Vc),_m?(t; Vc) =mc(t; Vc)=�?(Vc)= [mc(0; Vc)�m?(t; Vc)�mhot(t; Vc)]=�?(Vc); (7.1)where mhot(t; Vc) is the mass of cooled gas reheated by the energy releasedfrom supernovae that is returned to the hot phase and m?(t; Vc) is the massof stars formed at time t after the onset of this episode of star formation.(mc(0; Vc) is the total amount of gas that can cool in the lifetime of thehalo.) We further assume that the mass of gas reheated is proportional tothe mass of stars formed_mhot(t; Vc) = �(Vc) _m?(t; Vc) (7.2)The time scale, �?, and the ratio of the mass gas returned to the hot phaseto the mass of stars formed, �, are both assumed to depend only on Vc.Hence m?(t; Vc) = mc(0; Vc)1 + � [ 1� exp(�(1 + �) t=�?) ] ; (7.3)We parameterise �?(Vc) and �(Vc) as simple power laws;�?(Vc) = �0? � Vc300 km s�1��? (7.4)�(Vc) = (Vc=Vhot)��hot : (7.5)The four parameters �hot, Vhot, �?, and �0? then specify completely ourdescription of star formation. The simulations of Navarro & White (1993)suggest that the values of all these parameters depend only on the strengthof the feedback as parameterised by their variable fv (see their Table 2).The dependences of �?(Vc) and �(Vc) on fv and Vc and the corresponding



92 CHAPTER 7. INTRODUCTION TO THE BLOCK MODELTable 7.1: Astrophysical ParametersModel � �0mrg=�dyn �mrg �0� /Gyr �� Vhot= km s�1 �hFiducial 2.7 0.5 0.25 2.0 -1.5 140.0 5.5low-H0 2.0 0.5 0.25 2.0 -1.5 140.0 5.5low-
0 3.0 2.0 0.25 2.0 -1.5 140.0 5.5
0 + �0 2.5 2.0 0.25 2.0 -1.5 140.0 5.5CHDM 1.0 3.0 0.25 2.0 -1.5 140.0 5.5values of �hot, Vhot, �? required to �t these dependences can be found inFigure 2 and Table 1 of Cole et al. (1994a).The star formation histories computed for each galaxy according to theabove prescription are converted into luminosities and colours using thestellar population synthesis model of Bruzual & Charlot (1993). Here weadopt the Scalo (1986) IMF for luminous stars with masses 0:1 < M=M� <125. The mass in non-luminous brown dwarfs with masses M < 0:1 M� ischaracterised by a further parameter �, de�ned to be the ratio of the totalmass in stars to that in luminous stars.The fate of galaxies whose halos merge is determined by a mergertimescale �mrg. If �mrg is shorter than the lifetime of the newly formedcommon halo then we merge the two galaxies, whereas if �mrg is longerthan the halo lifetime the galaxies remain distinct as either a dominantgalaxy and a satellite or simply as members of a cluster or group of galax-ies. Galaxy mergers within hierarchically growing halos have been studiedby Navarro, Frenk & White (1994). They �nd that the probability of amerger, and hence the appropriate value of �mrg, depends sensitively onthe angular momentum of the galaxy's orbit, but also increases with in-creasing galaxy mass as expected from simple consideration of dynamicalfriction. Hence we parameterise this merger timescale as�mrg = �0mrg(Mhalo=Msat)�mrg (7.6)where Mhalo is the mass of the newly formed common halo, Msat the massof the halo the satellite galaxy had prior to the halo merger and �mrg < 1.7.2.2 Cosmological BackgroundOnce the astrophysical parameters presented above have been chosen, ourmodel of galaxy formation is fully speci�ed by the choice of a cosmologicalmodel, as this speci�es the age and density of the universe, the initialspectrum of density uctuations, and their growth rate. For our purposes,a cosmological model is speci�ed by six parameters: the Hubble constant,H0 � 100h km s�1Mpc�1; the total present mass density of the universe aswell as those in baryons and relativistic particles (
, 
b, 
� ,respectively),



7.2. THE METHOD 93Table 7.2: Cosmological ParametersCosmological Parameters Constrained QuantitiesModel 
0 �0 h �8 
b � �8
0:6 
bh2 tage/GyrFiducial 1.00 0.00 0.50 0.67 0.06 0.5 0.67 0.015 13low-H0 1.00 0.00 0.25 0.67 0.20 0.25 0.67 0.0125 26low-
0 0.30 0.00 0.60 1.0 0.04 0.3 0.48 0.0144 13
0 + �0 0.30 0.70 0.60 1.0 0.04 0.3 0.48 0.0144 16CHDM 1.00 0.00 0.50 0.67 0.06 { 0.67 0.015 13all in units of the critical density; the cosmological constant �, in units of3H20 (so that for a at universe 
+� = 1); and the present linear amplitudeof mass uctuations in spheres of radius 8h�1Mpc, �8.These parameters determine the properties of the cosmological model ina variety of ways. The shape of the power spectrum of linear density pertur-bations is determined by 
, h and 
� . If 
� = 0 and the initial spectrumis that of Harrison-Zel'dovich, the shape of the post-recombination powerspectrum is fully speci�ed by the shape parameter � = 
h. The growthrate of perturbations depends mainly on 
 and �, although if 
� > 0 thegrowth of uctuations on small scales will be retarded. In an 
 < 1 uni-verse structure ceases to grow after a redshift z �< 
�1. This transitionis similar, but more abrupt, when � > 0. Consequently, models with thesame value of �8 (and hence the same present amplitude of uctuations)will form galactic mass halos at higher redshift for low-
 than for 
 = 1.The spatial number density of these halos is also proportional to 
, as forthe same value of �8 these halos will contain some �xed fraction of thetotal mass. The age of the universe, tage, is proportional to H�10 , while fora given H0 the age increases with decreasing 
 and increasing �. A modestincrease in 
b can cause a large increase in the mass of stars formed in ourmodels as the baryon fraction controls both the total amount of baryonicmaterial available to form stars as well as the cooling of this material insidedark halos.It is not feasible to present a thorough exploration of this wide parameterspace. Instead, we have chosen to apply our galaxy formation framework tofour new models, which we contrast with each other and with the �ducialmodel of Cole et al. (1994a). Three of the new models are variants of theCDM models in which H0, 
 and � have been varied and the fourth is theCHDM \mixed dark matter" model advocated by Klypin et al. (1993) andDavis, Summers & Schlegel (1992). These four new models span the rangeof currently favoured cosmological models and serve to illustrate the e�ectsof varying each of the cosmological parameters.The parameters of these four new models are �xed by the followingobservational constraints:



94 CHAPTER 7. INTRODUCTION TO THE BLOCK MODEL1. The comparison of the galaxy peculiar velocities with the density �eldtraced by IRAS galaxies implies 
0:6=bIRAS = 0:86 � 0:15 (Kaiseret al. 1991), where bIRAS is the bias parameter relating uctuationsin the density of IRAS galaxies to uctuations in the underlying massdistribution. The correlation function of IRAS galaxies indicates thatbIRAS�8 = 0:58 � 0:14 (e.g. Moore et al. 1994). Assuming that thebias parameter is independent of scale these combine to yield �8
0:6 =0:5 � 0:15. A very similar constraint is provided by the abundanceof rich clusters which for spatially at universes requires �8
0:56 =0:57� 0:05 (White, Efstathiou & Frenk 1993).2. Galaxy clustering on large scales as measured in the APM and IRASgalaxy surveys favour a spectrum with more large scale power thanstandard CDM, � = 
h = 0:2{0:3 (Maddox et al. 1990a, Efstathiouet al. 1990, Saunders et al. 1991, Feldman, Kaiser & Peacock 1994,Fisher et al. 1993).3. Big bang nucleosynthesis (BBNS) limits on primordial light elementabundances require 
bh2 = 0:0125� 0:0025 (Walker et al. 1991).4. Recent estimates of the age of globular clusters require tage � 13 Gyr(Renzini 1986; Sandage 1993).The parameters of the �ducial model and the four new models togetherwith the values of these constrained quantities are shown in Table 7.2. The�ducial model uses the same cosmological parameters as standard CDMand therefore fails to satisfy the constraint on �. With the normalisationadopted here it also predicts cosmic microwave background uctuationsthat are approximately 50% smaller in amplitude than those measured byCOBE (Smoot et al. 1992). With the exception of low-
0 the normalisationof all our new models are consistent with the COBE measurements.With the cosmological and astrophysical parameters determined, thestage is set for the numerical simulations, but before presenting the resultsof these simulations and their implications, we will describe a new methodof analysing numerical simulations.



Chapter 8Bootstrapping a GalaxyCatalogueSUMMARYThe generation of a redshift survey from numerical simulations provides animportant link between theory and observations. I describe how a bootstrapresampling may be applied to this problem to generate number-redshift dis-tributions, number-magnitude distributions and redshift surveys that mimicthe errors and biases of the observations. The method integrates over theluminosity functions predicted by the simulations in their full detail usinga Monte-Carlo technique; this adds no additional approximations, as the\block" model simulations (and N-body simulations in general) integratethe characteristic equations using the Monte-Carlo approximation. The testcase of a non-evolving model without k-corrections e�ects is discussed andcompared with the integrated solution.8.1 The ProblemThe statistical bootstrap, the cousin of the Quenouille-Tukey jackknife,was introduced by Efron in 1977 (Efron 1979). It most often makes itsappearance in astronomy when estimating errors and biases in small sam-ples especially those in the study of large-scale structure (Nobelis 1990;Bhavsar 1990); recently, bootstrap techniques have been applied to stud-ies of Lyman alpha clouds (Press, Rybicki & Schneider 1993) and to thestudy of galaxy merger remnants (Heyl, Hernquist & Spergel 1994). Here,the resampling is used not to �nd errors, but to integrate over the curvethreading through the distribution of galaxies in redshift and luminosity ina magnitude-limited sample.The inputs for the technique are lists of the absolute magnitudes (inthe observer's frame) of the galaxies realised in the simulations at a variety95



96 CHAPTER 8. BOOTSTRAPPING A GALAXY CATALOGUEof redshifts. The method resamples (hence the bootstrap) these lists withreplacement to integrate the counts or generate a redshift survey. Whenderiving the number counts, the actual luminosities selected are not in theend important. They are simply the points used to evaluate the countsintegral: N(m) = Z 10 Xi �i(z;m� d(z)� ki(z))dVdz dz (8.1)where d(z) is the distance modulus and k(z) is the k-correction. The sumis over the various types of galaxies to be included, each with its own lumi-nosity function and k-correction curve. Here, the function �(z;Mobserver's)is not known analytically but as a speci�c realisation. Furthermore, bothd(z) and dV=dz with a non-zero cosmological constant are given by addi-tional integrals. One could �t an analytic function to the observer's bandluminosity functions at the various redshifts; the k-correction term and thesum over galaxies are now unnecessary. However, the �tted function isboth less general and less exible than the original list { observers don'tstudy smooth �tting functions, they count individual galaxies which maybe missed or miscounted because of low surface brightnesses or other e�ectsnot included in the simple integral form (Equation 8.1). Including these ad-ditional e�ects is possible into an analytic treatment is possible but di�cultand prone to error.8.2 The MethodHere, I will describe a technique to include observational biases and to usethe output of the galaxy formation simulation directly to calculate numbercounts and simulated redshift catalogues. The method is simply to selecta galaxy from the distribution of galaxies in space and luminosity andcalculate its apparent magnitude (considering the k-correction and surfacebrightness e�ects) and repeat. Since the luminosity function evolves withredshift, the �rst step is to choose the redshift of the galaxy and then oncethe redshift is known to determine from which redshift realisation of theluminosity function to select a galaxy.The �rst step in determining the galaxy redshift is calculating the cu-mulative distribution of galaxies with redshift over the entire sky:C(z) = Z z0 n(z)dVdz dz (8.2)where n(z) is the total number density of galaxies at redshift z as predictedby the simulations. As the simulation only produces galaxies at discreteredshifts, this function must be interpolated. However, it is often quitesmooth, and this interpolation introduces little error. This function is cal-culated only out to the maximum redshift that the brightest galaxy in therealisations could have been detected given the magnitude limits of thecounts or redshift survey and is tabulated logarithmically in redshift.



8.2. THE METHOD 97Using the result that any distribution f(z) may be translated to a uni-form distribution f(C(z)) = constant (8.3)by means of the cumulative distribution, a redshift is selected by selectinga uniform deviate from zero to the total number of galaxies out to the max-imum redshift tabulated (zmax), and again by interpolation, the cumulativedistribution is inverted to give a redshift (zgal).Once the redshift is known the luminosity of the galaxy must be foundby selecting a galaxy from amongst the realisations. The two realisationsthat straddle the selected redshift are chosen, and the luminosity functionin the observer's frame is assumed at the selected redshift to be a linearinterpolation of the luminosity function at the two redshifts realised (za; zb),�(L; zgal) = zb � zgalzb � za �(L; za) + zgal � zazb � za �(L; zb): (8.4)Since neither of the luminosity functions are known analytically, we resortto a trick. We select a uniform deviate in redshift in the range [za; zb].If this number is greater than zgal, we use the realisation at redshift za,otherwise we use the other realisation.Finally, to �nd the galaxy in question, we select randomly one galaxyfrom the appropriate realisation. Because this galaxy was simulated in asome sense, we have access to a variety of information possibly including cir-cular velocity, rest-frame absolute magnitude, surface brightness, etcetera.Any of these parameters may be used to determine whether the galaxy endsup in the sample. Regardless of whether the galaxy is counted, we note thatone galaxy has been selected, incrementing nselected by one.To determine whether the galaxy makes it into the catalogue, we calcu-late its apparent magnitude,m = M + dmodulus(z) + �M(�; re; z:::): (8.5)�M is a magnitude correction term to translate from total magnitude toisophotal magnitude or to add any other biases thought to be present inthe observations. If m is in the apparent magnitude range of interest, thegalaxy becomes part of the survey. In repeating this process, we build amagnitude-limited redshift survey from the simulations.Many galaxy redshifts are selected from the cumulative distributionbut few become part of the survey. However, the count of the number ofredshifts selected gives the area of sky sampled in the survey:
sampled = 4� nselectedC(zmax) (8.6)Deriving the number counts proceeds similarly. As the error in the numbercounts is proportional to the square root of the number of galaxies counted,selecting a �xed number of galaxies from several narrow magnitude bins anddividing by the area sampled will predict a number-magnitude relation withconstant relative errors.



98 CHAPTER 8. BOOTSTRAPPING A GALAXY CATALOGUEAs each galaxy is selected from simulations, a wealth of information isavailable about each object in the simulated survey. Galaxy formation sim-ulations predict various correlations amongst galaxy properties (e.g. theTully-Fisher relation). They give these relations for a volume-limited sam-ple. Using this technique, these relations may be predicted for magnitude-limited samples. Although this resampling moves the predictions furtherfrom the underlying physical processes, the simulations now predict usinga process similar to observation.8.3 The TestsA simple and quite rigorous test is to compare the number-magnitude rela-tion predicted by this method with a similar relation derived by integratingdirectly, N(m) = Z 10 �(m� dmodulus(z))dVdz dz: (8.7)First, we generate a list of 200,000 absolute magnitudes from a Schechterluminosity function,�(L)dL = ��� LL��� e�L=L�d� LL�� (8.8)and�(M)dM = 0:4 ln 10��10�0:4(�+1)(M�M�) exp(0:4(M �M�))dM (8.9)where as given by Loveday et al. (1992), �� = 1:01�10�2Mpc�3, � = �1:11,and M� = �19:73. Next, we �nd the brightest and faintest galaxies in therealisation, and integrate the Schechter function between these limits to�nd the total density of galaxies in the luminosity range. Dividing 200,000by this density gives the total volume of the realisation. This volume �xesthe normalisation of the counts. Furthermore, since the realised luminosityfunction falls to zero outside this range, the integrand of Equation 8.7 mustbe slightly altered. This has little e�ect on the resulting number counts.Figure 8.1 shows the resulting number counts by numerical and bootstrapintegration. For the bootstrap integration, 200 galaxies were sampled from36 bins, each one-half magnitude wide, yielding a Poissonian one-sigmacounting error of 7%. From the �gure, it is apparent that the two methodsagree within the Poisson error over the apparent magnitude range of 10 to28. Higher accuracy may be achieved by increasing the number of galaxiesper bin.A second important test is deriving theN(z) distribution for a magnitude-limited survey, N(z) = Z mmaxmmin �(m + dmodulus(z))dVdz dm: (8.10)
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Figure 8.1: Counts test for the bootstrap integration. In the lower panel,the curve traces the counts predicted by the integration of Equation 8.7, andthe points follow the bootstrapped results. The upper panel illustrates theerror rate of the bootstrap integrator. The errorbar shows the one-sigmaPoisson error of 7 %, corresponding to 200 galaxies per bin.
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Figure 8.2: N(z) test for the bootstrap integration. In the lower panel, thecurve traces the N(z) distribution for a magnitude-limited sample between23 and 24 as predicted by the integration of Equation 8.10, and the his-togram follows the bootstrapped results (a total of 100,000 galaxies were\surveyed"). The upper panel illustrates the error rate of the bootstrapintegrator. The curves show the one-sigma Poisson errors as predicted bythe analytically integrated N(z) distribution.For this comparison, it is important to integrate over a range in apparentmagnitude, as the simulated survey is constructed. Figure 8.2 shows thatthe two methods agree well, although the error distribution may be a bitwider than the Poissonian prediction. This e�ect is due to rebinning e�ects.The bootstrap integrator bins the cumulative distribution of galaxies in 300bins starting with a redshift of 0.001 and increasing logarithmically untilthe maximum redshift possible in the sample, in this case 4.5; consequentlyat a redshift of 1.0 these bins are about 0.02 wide, approximately the widthof the bins used to plot the two distributions. Therefore, the errors shouldbe slightly greater than Poissonian.8.4 ConclusionThe statistical bootstrap is a Monte-Carlo method for generating magnitude-limited samples from numerical simulations. For a Schechter luminosityfunction, the method agrees well with the analytical forms for the num-ber counts and redshift distribution. However, this bootstrap method is



8.4. CONCLUSION 101much more exible than the analytic method. It allows for the luminosityfunction to be arbitrarily complex and to agree exactly with the luminosityfunction realised in simulations. Furthermore, this method allows for theconsideration of observation biases such as surface brightness e�ects, thetranslation from total magnitudes to observed isophotal magnitudes, andmagnitude errors. Beyond redshift surveys, one can construct a magnitude-limited sample of luminosities and circular velocities, or any other galaxyproperties calculated the simulations. This method observes a numericalsimulation and calculates observable quantities with observational biasesfrom the simulations. In the following chapter, it is applied to measure thenumber counts in the B and K-bands and the redshift distribution from aseries of numerical simulations.
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Chapter 9Simulation ResultsSUMMARYHere the results of the numerical simulations and analysis are presented.We �nd that although the models have some success in remedying the short-comings of the standard CDM cosmogony, none of these new models agreeas broadly or as well with the observations as standard CDM. Although thelow-
 and 
 + � = 1 models improve the agreement between the predictedand observed Tully-Fisher relations (the main weakness of galaxy formationin standard CDM), these models predict an inverted colour-magnitude rela-tion and weak bright-end cuto� in the galaxy luminosity function. All of themodels predict recent star formation in the majority of galaxies and exhibitgalaxy colours bluer than observed; the CHDM model predicts colours twomagnitudes too blue in B �K. We discuss several potential re�nements tothe \Block" model: the inclusion of metallicity e�ects, non-local feedback,inhibited star formation in cooling ows and an initial mass function thatvaries in time and location.9.1 Main ResultsAs in Cole et al. (1994a), we choose to assess the various cosmologicalmodels described in the previous section with a host of diagnostics. Weproceed as follows. The \astrophysical" parameters of Table 7.1 are varieduntil an acceptable �t to the present-day B-band luminosity function isfound for each cosmological model. Typically, this involves choosing theappropriate value of the stellar mass-to-light ratio parameter � (to matchthe knee of the B-band LF); the merger rate parameters �0mrg and �mrg(which a�ect mainly the bright-end of the LF and are selected to suppressthe formation of ultraluminous galaxies); and the parameters characterisingthe star formation rates and feedback, �0� , ��, �hot, and Vhot (all of whichhave an appreciable e�ect on the faint-end slope of the LF). Although wedid explore departures from the values outlined Cole et al. (1994a), we103



104 CHAPTER 9. SIMULATION RESULTSchoose to retain the same values as in the �ducial model for all parametersexcept � and �0mrg. Varying the other parameters generally has little e�ector results in an unacceptable B-band luminosity function. The parametersused in all the models are shown in Table 7.1.Once these parameters have been speci�ed, each cosmological model isfully determined. The good agreement or otherwise of each model with ouradditional diagnostics (the K-band LF, the infrared Tully-Fisher relation,the B � K colours, the B and K-number counts, the n(z) distributions,and the evolution of the luminosity function) should therefore be regardedas real successes or failures of that particular cosmogony. The �rst threediagnostics deal with the properties of the galaxy population at z = 0,while the last four probe the evolutionary properties of galaxies. In somecases, and within the context of our modelling, it proved impossible to �ndan adequate �t to the B-band LF without violating one or more of the\cosmological constraints" mentioned in the previous section. When thisoccurs, we have explored how these constraints may be relaxed in order toimprove the agreement of the model with observations. We shall commenton this in each individual case.9.1.1 The B-band and K-band Luminosity FunctionsFigure 9.1 presents the luminosity functions obtained for each model. The�ducial model (i.e. that presented in Cole et al. (1994a)) is a reasonable �tto both the B- and K-band data. The faint-end slope seems to be slightlysteeper than the Loveday et al. and Mobasher et al. data for �eld galaxies,but the discrepancy is not dramatic, especially noting that LFs derivedfrom di�erent samples (e.g. the CfA redshift survey or the LF in clusters,de Lapparent, Geller & Huchra 1989, Colless 1989) tend to give steeperslopes than the data used for this comparison. The faint-end slope of the�ducial model is actually much shallower than the slope of the mass functionof dark halos in this model, an e�ect due largely to the strong suppression ofstar formation in low-mass halos. This point is especially important, for itsolves a well-known problem for hierarchical clustering theories to producegalaxy luminosity functions as shallow as observed. The price to pay is adramatic steepening of the Tully-Fisher relation at the low-mass end. Wediscuss this point in more detail below.The good agreement at the bright-end is due partly to our moderatechoice for merger rates but also to the relatively late formation of massivehalos in this model. The short lifetimes of very massive halos prevent largeamounts of gas from cooling to form ultraluminous galaxies at the centreof these halos. Finally, good agreement at the knee of the LF is obtainedby choosing � = 2:7, which indicates that a fair amount of mass shouldbe in the form of \dark stars". The stellar mass-to-light ratios implied bychoosing � in this manner and other properties of the stellar populationsof the models are summarised in (Table 9.1).The low-H0 model is also a moderately good �t to the luminosity func-
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Figure 9.1: Luminosity Functions: The four panes show the luminosityfunctions at z = 0 in the B-band and K-band for the �ve models. Thepoints with errorbars show the Loveday et al. (1992) results and Mobasher,Sharples & Ellis (1993) results. The solid line traces the luminosity functionin the Fiducial model in both panes.Table 9.1: Properties of the Stellar Populations: The �rst two columns arethe median stellar mass-to-light ratios and current starformation rates ofgalaxies brighter than MB = �19:5 The second and third columns givethe redshift before which half the stars in the model formed and the corre-sponding time elapsed since this point.Model (M�=L�)=(hM�=L�) _M�=M�yr�1 z� t�=GyrFiducial 17 4.3 0.87 8.0low-H0 34 7.2 0.71 14.5low-
0 8.9 4.7 1.17 8.3
0 + �0 7.7 7.7 0.86 8.3CHDM 2.3 4.2 0.23 3.5



106 CHAPTER 9. SIMULATION RESULTStion data, albeit for a slightly di�erent choice of astrophysical parame-ters. However, there are more stars in this model (because of the higher
b), and they are proportionally much older than the stars in the �du-cial model (because the age of the universe has doubled). These two ef-fects result in very high stellar mass-to-light ratios for typical galaxies;(M�=L�) � 34h(M�=L�) for galaxies brighter than MB = �19:5, com-pared to the observed � 10 � 20hM�=L� in ellipticals (Lauer 1985) and� 5M�=L� in the solar neighbourhood (Bahcall 1984). This we regard asa serious shortcoming of the low-H0 model. Reducing the value of 
b toless than half that prescribed by primordial nucleosynthesis can reduce thestellar mass-to-light ratios to within the observational uncertainties. How-ever, even with this rather ad-hoc modi�cation the model can not accountfor the zero-point in the Tully-Fisher relation or for the observed colours ofgalaxies, as will be shown in the following subsections.The CHDM model has the opposite di�culties. The general feature ofthis model is that halos of galactic size form so late that they have not hadtime to form enough stars by z = 0. Matching the knee of the B-bandluminosity function, or equivalently the luminosity density of the universe,actually requires values of � < 1, which are of course unacceptable. (�must be larger than unity because it represents the ratio of the total massin stars formed in a star formation burst to the mass of \visible" stars,i.e. excluding brown dwarfs.) Removing the feedback from star formationaltogether allows more stars to form and to form earlier, but the knee inthe predicted luminosity function nearly disappears as the faint-end slopemark�edly increases and the luminosity density of the universe still fallsshort of that observed. Only increasing 
b to 0.12, twice the value allowedby big-bang nucleosynthesis, can provide more fuel for star formation andcan make it possible to match the knee of the luminosity function. We willexplore this high-
b further through the evolution of its B-band luminosityfunction.The stellar mass-to-light ratios do not seem to pose problems to theother two cosmological models. However, they seem to produce too manybright galaxies to be consistent with the data. Reducing the e�ciency ofmerging has no signi�cant e�ect on these galaxies, whose large luminositiesare related to the fact that halos in this model have in general collapsedmuch earlier than in the �ducial model. Cooling has therefore had moretime to act in massive halos, leading to the formation of overluminousgalaxies. Bringing these models in agreement with observation would re-quire adopting a star formation cuto� in very massive systems. The sameproblem was noticed by Kau�mann, Guiderdoni & White (1994), who de-cided to neglect star formation in halos with circular velocities larger thanabout 500 km s�1. Adopting a similar prescription here would reconcile themodel with the bright end of the observed LF.
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Figure 9.2: I-Band Tully-Fisher Relation: The various models are plottedas curves which trace the mean luminosity of the galaxies at a given circularvelocity. The �ducial model is plotted in both panes as a solid line. Theopen squares are a sample of spirals compiled from new and publishedcluster data (Young et al. 1994, in preparation) and the triangles a sampleof ellipticals from the Coma cluster (Lucey et al. 1991) which have beenplaced on this plane by de�ning an e�ective circular velocity in terms ofthe observed velocity dispersion, Vc = p3�1D=1:1.9.1.2 The Tully-Fisher relationComparing the results of our models with the observed Tully-Fisher relationrequires that we assign a rotational velocity to the \galaxies" formed inour block model. There is no unique way of doing this as the rotationalvelocities of disks are a�ected by the spatial distribution of the baryoniccomponent at the centre of the dark halos, an e�ect that is not taken intoaccount in our model. The simplest procedure seems to be to assign toeach galaxy a rotational velocity equal to the circular velocity of the haloin which it was formed. As mentioned in Section 7.1, in the case of the�ducial model this identi�cation results in a zero-point for the Tully Fisherrelation which is about two magnitudes fainter than observed (Figure 9.2).In principle, we could change the value of the stellar mass-to-light ratioparameter � to bring the model into better agreement with the observedTully-Fisher relation, but this would would result in a large overestimateof the luminosity density of the universe or, equivalently, in a signi�cantdisagreement with the observed luminosity function. The problem seemsto be due to an overabundance of halos with circular velocities typical ofgalaxies, a problem that has also been noted by Lacey et al. (1993) andKau�mann, Guiderdoni & White (1994).The low-H0 model has the same number density of halos as the �du-cial model (per (hMpc)3), so �tting simultaneously the galaxy luminosityfunction and the Tully-Fisher relation does not seem possible. The CHDM



108 CHAPTER 9. SIMULATION RESULTSmodel does not seem to do well either, despite the fact that this model doesnot �t the present-day luminosity function, and that fewer galaxy-sized ha-los have collapsed by z = 0 than in the �ducial mode. Both e�ects tend tomake galaxies brighter at a given Vc, and to improve the agreement withthe observed Tully-Fisher relation. It is also disappointing that increasingthe value of the baryon density in order to improve the galaxy luminosityfunction has little e�ect on the Tully-Fisher relation. The number density ofgalaxy-sized halos is lower than the �ducial model in the cases with low- 
0and 
0 + �0 and therefore their Tully-Fisher zero point is in better agree-ment with observations. However, only values of 
0 much lower that theone used here would produce a zero point in agreement with observations.It is also important to note that in all models the discrepancy withthe observed Tully-Fisher relation becomes more pronounced in low-masshalos. Indeed, the slope of the relation steepens below Vhot = 140 km s�1,due to strong suppression of star formation in these systems. It is in factthis steepening that is mainly responsible for the shallow faint end slopeat the faint end of the luminosity unction and it is, therefore, a generalprediction of our models. In other words, luminosity functions with faintend slopes shallower than the halo mass function can be obtained, but onlyat the expense of steepening the Tully-Fisher relation below Vhot. Can sucha steepening be ruled out by present data? Selection e�ects may cause sucha steepening of the Tully-Fisher relation to go undetected, as would be thecase if only the brightest galaxies have been used to de�ne the Tully-Fisherrelation at low Vc.From this discussion it seems that, despite the wide range of parameterstried, none of our cosmological models can reproduce simultaneously thegalaxy luminosity function and the Tully-Fisher relation. Do we need toconclude from this that all these models are fatally awed? This wouldbe perhaps premature. The weakest link between observations and ourmodel predictions is certainly the assumption that the rotational velocityof a galaxy is the same as the circular velocity of its surrounding halo, andthere are many ways in which this identi�cation can go wrong. For example,if dark halos are not well represented by singular isothermal spheres butinstead possess sizeable core radii, the rotational velocity of the galaxy'sdisk may not be a good indicator of its surrounding halo's Vc. This indeedseems to be the case in galaxy clusters, where the velocity dispersion ofthe central galaxy is generally several times lower than that of the clusteritself. If a similar e�ect were at work in galaxy halos it would mean thatthe rotational velocities assigned to the model galaxies are too large. Inparticular, if disk galaxies inhabit halos with mean circular velocities abouttwice the disk's circular speed, then the Tully-Fisher problem would besolved. Since detailed analysis of disk rotation curves and the dynamicsof satellite systems strongly suggest that galactic halos are not isothermalspheres, this suggestion may not be as extravagant as it appears (Persic &Salucci 1992, Ashman 1992, Zaritsky et al. 1993, Flores et al. 1993).



9.1. MAIN RESULTS 1099.1.3 ColoursObserved broad-band colours indicate that galaxies of di�erent magnitudeshave undergone a wide variety of star formation histories. The brightestgalaxies tend to be very red (B�K > 4), while fainter galaxies are notice-ably bluer. At all magnitudes, the scatter in colours is quite large, aboutone magnitude in B �K. This is shown in Figure 9.1.3, where we plot thedata from Mobasher, Ellis & Sharples (1986) as a histogram, after dividingthe sample in two magnitude bins. The �ducial model fails this comparisonin two counts; neither has is galaxies as red as the brightest ellipticals inMobasher et al. 's sample nor do the galaxies in each magnitude bin spanas wide a range in colours as observed. However, the trend is correct, asbrighter galaxies tend to be redder than the rest. This in itself is a suc-cess for a hierarchical model in which larger systems collapse later, andcomes about because stars in large galaxies today formed preferentially insmaller clumps that collapsed early and were only recently assembled intoone single massive object.It would be expected that the low-H0 model fared better in this respectbecause of the increased age of the universe over that of the �ducial model.Indeed, galaxies are slightly redder in this model, but not nearly as red asobserved. Although the universe in the low-H0 model is 13 Gyr older than inthe �ducial model, feedback prevents a large number of stars from formingin low-mass halos at high redshift. Star formation begins in earnest onlywhen halos with Vc � Vhot collapse, and therefore stars form on averageonly about 5-6 Gyr earlier. The colours predicted by stellar populationsynthesis evolve only very slowly as stars age from� 7-8 Gyr to� 12-14 Gyrand no major improvement in the colours result. Similarly, no signi�cantimprovements are obtained in the low-
0 and 
0 + �0 models, where, ifanything, the colour-magnitude trend seems to have been reversed. This isdue to the e�ects of cooling and late star formation on the largest halos,as discussed in Section 9.1.1. Not surprisingly, the CHDM model performspoorly. Although it has the same age as the �ducial model, galaxy-sizedhalos collapse much later and their stellar populations have not had enoughtime yet to evolve to colours comparable to those of present-day galaxies.9.1.4 Number Counts and Redshift DistributionMagnitude-limited number counts and redshift distributions depend on thegalaxy luminosity function and its evolution and therefore probe the evo-lutionary properties of our models. The observed B-band number countspoint toward signi�cant evolution of the luminosity function with lookbacktime while the K-band counts and B-band redshift distributions are con-sistent with little or no evolution. Figure 9.4 depicts the B- and K-bandnumber counts predicted by the models as well as recent observational re-sults. The �ducial model's predictions are consistent with the observationsof the faint number counts and the redshift distributions. However, it over-predicts the number of galaxies at bright apparent magnitudes.
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Figure 9.3: B�K Colours: Each pane shows the observed colour distribu-tion of galaxies (Mobasher, Ellis & Sharples 1986) as a solid histogram andthe distribution predicted by the �ducial model as a solid line. The upperpanes show the distribution for bright galaxies with �22 < MB < �19:5.The lower panes show those galaxies with �19:5 < MB < �17. In all fourpanes the theoretical distributions have been normalised to have the samearea as the observed distributions.



9.1. MAIN RESULTS 111In comparison, the other models do not fare nearly as well. Regard-ing the number counts, the low-H0 model predicts fewer galaxies at faintapparent magnitudes and slightly more bright ones. This e�ect is morepronounced for the low-
0 and 
0 + �0 models. The CHDM model failseven more dramatically. Galaxy formation occurs very late (75% of all starshave formed later than z = 0:4), and results in a surplus of very bright, bluegalaxies. As a result, it underestimates the number of faint blue galaxiesand predicts too few galaxies at all K-magnitudes.The redshift distributions also reect the luminosity functions producedby the models. Figure 9.1.4 shows that the �ducial model and low-H0model both predict N(z) distributions consistent with the observations.The low-
0 and the 
0 + �0 models exhibit a small excess of high redshiftgalaxies in both the B = 22 and the B = 24 distributions. These tails aresymptoms of the overproduction of luminous galaxies in these two modelswhich is apparent in their luminosity functions. On the other hand, sincefew stars in the CHDM model form at high redshift, it predicts a redshiftdistribution that peaks too early and has hardly any galaxies beyond z =0:8, in disagreement with observations.9.1.5 The Evolution of Galaxy Luminosity FunctionThe galaxy luminosity function and its evolution are a fundamental statisticof the galaxy population; the number-magnitude relation and the redshiftdistribution are simple convolutions of this evolution within the cosmo-logical framework. Figure 9.6 summarises the evolution of the rest-frameB-band luminosity function for four of the �ve models. The critical den-sity �ducial and low-H0 model evolve smoothly until the present day. Thefaint-slope gradually but continually becomes shallower. The present-dayslope, as mentioned in Section 9.1.1, is still much steeper than observed.Both the low-
0 model and the 
0 + �0 model (only the 
0 + �0 model isdepicted) evolve little since a redshift of one. From z � 1:5 to z � 0:5, theluminosity function does become slightly shallower, but changes little sincethat time. In low density universes, structure in the dark matter growsceases to grow at z � 
�1 or 3 in these models; the galaxies lag behindby a few billions years. The evolution in the CHDM model is most strik-ing. In CHDM universes, the structure only begins to form quite recently;the galaxy population evolves quickly to reach its present-day state. Thegalaxies are fainter and less numerous even in the recent past, and beyonda redshift of one they are nearly nonexistent.Which of these models compares most favourably with the observa-tion evolution of the luminosity function presented in Chapters 5 and 6?Although the �ducial model begins with a steeper faint-end slope than ob-served, the observed slope in the luminosity function quickly catches upwith that of the �ducial model. And if it is possible to extrapolate theearlier results, the observed slope at z � 1 may even exceed the slope pre-dicted by the �ducial model. The low-H0 model also evolves quickly, and it
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Figure 9.4: Number Counts: The upper show the B- band number countsfor the �ve models, and the lower panes show the K-band counts. Thevarious polygons are the observational data, from the sources given in thekey. The raw counts have been divided by a pure power law with slope0.6, so as to expand the useful dynamic range of the �gure. Thus, theEuclidean number counts would appear as a horizontal line. The B-banddata are taken from Maddox et al. (1990b), Jones et al. (1991), Metcalfeet al. (1991), Lilly, Cowie & Gardner (1991), Tyson (1988) and Heydon-Dumbleton et al. (1989; EDSGC). Where necessary bj magnitudes havebeen converted to Johnson B assuming B = bJ + 0:2. The K�band dataare taken from Glazebrook, Peacock & Collins (1994), the Hawaii WideSurvey (HWS), the Hawaii Medium Deep Survey (HMDS) and the HawaiiDeep Survey (HDS) as reported by Gardner, Cowie & Wainscoat (1993).
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Figure 9.5: N(z): The upper panes show the distribution of redshifts for amagnitude- limited sample from B = 21 to B = 22:5. For comparison, theLDSS data (Colless et al. 1993) is plotted as a histogram. The lower panesshow the N(z) distribution from B = 22:5 to B = 24. We have plotted theLDSS-2 data (Glazebrook et al. 1993) for comparison. In all four panes thetheoretical distributions have been normalised to have the same area as theobserved distributions.
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Figure 9.6: Evolution of the Luminosity Function. The evolution of theluminosity function for four out of the �ve models is presented. For brevity,the low-
0 model whose evolution is similar to that of the 
0 + �0 modelhas been omitted. Furthermore, for fairness an alternative CHDM modelis presented. It �ts the knee of the local luminosity function but violatesBBN constraints on the density of baryons.



9.2. DISCUSSION 115begins with a slightly shallower slope. It provides an equally good �t to theobserved evolution of luminosity function. Both the 
0 + �0 and low-
0models evolve too slowly; the CHDM model evolves too quickly and in thewrong direction. The poor �t of these models to the number-magnituderelation is simply a manifestation of their poorly performance in predictingthe evolving luminosity function. It is di�cult to reconcile a low-densityuniverse in which structure evolves too early and a CHDM universe inwhich structure forms too late with the rapid and recent evolution of theluminosity function described in Part I of this thesis.9.2 DiscussionThe successes and failures of the �ducial CDM model of Cole et al. (1994a)were summarised in Section 7.1. We now assess, in turn, the pros and consof each of the alternative models. These models were selected speci�callyto �nd out if the de�ciencies of the �ducial model could be remedied withinour general scheme for galaxy formation merely by changing the underly-ing cosmological assumptions. The parameters of these models (listed inTable 7.2 were chosen for consistency with recent data on galaxy clusteringand peculiar velocities, Big Bang nucleosynthesis calculations, and mainsequence determinations of the age of galactic globular clusters. Our strat-egy was to adjust the free astrophysical parameters in our scheme until thebest possible agreement with the observed galaxy luminosity function wasobtained.Low-H0 CDM. If H0 is low, Big Bang nucleosynthesis requires a largebaryon density, 
b = 0:2 for a model with H0 = 25 km s�1 Mpc�1. Sucha large value gives rise to very e�cient star formation at early times whichis not signi�cantly suppressed even when feedback e�ects are as strong aswe have assumed. As a result, the predicted stellar mass-to-light ratio ofbright galaxies turns out to be unacceptably large. This di�culty maybe circumvented by violating the nucleosynthesis constraint but, if 
b isreduced much below 0.1, the stellar populations become too old and toofaint to account for the observed abundance of bright galaxies. The bestmodel of this kind has 
b = 0:1, strong feedback, and a moderate amountof galaxy merging.The resulting luminosity function is similar to that of the �ducial model.However, the model does not fully resolve the problem which motivatedit in the �rst place: the need to produce bright galaxies as red as thereddest �eld ellipticals. Although the age of the universe is in this case 26Gyrs, feedback e�ects { required to prevent an excessively large abundanceof dwarf galaxies { delay the onset of star formation until relatively lowredshifts and results in a paucity of very red, bright systems. Indeed, themost extreme galaxies in the model have B�K ' 4, somewhat redder thanthose in the �ducial model but still about 0.5 mag bluer than the reddest�eld ellipticals.



116 CHAPTER 9. SIMULATION RESULTSThe second main problem of the �ducial model, i.e. the incorrect zeropoint in the Tully-Fisher relation, is not resolved by lowering H0. Althoughgalaxies with a given circular velocity are about 1 mag brighter in the lowH0 model than in the �ducial model, they are still over 1.5 magnitude toofaint. Overall, the low H0 model appears rather unattractive, especiallyconsidering the growing observational evidence in favour of a large value ofH0 (see e.g. Jacobi et al. 1992 and references therein).Low-
0 CDM. Our main motivation for examining this model was theexpectation that the lower abundance of galactic halos that form in this casewould be enough to bring the predicted Tully-Fisher relation into agreementwith observations. This expectation was only partially ful�lled. As in the�ducial model, the predicted Tully-Fisher relation has about the observedslope for Vc > 100 km s�1, but the zero point is still about one magnitudetoo faint at VC � 200 km s�1. Although this represents a considerableimprovement over the �ducial model, it cannot be claimed as a signi�cantsuccess. The low-
0 model performs worse than the �ducial model ontwo counts: its luminosity function rolls over gently at the bright end,rather than cutting o� exponentially, and the colour distribution of brightgalaxies is shifted even further to the blue. The sign of the colour-magnituderelation { a notable success of the �ducial model { is inverted with brightergalaxies being bluer than fainter ones. These shortcomings can be tracedback to excessive cooling of gas onto large dark matter halos which formmuch earlier in this model than in one with a at geometry. As notedby Kau�mann, Guiderdoni & White (1994), they may be circumvented bypostulating that cooling ows in large galaxies do not produce visible stars,as seems to be the case in the cooling ows inferred in the cores of richclusters (eg Fabian 1991). The counts of faint galaxies in the low-
0 modelare as in good agreement with observations as those in the �ducial model,but the excess population of bright galaxies gives rise to a signi�cant tailof high redshift galaxies which may well be inconsistent with existing data.
0 + �0 CDM. Adding a non-zero cosmological constant to the low-
0model has only a minor e�ect, although some of the small di�erences thatthere are seem to be in the right direction. The problem at the brightend of the luminosity function is slightly reduced, but the cuto� is stillnot as sharp as observed. The predicted Tully-Fisher relation and colourdistributions change very little, but the B-band counts of faint galaxies dropby about a factor 2 below the �ducial model {which provides an excellentmatch to observations. This di�erence arises because the faint end slopeof the luminosity function is atter and evolves more slowly in this than inthe �ducial model. This potential di�culty may not be too serious since,as shown in Cole et al. (1994a), the faint counts are rather sensitive to theassumed stellar initial mass function and to the details for the feedbackprescription.



9.2. DISCUSSION 117CHDM. Like the two previous cases, a model with a mixture of cold(70%) and hot (30%) dark matter was considered in the expectation thatthe Tully-Fisher discrepancy of the �ducial model might be resolved. WithCHDM a lower abundance of galactic halos is produced because, for agiven amplitude on large scales, the power spectrum has relatively lesssmall scale power than with CDM alone. Better agreement with the Tully-Fisher relation is indeed obtained in the CHDM model, but the zero-pointdiscrepancy is not fully removed. In fact, the Tully-Fisher relation in thismodel is virtually identical to those in the low-
0 and 
0 + �0 models.The reduced spectral power on galactic scales has an undesirable side-e�ect which makes the CHDM model rather unattractive: bright galaxiesform much too late to be consistent with observations. With H0 = 60km s�1 Mpc�1, the baryon density required by Big Bang nucleosynthesisconstraints is too low to form enough bright galaxies to match the knee ofthe luminosity function. Even if we disregard the BBNS constraints andarbitrarily set 
b = 0:1, the resulting luminosity function does not showthe characteristic break at high luminosities. Perhaps more damning arethe extremely blue galaxy colours predicted at the present epoch which, inthe mean, are about 2 mag bluer than observed. The reddest objects inthe model have B �K ' 3:5, one magnitude short of the reddest observedellipticals.These di�culties are also manifest in the counts of faint galaxies, whichare a factor of 10 lower in the K-band than observed and in their redshiftdistribution which is strongly biased towards low redshift, in strong dis-agreement with observations. The problem of late galaxy formation in theCHDM model seems unsurmountable. This conclusion is virtually indepen-dent of the details of our galaxy formation model. Even if we switch o� thefeedback altogether and adopt a very short star formation timescale (whichproduces a completely unacceptable luminosity function) bright galaxiesare still much too blue.In summary, none of the models we have considered are completelysatisfactory. Overall, the most successful ones are the �ducial CDM modelof Cole et al. (1994a) and the 
0+�0 model. This model only partly solvesthe Tully-Fisher discrepancy that a�icts the �ducial model, but does so atthe expense of a rather poor �t to the observed luminosity function andan even worse colour problem than in the �ducial model. There is also apotential di�culty explaining the faint counts in the low-
0 + � model.Our results are quite consistent with those of Kau�mann et al. (1993,1994). This agreement strengthens our conclusions since our two approaches,although similar in spirit, di�er signi�cantly in many astrophysical details.Our failure to �nd a fully consistent picture of galaxy formation within cur-rently popular cosmologies, suggests that we should look carefully at theastrophysical inputs that go into our modelling procedure.The colour problem, common to all the cases we have examined (in-cluding the long-lived low-H0 model), is particularly puzzling. The stellarpopulation synthesis model which we use produces acceptable �ts to the in-



118 CHAPTER 9. SIMULATION RESULTStegrated spectral energy distributions of present day galaxies of all spectraltypes. However, the more realistic star formation laws in our models invari-ably produce intermediate age stellar populations in bright galaxies fromthe late infall of gas expelled from halos in the lowest level of the clusteringhierarchy. Regardless of the detailed prescription for feedback, gas must beprevented from forming stars profusely in these low-mass halos; otherwisevirtually all the baryons would be turned into stars well before the present,and an unacceptably large abundance of dwarf galaxies would result. It ispossible that a star formation rate more strongly biased towards high red-shift than our models generically predict might circumvent these problems.Another possibility is that current stellar population synthesis models arepredicting colours which are inaccurate at the 0.3 mag level in B�K. Suchinaccuracies might arise from the treatment of the poorly understood latestages of stellar evolution (particularly the asymptotic and post asymptoticgiant branch) or from the neglect of chemical evolution.We have argued that some of form of feedback is an essential require-ment in any hierarchical clustering theory of galaxy formation. The ejectionof gas (and metals) observed in bright ellipticals, sometimes in the form ofhighly energetic superwinds (David, Forman & Jones 1991; Heckman, Ar-mus & Miley 1990), provides an example of the sort of process which maybe required. Nevertheless, there is no direct observational guidance for as-suming any particular form of feedback in the highly speci�c conditionsprevailing at high redshift. The feedback mechanism implemented in ourscheme and in most other related ones is a local process where star for-mation is regulated in situ. Non-local processes such as photoionisation(Efstathiou 1992) or bulk gas motions could be important and it is notinconceivable that they could depend on the large-scale environment oract selectively, allowing early formation in some halos and delaying it orsuppressing it altogether in others. Processes of this sort might alleviatethe colour discrepancy discussed above and could even give rise to \nakedhalos", dark matter objects in which no visible galaxy ever forms. TheTully-Fisher discrepancy in the standard CDM model and probably alsoin the alternative models which we have considered, could be resolved if asubstantial fraction of dark halos do not harbour bright galaxies.A further source of uncertainty in our scheme for galaxy formation ingeneral, and in the stellar population synthesis models in particular, isthe stellar initial mass function (IMF). The universality of the locally de-termined IMF has been a longstanding matter of much debate. Perhapsthe strongest argument for a non-universal IMF comes from studies of themetallicity of the intracluster gas which seems to require a bimodal IMFin the metal-producing galaxies (Arnaud et al. 1992). It is not di�cultto speculate on the many outcomes possible with a variable IMF. For ex-ample, an IMF biased towards large masses in metal-poor systems, mightalleviate the excess dwarf problem if their stellar populations have fadedby the present day.It should be clear from the above discussion that, subject to the ob-



9.2. DISCUSSION 119servational constraints of large scale structure, Big-Bang nucleosynthesis,and globular cluster ages, our semianalytic recipe for galaxy formation failsto produce a fully acceptable model. Our results are quite consistent withthose of Kau�mann et al. (1993, 1994). This agreement strengthens ourconclusions since the two approaches, although similar in spirit, di�er sig-ni�cantly in many astrophysical details. It is di�cult to see how, withoutrevision of our scheme or dramatic changes in the interpretation of obser-vations, hierarchical models of the kind can successfully account for theobserved properties of the galaxy population. This is illustrative of thepotential of the semianalytic methods; they enable us to test a wide varietyof models and assumptions as well as to isolate the root causes of disagree-ment between observations and speci�c cosmogonies. This, in itself, shouldbe regarded as a success of our modelling technique, as it highlights theobstacles to be dealt with by future attempts at unravelling the process ofgalaxy formation in a hierarchical universe.
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Chapter 10ConclusionWe may approach the question of galaxy evolution from several angles.However, observational results must be comparable to theory and vice versa.We must �nd some middle ground. From an observational point of view,a good starting point is a large and deep redshift survey. A survey aloneprovides few theoretical constraints (e.g. a given redshift distribution maybe consistent with a wide range of evolving luminosity functions). Usingdetailed analysis and exploiting information often overlooked, the galaxyevolution may be constrained.The �rst step is accurately determining the k-corrections of the galax-ies. The k-corrections de�ne the restframe luminosities of the galaxies andthe volume that the survey samples. The thesis has introduced and useda new technique, cross-correlating the observed spectra against templateswith known morphologies, and mapping this morphological data onto k-corrections. Integrated observations extending the Kennicutt spectra at-las (Kennicutt 1992a,1992b) into the ultraviolet would remove this map-ping step and reduce the uncertainties in the k-corrections. With the k-corrections in hand, one can take several avenues to determine the evolu-tion of the luminosity function. This thesis has introduced two more, oneparametric and one nonparametric (the SSTY and SSWML methods) andshown how these techniques relate to contemporary procedures. Both areinsensitive to galaxy clustering.It is important to meet halfway. Most theoretical models predict volume-limited samples while most observations probe magnitude-limited samples.Although it is possible to model the mapping from a volume-limited to amagnitude-limited sample, it is far from straightforward to simulate all thepossible observational biases. The thesis introduces a technique akin to thestatistical bootstrap to quickly generating a magnitude-limited sample froma volume-limited sample that can include any observational bias; providedthe biasing is well-de�ned for a single galaxy. Depending on the informa-tion available to the theorist, this may include the translation from total toisophotal magnitudes and diameters as a function of surface brightness. The123



124 CHAPTER 10. CONCLUSIONtechnique is demonstrated by predicting the number counts and redshiftdistributions for several numerical models of galaxy formation. Many otherapplications abound. For example, it is possible to generate a magnitude-limited sample to study the Tully-Fisher relation in a variety of hierarchicaluniverses.Even with these new techniques, we are far from constraining the pro-cesses of galaxy formation from observations, but several results appearclear. In the B-band, the number of faint galaxies in a given magnituderange has been decreasing since a redshift of 0.5. Meanwhile, bright galaxieshave evolved little. This result is independent of the k-corrections assumedfor the galaxies, the method of deriving the luminosity function and incom-pleteness. Scrutinising the observations further reveals dramatic evolutionis constrained to galaxies with late-type spectral identi�cations { blue galax-ies. At the faint end of the luminosity function, these galaxies were severaltimes more numerous at z � 0:2 than today and an order of magnitudemore numerous at z � 0:5 than today. Furthermore, these galaxies, re-gardless of luminosity, were much more �ercely forming stars in the recentpast, as revealed by the distribution of W�[OII] as a function of redshiftand absolute magnitude. Meanwhile, galaxies with earlier spectral typeshave evolved little since z � 0:5. The number density of faint ellipticalgalaxies and early spirals actually appears to have increased over the pastfew billion years. And the tracers of star formation were no more commonin the past than today in these galaxies.These �ndings indicate that the faint galaxies were much more abundantin the recent past, but since that time they have disappeared below ourdetection limits. From a theoretical point of view, several models mayexplain the disappearance. These models often indicate that a galaxy'senvironment may be the driving force in its evolution. An archetype isthe proposal of Babul & Rees (1991). They posit that the formation ofdwarf elliptical galaxies is suppressed by the UV background radiation fromquasars until z � 1, when their gas begins to collapse, and stars begin toform quickly. Suddenly these galaxies begin to appear in the surveys withlate-type spectra. However, as supernovae begin to blow out the gas, starformation ceases. If the galaxy is in a low pressure environment, the gas willsimply return to the inter-galactic medium, and the galaxy winks out. Thegas will return to the few galaxies in high pressure environments fuelingfurther star formation episodes, until the gas is exhausted. Many morestars form over these repeated episodes, and the galaxies do not fade intoobscurity but into ubiquity. Babul & Rees (1991) argue that today thesegalaxies would be identi�ed as dwarf ellipticals which are often found inclusters and near larger galaxies.The e�ect of galaxies on the evolution of their neighbours has onlyrecently been included in the modelling of galaxy formation. The \block"model explored in the second part of the thesis does include the e�ectsof galaxy merging, and predicts many of the features of the present-daygalaxy population. Some of the discrepancies between its predictions and



125the observations such as Tully-Fisher zero-point fainter than observed, maybe alleviated by varying the cosmology { in a low-density universe, the\block" model is closer to predicting the observed zero-point. However,regardless of how the model is pushed, some problems remain. The \block"model predicts many more faint galaxies than are observed. And if one wereto insist on a model that predicts the slope of the Tully-Fisher relation atsmall Vc, it would predict an even larger excess of faint galaxies. Both theshallower faint-end slope of the luminosity function and the steeper faint-end slope of the Tully-Fisher relation result from a form of local feedbackwhich suppresses star formation in galaxies with small circular velocities.In this framework, the tradeo� is inevitable. To lower the faint-end slopeof the luminosity function, the haloes of a given circular velocity must beassigned a wide range of luminosities, increasing the slope and scatter ofthe predicted Tully-Fisher relation.It is possible to quench star formation in dwarf galaxies without regardto their internal properties by including the e�ect of environment on thegalaxy evolution { non-local feedback. A promising source of non-localfeedback is the ionising background produced by quasars before z � 1, ad-vocated by Efstathiou (1992) and Babul & Rees (1991). Lacey et al. (1993)propose an alternative method in which the tides of induce star formationin nearby dwarf haloes. This would have similar results to the photoionisa-tion model. Dwarf galaxies would form only near larger galaxies, and onlyafter their shared halo collapsed, which would delay star formation. Bothof these attractive alternatives will be investigated in the next rendition ofthe \block" model.From an observational point of view, the study of the e�ect of envi-ronment on galaxy evolution will advance briskly with new large redshiftsurveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey with a dedicated telescopeat Apache Point, New Mexico and the fainter 2dF survey at the AAT. Al-though the former survey will provide needed constraints on the propertiesof galaxies locally, it can probe only bright galaxies out to even moderateredshift. The 2dF and its faint extension will constrain evolution to fainterabsolute magnitudes and more distant redshifts. However, although thefaint multislit work such as LDSS and LDSS-2 is more costly, it is morerewarding. The evolution of galaxies is driven at the faint end of the lumi-nosity function. Probing spectroscopically yet fainter apparent magnitudesis almost exponentially more expensive, but understanding the distributionof galaxies at yet higher redshifts is the only direct way to constrain theevolution of the population.Only during the past few years with the advent of multiplexing spectro-graphs and semianalytic models for galaxy formation has it been possibleto so directly compare galaxy formation theory and observations. Not onlydoes this comparison deepen our understanding of the physics of galaxyformation, it may be possible to unravel the e�ects of galaxy evolution andcosmology to determine the fundamental features of our universe: its age,its fate and its composition. The next few years will be a most exciting



126 CHAPTER 10. CONCLUSIONtime in observational and theoretical cosmology as newer instruments (suchas the 2dF on the AAT), more clever analysis, faster computers, and moreingenious modeling begin to reap rewards.
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Appendix AThe Software LibraryA.1 Observational and Analysis SoftwareA.1.1 Figaro ApplicationsThe Figaro application are located in the directory:/home/jsheyl/figaro.� bin2dst binary-�le dst-�leconverts a spectral �le in Fortran binary format into Figaro Format� calcolor spect-dst calib-dst outputcalculates the ratio of integrated uxes in two bands, centered on4,250 �A and 5,050 �A, given the series of spectra in spect-dst and thecalibration curve in calib-dst. The list of colours is output to output.� coadd input-dst add-dsttakes the mean of two spectra in \coadded" format, taking into ac-count the weighting of each pixel. It overwrites input-dst.� dst2bin dst-�le binary-�leconverts a spectral �le in Figaro format into Fortran binary format.� fake output-dst norm-1000 powercreates a fake power-law spectrum in Figaro format. The value ofthe ux at 1,000 �A is given in norm-1000 and the power-law slope ispower.� getbreak spect-dst red-�le outputcalculates the 4,000 �A break of the spectra in spect-dst. The usermust supply the redshifts of the galaxies in red-�le, so the programcan shift the �lter into the rest frame, giving the results in output135



136 APPENDIX A. THE SOFTWARE LIBRARY� jspflux spect-dst calib-dst output-dst uxes a 2-D array of spectra,given a calibration spectrum.� jvachel input-dst redshift spectrum-numbershifts the spectrum into the rest frame and creates a new spectrumsuitable for coadding. The spectral range of the resulting spectrum is2,000 �A to 8,000 �A _The spectrum is contained in the �rst row of theFigaro �le, and the number of pixels used to calculate a single pixelis contained in the second row (i.e. the weight of each pixel).The non-Figaro applications are located in the directory /home/jsheyl/lumin/src.A.1.2 K-corrections and �lters� dogetkc spectrum-�lescalculates the k-correction for all of the spectrum �les from z = 0 toz = 0:75 with 0.005 steps in redshift using the bJ �lter.� getkc spectrum-�le spectrum-number z-max step �ltercalculates the k-correction of the given spectrum at a variety of red-shifts from 0 to 0.5 and �ts a line to this function. The given spectrummust already be in the restframe.A.1.3 Classi�cation by featuresTechnique This is the old-style analysis, using the spectra themselve toprovide the k-corrections in a sense. The �rst step is to calibrate all ofthe DST �les to be classi�ed using the command docal. Next calculatethe break strengths using dobreak. The penultimate step is to add theinformation about the break strengths with equivolent width data withmakeclass. Finally, makeflis.awk will construct a .lis �le from thesedata. An example series of commands is:set file=spectradocaldobreakmakeclass spectra.cat spectra_bre spectra.clamakeflis.awk spectra.cat spectra.cla > spectra.liswhich has produced a LIS-�le, spectra.lis. To use this LIS-�le with theluminosity function software, one must use the software lis2eales andsswml directly and provide the correct information for the bootstraped k-correction �les: /home/jsheyl/lumin/class/class.



A.1. OBSERVATIONAL AND ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 137Programs� classspecclassi�es all the spectra in the catalog given by the environment vari-able file, shifts each spectrum into its rest frame, and places it intoa subdirectory containing only galaxies of its class.� dobreakcalculates D4000�A for all the calibrated DST �les in the current direc-tory.� docalcalibrates the spectra in the DST �le given by the environment vari-able file. This script assumes that the reddest galaxy in the DST �leis an elliptical and then use this information to construct a calibrationcurve.� editcaledits interactively the calibration curve for the DST �le given by thefile environment variable.� makeclass cat-�le break-�le class-�legiven a cat-�le and a list of the break strengths (as provided by get-break ) of the galaxies in the cat-�le, creates a list of classes for thegalaxies in the class-�le, in �ber number order. The �le contains thefollowing data:{ Fiber number{ The value of D4000�A{ The integral over the red section of the break{ The integral over the blue section of the break{ The redshift of the galaxy{ The equivalent width of the 3,727 �Aline{ The number of the class ( 0 - 4 ), with four meaning that thegalaxy cannot be classi�ed for some reason� makeflis.awk cat-�le class-�legiven a cat-�le and a class-�le this will create a .lis �le with theabsolute magnitudes of the galaxies with k-corrections.� prespecprepares all the spectra in the current directory to be coadded. Thatis, it converts them from Figaro format into Fortran binary format.



138 APPENDIX A. THE SOFTWARE LIBRARY� squish do-norm output-�le spectrum-�les coadds a group of spectrum�les in Fortran binary format, producing a new spectrum with thefollowing data:{ The mean of the pixel values (for a given wavelength) from theoriginal spectrum �les{ The deviation of the mean (at a given wavelength){ The mean of the middle 80% (by weight) of the pixels{ The mean of the 10% to 30% range (by weight){ The mean of the 70% to 90% range{ The total weight of a given pixelIf do-norm is equal to one, squish will renormalise the spectra so asto minimise the mean dispersion in the pixel values over wavelength.A.1.4 Classi�cation by cross-correlationTechnique The standard method as discussed in Chapter 3 starts witha DST �le and a CAT �le for each subcatalogue. First, run the com-mand splitdstline blah.cat to split the DST �le into rest-frame spec-tra of each galaxy. Second, run makelisk blah.cat which will classifyeach of the spectra against the Kennicutt templates, convert from Kenni-cutt type to k-correction class and output the results in a �le called, inthis case, blah.lisk. The script makelisk uses the programs findobj andmakelis.awk.There are variations to this technique which use the spectrum with thecontinuum and attempt to �nd the best �t uxing curve and the best-�tting galaxy templates simultaneously. To use this method, run the com-mand splitdst blah.cat and makelis blah.cat. This by default willuse the Pence spectra as templates. The script makelis uses the programsfindgal, findflux, findobj and makelis.awk.Programs� findflux N-Flux-Param Tolerance Input-File�nds the best �tting uxing curve to match the spectrum and class�les given in Input-File. Input-File must be in the form as the out-putted by findobj or findbest.� findgal Class-Files - Spectrum-Filesiteratively �nds the best uxing curve and the best template spectrumfrom amongst the Class-Files for the Spectrum-Files. It assumed thatthe uxing curve is a seven-term polynomial and that all of the spec-trum �les share the same uxing curve.



A.1. OBSERVATIONAL AND ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 139� findobj N-�t Fit-Param-File N-Skip Class-Files - Spectrum-Files�nds the best �tting templates from the Class-Files, assuming thatthe Spectrum-Files all have the same uxing curve (a polynomial withN-�t terms given in Fit-Param-File. Sends the best �tting resultsto standard output.� ken2pen.awk res2k-�leconverts a res2k �le to a res2p �le by substituting the Kennicutttemplates with their appropriated k-correction classes.� makelis cat-�les generates from a CAT �le and a series of spec-trum �les in binary format a LIS containing the classi�cations andk-corrections of all the galaxies, using a cross- correlation against theproduct of the Pence spectra and an arbitray uxing curve, which isdetermined iteratively.� makelis.awk cat-�le res-�legenerates a �le in the format of a LIS �le from a CAT �le and res �le(the output of either findgal or ken2pen.awk).� makelisl cat-�lesgenerates from a CAT �le and a series of spectrum �les in binaryformat a LIS containing the classi�cations and k-corrections of allthe galaxies, using a direct cross-correlation against the Pence linespectra.� makelisk cat-�lesgenerates from a CAT �le and a series of spectrum �les in binaryformat a LIS containing the classi�cations and k-corrections of all thegalaxies, using a direct cross-correlation against the Kennicutt linespectra. The results of this analysis are converted to a k-correctionclass and a LIS �le is created.� makelisnc cat-�lesgenerates a bunch of LIS �les from a series of CAT �les without re-classifying the galaxies.� splitdst cat-�lessplit a single DST into a series of rest-frame BIN �les for each of thegalaxies in the cat-�les.� splitdstline cat-�lessplit a single DST into a series of continuum-substracted rest-frameBIN �les for each of the galaxies in the cat-�les.



140 APPENDIX A. THE SOFTWARE LIBRARYA.1.5 Number countsTechnique Once the galaxies have been observed and the sampling ratesdetermined, calculating the number counts from the enitre coherent cat-alogue is straightforward. If the sampling data is in samples.inf andthe catalogue in cats.lis, the number counts can be calculated using thecommand:lis2counts.awk cats.lis samples.inf | countshist.awk > countsThe errors may be determined by constructing an intermediate �le (e.g. cats.counts)and using bootstrap.awk to construct several bootstrap resampling of this�le, and then pass all the �les along to countshist.awk. The deviation inthe various results is the error estimate (c.f. lfeales below).Programs� countshist.awk counts-�leconverts the results of lis2counts.awk to a number counts histgram.� lis2counts.awk lis-�le inf-�lecalculates the total area from which a galaxy in the lis-�le could havebeen sampled from the sampling data in the inf-file. The result is alist of apparent magnitude and sampling areas, which may be summedin bins to get the number counts (see countshist.awk above.)A.1.6 Luminosity functionTechnique The input for the luminosity function routines is a LIS �lecontaining all the samples to be added coherently and an INF �le contain-ing information about the samples. The script makelf will calculate theluminosity function with errors in four redshift bins: 0�2, 0�0:2, 0:2�0:5and 0:5� 1 using both the SSWML method and the 1=Vmax methods withthe Pence k-correction curves.Programs� eales2lf.awk eales-�le M-min M-max Nmsums the inverse of the volumes listed in the eales-�les, in bins ofabsolute magnitude, yielding an estimate of the luminosity function.� lis2eales inf-�le k-c-header n-kc lis-�le z-min z-maxcalculates the total volume from which a galaxy in the lis-�le couldhave been sampled from the sampling data in the inf-filewithin thegiven redshift range. The k-correction �les are numbered from 0 to n-kc minus one (in C-style). For example, if k-c-header is /home/fred/classand n-kc is 4, the k- correction �les are:



A.1. OBSERVATIONAL AND ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 141/home/fred/class0.kc/home/fred/class1.kc/home/fred/class2.kc/home/fred/class3.kcThe result is a list of absolute magnitude and sampling volumes, whichmay be summed in bins to get the number counts (see eales2lf.awkabove). Compare with lis2counts.awk.� lfeales eales-�le boot-count M-min M-max nmcalculates the luminosity function from a single eales-�le placing theoutput in a �le ending with .lf It will also generate a series ofboot-count realisations of the catalogue and calculate the luminos-ity function for each of these { these �les named ?? n.lf, where nis the number of the bootstrap may be used to estimate the errorsin the luminosity function determination. Finally, it will sum overthe bootstraps, yielding an .elf �le containing the magnitude binsin absolute magnitude, �(M) and the error in �(M).� lumfunk tolerance ilf-�le lis-�lescalculates the luminosity function using the stepwise maximum likeli-hood technique or the STY method. An initial trial luminosity func-tion, a group of LIS �les, and a group of �les with the lower and uppermagnitude limits for each LIS �le must be provided. The magnitude�les should have the same names as the LIS �les with the extension\inf".If the parameter tolerance is less or equal to zero, lumfunk will �ndthe most likely Schetcher function from the data with the value oftolerance now being an estimate of the magnitude errors in the survey.� makelf lis-�le inf-�lecalculates the luminosity function in four redshift bins: 0�2, 0�0:2,0:2� 0:5 and 0:5� 1 using both the SSWML method and the 1=Vmaxmethods. This routine automatically uses the Pence k-correction �lesin /home/jsheyl/lumin/galaxies/pence?.kc.� schfit ELF-�lecalculates the best-�tting function to a binned luminosity functionwith errors. The �rst column of the ELF-�le must contain the lu-minosity or absolute magnitude of the bin, the second column musthave the density of galaxies within the bin (�(L) or �(M)) and thethird column must have the error on this density.� ssty inf-�le kc-�le lis-�le [n-output]



142 APPENDIX A. THE SOFTWARE LIBRARYcalculates the most-likely evolving luminosity function as de�ned by��(z) = ��0(1 + z)��zM�(z) = M�0 � 2:5L�z log10(1 + z)�(z) = �0 + �zz:using the generalised STY method (Equation 4.7). Compare thiswith lumfunk in STY mode. This program, by design, uses the samek-correction curve for all the galaxies in the survey, so the lis-�leshould contain only galaxies of a particular k-correction class andthe analysis repeated for each galaxy type. n-output is an optionalparameter which tells ssty how often to output the current values ofthe evolving luminosity function. The programs output is to standardoutput, and the most-likely luminosity functions are given as follows\phi^*_{0,L} = 0.00769459\phi^*_z = -2.90301M^*_0 = -20.5772L^*_z = 1.75626\alpha_0 = -0.951837\alpha_z = 1.69353where the values of ��0 and �0 are for the function �(L), although the�tting takes place in magnitude space.� sswml inf-�le k-c-header n-kc lis-�le out-�le z-min z-max nz M-minM-max nmcalculates the SSWML luminosity function from the inf-�le and lis-�le with errors and upper-limits, over nz bins in redshift and nm binsin apparent magnitude. The k-correction �les are given by k-c-headerand n-kc as in lis2eales. The resulting out-�le contains rows foreach absolute magnitude bin and three columns for each redshift bin.The �rst column of the �le contains the central absolute magnitudeof each bin. The next three columns contain the logarithm of thedensity (�(M)) in the bin, the number of galaxies in the bin, and theerror in the logarithm of the density. If no galaxies were observedin the bin, the density column has a value of -100.00 and the errorcolumn contains an upper- limit in the logarithm of the density forthe given bin. This upper-limit will be 100.00 if the survey has nosensitivity in the bin.A.1.7 Fakes� fakelf ilf-�le seed number error inf-�lesgenerates a faked .lis �le with the number galaxies following the lu-minosity function given in ILF-�le (L and �(L)). The inf-�le contains



A.1. OBSERVATIONAL AND ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 143the bright and faint magnitude limits for the sample (in that order).If the second limit is less than the �rst, it will generate a volume-limited numerical realisation of the luminosity function. Magnitudeerrors with � =error may be included. seed is the random numberseed for the simulated .lis �le. The area of sky sampled in the surveyis given at the end of the .lis �le.� fakespec N-fakes Seed Signal-Level Sky-Level Class-Filesgenerates a series of N-fakes spectra selecting randomly from theClass- �les, normalising the spectra to a mean Signal-Level counts/binand adding Sky-Level counts per bin of sky. Poisson noise is addedto the product of the spectum and a moving responce function. Theresponce function is divided out yielding a uxed spectrum with noiseincrease toward the edges. The response function moves with the red-shift of the simulate spectrum which is selected randomly from 0 to0.6.A.1.8 Astrometry and con�guring� fieldcalc.awk d-�lecounts the number of objects within 40 arc minutes of the centre ofthe d-�le.� fieldextract.awk d-�leextracts only those objects in the d-�le within 40 arc minutes of thecentre of the �eld.� fld2ast �eld-name su�xconverts the given �eld �le into an .ast, suitable to be used by theASTROM program.� fld2dat �eld-name su�xconverts the given �eld �le to a .dat �le, for the CHART program.� log2ast �eld-name su�xconverts the given .log �le into an .ast, suitable to be used by theASTROM program.� log2dat �eld-name su�xconverts the given .dat �le to a .dat �le, for the CHART program.� newfld �eld-name su�xtakes the log �le created by CONFIGURE and creates a new FLD�le from the old one without the already observed galaxies



144 APPENDIX A. THE SOFTWARE LIBRARY� newfld2 �eld-name su�xtakes the log �le created by CONFIGURE and creates a new FLD�le from the old one with only the already observed galaxies� readcos cos-�le output-�lecoverts a COSMOS �le to ASCII format.A.1.9 Matching� cat2ang.awk cat-�lecreates a �le with eight columns containing the R.A. and declina-tion in degrees, the redshift, apparent magnitude, the subcataloguenumber, and the x, y, z positions of the galaxy in redshift space.� cat2can.awk cat-�lecreates a �le with three columns containing the R.A. and declinationin radians, and the apparent magnitude of each object� domatch cat-�le distance�nds all objects in the .fld �le assocated with cat-�le with distanceradians of each object in the cat-file. It produces a �le .mat whichcontains the position and magnitude within each �le of the matches.� fld2fan.awk �eld-name su�xcreates a �le with three columns containing the R.A. and declinationin radians, and the apparent magnitude of each object, for use withmatchpos.� matchpos primary-�le x1 y1 m1 secondary-�le x1 y1 m2 tolerance�nds all objects in the secondary-�le within tolerance radians of ob-jects in the primary �le. x1, y1 and m1 give the columns which containthe R.A., declination and a third column to compare on output (usu-ally the apparent magnitude) in the �rst �le. The second set give thecolumns in the second �le.� pairmatch [cat-�le or d-�le] distancematches the objects in the .cat or .fld �le against itself to generatea histogram the distance between all the pairs in the �le in a .cpairor .fpair �le.A.1.10 Utility Software� addclass.awk cat-�le lis-�leadds a column to the cat-�le containing the classi�cation from thelis-�le. It outputs to standard output.



A.1. OBSERVATIONAL AND ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 145� bootstrap.awk �le-name random-seedgenerates a bootstap resampling of the lines (without hash-marks) of�le-name to the standard output.� calceffarea.awk inf-�le option calculates the e�ective area columnof the inf-�le using one of two methods. If option is equal to 2, itwill calculate the e�ective area by scaling to the observed numbercounts (using a �tting formula). If option is not equal to 2 or if it isabsent, it will calculate the e�ective area using the sampling rate andcompleteness.� calcmeanz.awk lis-�lecalculates the mean redshift of the galaxies in lis-�le in three redshiftbins (0�0:1, 0:1�0:3 and 0:3�1:0) and for the catalogue as a whole.� cat2lis.awk cat-�leconverts a cat-�le to a .lis �le without applying k-corrections. Out-put to standard output.� catc2lis.awk cat-�leconverts a cat-�le to a .lis �le. It applies k-corrections based onthe classes given in the �nal column of the cat-�le, as added byaddclass.awk above. Output to standard output.� checkcats.awk check-�le inf-�lechecks the values inf-�le against those in the check-�le which is pro-duced by sumcat.awk below. For example, to check the values incats.inf against the observed catalogue all.cat, use the followingtwo commands:sumcat.awk all.cat | checkcats.awk - cats.infand a report of the errors will appear.� checklis.awk lis-�le cat-�lechecks that all of the objects with observed redshifts less than twoin the cat-file are also in the lis-�le. It also checks that no objectwith an observed redshift less than two appears more than once ineither �le.� compweight.awk inf-�le lis-�le performs the magnitude-dependentcompleteness correction on the lis-�le with output to standard output,given the completeness rates in the inf-�le.� cutlis.awk lis-�le B-min B-maxremoves all objects in the lis-�le in outside the given magnitude range,updates the columns Bmin, Bmax, zmin and zmax in the �le. Outputto standard output.



146 APPENDIX A. THE SOFTWARE LIBRARY� gammq Degrees-Of-Freedom Chi-Squaredgiven �2 and the degrees of freedom, calculates the probability thattwo samples are from the same parent distribution.� getsubcat.awk lis-�le include-�leextracts from lis-�le only those the objects in subcatalogues listed inthe include-�le, one per line.� lissummary.awk lis-�lecalculates the mean redshift, apparent and absolute magnitudes ofthe galaxies in lis-�le by k-correction class.� randclass.awk lis-�lereclassify randomly 20 % of the galaxies in the lis-�le by one k-correction class redward or blueward. Results to standard output.� reckc.awk lis-�lerecalculates the k-correction for all the galaxies in lis-�le, as well asthe minimum and maximum redshifts. Results to standard output.To be used if one of the k-correction �les has changed.� setkc.awk lis-�le constantsets the k-correction of all the galaxies in lis-�le to the product ofconstant and the redshift, and recalculates the k-corrections and min-imum and maximum redshifts. Results to standard output.� setclass.awk lis-�le classsets the k-correction class of all the galaxies in lis-�le to class andrecalculates the k-corrections and minimum and maximum redshifts.Results to standard output.� shiftlis.awk lis-�le Delta-m shifts the apparent, absolute, and mag-nitude limits of the lis-�le by Delta- m. Results to standard output.� split.awk cat-�le inf-�lesplits the cat-�le into subcatalogues using the �les listed in the �rstcolumn of the inf-�le.� subcatsum.awkcalculates the mean redshift, apparent and absolute magnitudes andequivolent width the galaxies in lis-�le by subcatalogue.� sumcat.awk cat-�lecounts the total number of �bres, duds, stars, redshifts and unknownsin each subcatalogue within the cat-�le. Also, it gives the complete-ness rate, and bright and faint limits.



A.2. GALAXY FORMATION ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 147� uniform Number-Of-Samples Sample-Size Random-Number-Seedcalculates the mean of a sample of sample-size of uniform deviates. Itrepeats this Number-Of-Samples times. It is use to �nd the deviationof the mean of a uniform distribution from 0.5.� vmax.awk lis-�lecalculates the V=Vmax statistic for every object in the lis-�le and sendthese results to standard output. It uses the columns zmin and zmaxin the lis-�le.A.1.11 LocationThe DST and CAT �les (along with calibration curves etc. ) are containedin the directories below /home/jsheyl/scratch/lumin. A given DST �le(when available) may be found by the date of the run or \ldss" or \bes"./home/jsheyl/scratch/lumin/bes/home/jsheyl/scratch/lumin/dars/home/jsheyl/scratch/lumin/ldss/home/jsheyl/scratch/lumin/ldss2/home/jsheyl/scratch/lumin/90Sept/home/jsheyl/scratch/lumin/91Sept/home/jsheyl/scratch/lumin/92April/home/jsheyl/scratch/lumin/92Sept/home/jsheyl/scratch/lumin/93MayA.2 Galaxy Formation Analysis Software� lis2lb.exe reads a list of 200,000 luminosities from standard inputand converts it to two identical (except for the header) lb �les (lb0and lb1). The �rst �le is at z = 0 and the second at z = 100. Byrenaming these �les and setting up appropriate symbolic links, the�les may be used by makecat as a test case.� makecat Sim-Dir N-Sim N-Red Upsilon N-Gal B-min B-maxand additional optional parameters,B-min B-max N-Bin N-galfor number-counts calculation.The �rst seven parameters are required and give the directory of thesimulation to be analysed, the number of realisations per redshift, thenumber of redshifts, the value of � for the simulation, the number ofgalaxies in the survey (may be zero) and the bright and faint limits forthe survey. The results of the survey will be sent to standard output.If the number of redshifts is less or equal to zero, the program with



148 APPENDIX A. THE SOFTWARE LIBRARYassume that all galaxies have MB = �19:73 and a constant density(this is a debugging feature).If the number of simulations is less than zero, the program will usethe K-band data instead of the B-band.If any of the �nal four parameters are given, the program will requireall four parameters. They give the bright and faint limits for thecounts calculation, the number of bins in apparent magnitude, and thenumber of galaxies in each bin. The program will produce a �le namedeither bcounts.data or kcounts.data in the current directory.The software requires all the lb and lbr, or lk �les for the simulationto be in the directory speci�ed. Also, this directory must containa �le called cosmo.info which gives the cosmological informationfor the simulation. This �le is produced by processinc.awk fromgalaxies.inc.� processinc.awk INC�leparses the INCfile into a list of cards and values suitable to be acosmo.info �le. It outputs to standard output.� testcosmo Omega Lambda hcalculates the number counts for a Loveday et al. (1992) Schechterfunction for an arbitray universe where h is the Hubble constant di-vided by 100 km/s/Mpc. It sends the results to standard output.



Appendix BAUTOFIB Spectra ReductionThe reduction of AUTOFIB spectra splits into �ve stages:Cleaning Subtracting o� the bias and removing cosmic rays.Clipping Cutting the CCD frames to the proper size, making sure that wave-length increases from left to right, and rotating them so that the �bresrun horizontally.Fibre Extraction Converting the raw CCD frames into an array of spectra.Wavelength Calibration Calibrating the arc frames and copying wavelengths onto the objectframes.Sky Subtraction Subtracting the sky from each object frame and copying the wave-length calibration onto the �nal DST �le.B.1 CleaningThe cleaning stage consists of two parts: removing the bias and removingcosmic rays. Before reaching this stage, you should verify that the bias isuniform across the CCD by checking the short-exposure bias frames. Onceyou've done this, you look for the overscan of the CCD which should benear one of the edges beyond the last �bre. You can do this by using theEXTRACT program to build a \spectrum" across the �bres for one sky frameand one object frame from each �eld. Focus in on the region beyond thelast �bre and �nd the range of constant counts, past the light scatteredfrom the last �bre. Then subtract the bias from each frame:ISTAT 20MAY0019 MIN MAX 440 460ICSUB 20MAY0019 'stat_mean' 20MAY0019DBInstead of 440 460, you should give the range of the overscan that youdiscovered. Next remove the cosmic rays. The programs, CRSPOT andCRSKY, perform this task for object frames and sky frames respectively.149



150 APPENDIX B. AUTOFIB SPECTRA REDUCTIONThey both compare two frames and look for large di�erences between themto �nd the cosmic rays. If they �nd one, they simply copy the analogousregion from the unblemished frame on top of the cosmic ray. Each programexpects two input �les and two output �les, and a value of the comparisonthreshold: 250 is good for object frames and 100 for sky frames.B.2 ClippingThe two CCD windows, TEK FIBRES and TEK OFFSETSKY, have slightly dif-ferent dimensions, so the object and arc frames must �rst be clipped, usingthe ISUBSET program (i.e. ISUBSET A MIN MAX 5 459 B). Then the ob-ject, arc, and sky frames must be reversed in the X direction and rotated,using IREVX and ROTATE.B.3 Fibre ExtractionThere are two methods available in FIGARO for extracting �bres from theCCD frame. Only one may be available at your site. The �rst method wasdeveloped speci�cally for AUTOFIB, while the second for echelle spectra.Although the �rst is the \standard" method, the second is better docu-mented (e.g. in the AAO document The UCL Echelle Spectrograph) anddoes an equally good job.First Method To extract the �bres you will use three programs: FINDSPto �nd the best-�t polynomials, OVERPF to check the �ts, and POLEXT toactually extract the �bres. Before doing the extraction you should look atthe two \spectrum" �les that you created to �nd the overscan. Plot these�les again but now focus in on the �rst few �bres. Note the position ofthe centre of the �rst �bre and the separation between �bres. Sum (ISUM)up all of the sky frames and all the object frames. As the �bres shift littlebetween exposures, this will increase the signal substantially when you'retrying to �t the �bres. Run FINDSP on the total spectrum to de�ne thebest-�t �bre centroids. Fibres 7, 15, 17 and 23 are duds and must be deletedfrom the �ts. Check the �ts especially near the corners. Extract the �bresfrom all the object and arc frames. Repeat this process for the sky frames.Alternative Method The echelle reduction software comes in three pro-grams:SDIST Determines the best-�t lines for a few spectra.CDIST Straightens out the entire frame so that the spectra end up in hori-zontal rows.ECHSELECT Sums up sets of rows on the CCD to produce a 2D spectra with one�bre per row.



B.3. FIBRE EXTRACTION 151The �rst step of the process must be repeated for each CCD window youhave (i.e. once for the skies and once for the arcs and objects). Display(using IMAGE) an image showing the �bres clearlyg, either a at �eld for theappropriate window or a sum of a few CCD frames. Use the ICUR program,select the centres of a few spectra throughout the image. Be sure that youhave deleted or renamed the previous SDIST.DAT. Then run SDIST. Here'sa sample:$ SDIST(IMage) Image containing distortion spectra [flat] -(COLumns) Number of cols to average to get peaks [10] -(TRace) Trace mode - G(aussian) C(OG) or E(dge) [g] -(WIdth) Half width of spectra - in pixels [2] -(MAXdeg) Maximum degree polynomial to use [10] - 2(DIsplay) Use image display to show fit results? [YES] -(SOft) Display results on graphics device? [NO] -Next run CDIST to straighten out the spectra. Next you could run ECHSELECTdirectly which requires you to select the spectra with the mouse. Or runYSTRACT to get a �bre cross section of the image. Next run FINDFIB onthis cross section which will simply give you a list of peaks in the crosssection, their column positions, spacing and height. Edit this �le removingspurious peaks, adding the dud �bres, abdinserting a line at the beginningcontaining the half width of the �bre (2 is a good choice). Run this listthrough lis2ech.awk to create echselect.lis:# The awk line convert from a list of fibres to a file appropriate for# ECHSELECT. The first line should contain the half-width of each fibre# and the following lines the fibre centres.(NR==1) { width=$1printf("*\n* Order selections from file: %s\n*\n",filename);printf("* Created by LIS2ECH.AWK: HW=%.1f\n*\n",width); }(NR>1) { centre=$1fibno=NR-1for (colno=centre-width;colno<=centre+width;colno++) {printf("%9d%10d\n",colno,fibno);}}Finally run ECHSELECT to see if everything has turn out right. Backup thecurrent sdist.dat and echselect.lis.Now you're ready to extract the spectra. Run each spectrum throughCDIST:cdist mt_xf_a5 ys=min ye=max out=mt_xf_a5x maxdegy=5and then ECHSELECT to create the spectra.This may be entirely automatic (although you will have to type q, enterthe output �le, and press return) if you want it to be, or you can check thesuccess of the �ts with ECHSELECT as it runs.



152 APPENDIX B. AUTOFIB SPECTRA REDUCTIONYou must repeat this process entirely for the other CCD windows used.B.4 Wavelength CalibrationFind the atlas for argon arc spectra before you think about continuing. This�rst arc is the hardest (if you have already calibrated an arc from the run,use it and its accompanying ARLINES.LIS as a starting point). Extract one�bre from the middle of the �rst arc frame (Fibre #31 is a good choice).Run ARC on this spectrum. If you already have an ARLINES.LIS �le, useit. Otherwise identify the arc lines with the atlas and get a good �t. Aftercompleting the ARC program, rename the newly created ARLINES.LIS toARC1.LIS. Repeat this process for the other arc frames, using ARC1.LIS asthe starting point and renaming the ARLINES.LIS �les successively.Before calibrating each of the �bres, you must take care of the dud�bres. An easy way is to copy the adjacent �bres into the dud �bres:extract mt_xf_a5x 6 6 mt_xf_a5f6growx sp=mt_xf_a5f6 ys=7 ye=7 im=mt_xf_a5x nonewextract mt_xf_a5x 14 14 mt_xf_a5f14growx sp=mt_xf_a5f14 ys=15 ye=15 im=mt_xf_a5x nonewextract mt_xf_a5x 16 16 mt_xf_a5f16growx sp=mt_xf_a5f16 ys=17 ye=17 im=mt_xf_a5x nonewextract mt_xf_a5x 22 22 mt_xf_a5f22growx sp=mt_xf_a5f22 ys=23 ye=23 im=mt_xf_a5x nonewNow copy the appropriate arc-list �le (e.g. ARC1.LIS) to ARLINES.LIS andrun IARC on the extracted arc frame (with the duds �lled in). Repeat thisprocess for each of the arc frames.Now you must choose which arcs go with which object frames. Thenyou run ISCRUNCH to calibrate each of the object frames:ISCRUNCH MT_XF_1X ARC1.IAR 3600 7700 1024 MT_XF_1S NOLOG NODENQUADB.5 Sky SubtractionBefore performing the sky subtraction the sky frames must be expanded tothe size of the object frames using ISUPER and ISTRETCH. For example,isuper mt_xf_s1x 1024 64 1 1 mt_xf_s1xtistretch mt_xf_s1xt 16 1 0 0 1 1 mt_xf_s1xtNow create a �bre information �le for the program FRAME ADD. The �rst lineshould contain the number of object frames followed by the number of skyframes that you want to use and the number of sky �bres. The followinglines contain the range in object frames that you wish to use for each of thesky frames. Next give the numbers of each sky �bre, followed the numbersof each dud. Here's an example:



B.6. FIGARO PROGRAMS 1536 5 101 23 34 45 56 61912223337485160637151723 Now run FRAME ADD. First give it the total number of frames (in ourexample 11), then the names of the object frames following by those of thesky frames (you can use the arrow key to use the previous entry as the basisfor the current entry { a major time-saver). Finally give the name of theoutput �le. FRAME ADD doesn't copy the wavelength information from theinput �les into the output �le. So you must run XCOPY on the output �lebefore extracting the individual spectra using EXTRACT.B.6 FIGARO Programs1. ARC2. CRSPOT3. CRSKY4. EXTRACT5. FINDSP6. FRAME ADD7. GROWX8. ICSUB9. IREVX10. ISCRUNCH11. ISTAT12. ISUBSET



154 APPENDIX B. AUTOFIB SPECTRA REDUCTION13. ISUPER14. OVERPF15. POLEXT16. ROTATE17. SPLOT18. XCOPY19. YSTRACTAs an alternative to FINDSP, OVERPF, and POLEXT { if they are not available{ the following group of programs does the same thing:1. CDIST2. ECHSELECT3. FINDFIB4. SDIST


